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NAACP RALLY, commemo
rating the sixth anniversary
of the U. S. Supreme Court's
decision outlawing public
schoo. segregation, drew a
left to right, Mrs. A. W. Wil-
lis, jr.. who accepted the pla-
que for her attorney husband;
Roy Wilkins, NAACP execu-
tive secretary who delivered
the evening's address; Dr.
Theron Northcross, Dr. S. A.
Owens, pastor of Metropoli•
tan Baptist church, represent-
ing his church; Thomas Wit- self and for the Memphis
PPHI
ee II
crowd of some 5,500 persons
and featured presentation of
plaquers to new members.
Photo at left, shows new life
members with their awards,
MISSISSIPPI
 
 TENNESSEE-
ARKANSAS Tri-State Defender.,
0
"The South's Independent Weekly" 0
•
us, representing the local
chapter of Kappa Alpha Psi,
and Mrs. Johnetta W. Kelso,
accepting a plaque for her-
chapter of the Links. In cell-
ter photo, Mrs. A. NI a ceo
Walker presents $500 check
to Mr Wilkins on behalf of
the local chapter of Delta
Sigma Theta. while Banker
Jes• • Turner looks on. In
right photo, Membership
Campaign Chairman, Maxine
Smith presents awards to star
workers. 1.eft to right are
Mrs. Smith, Mr. Wilkins,
Thomas Willis, Mrs. Georgia
Atkins and Bruce Boyd.
— MISSISSIPPI
TENNESSEE-
ARKANSA S
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*WOMAN CHARGES POLICE WITH ASSAULT
1960
Graduation Edition
COAFIK
y NAT D. WILLIAMS 
IVIEMPHIS, Tenn. —
MORAL DECAY
Evangelist Billy Graham took
a commanding and tremendous
position down in Miami, Fla.,
last week in an address before
the Southern Baptist Convention
(white). He was talking on the
subject of race relations.
He placed dominant Ameri-
can attitudes in their proper
context. His most telling obser-
vations were:
"Southern Baptists, which al-
most outnumber all other de-
nominations put together in the
South, have a peculiar responsi-
Illity to take a place of lead-cship in better racial under-
standing;"
"If this leadership is not pro-
vided the next generation could
well turn against the church;"
"Racial discrimination is one
of the signs of moral decay in
America;"
"There is a present form of
moral and spiritual cancer
which can ultimately lead to our
destruction unless ',the deSease ia
treated ahd thn irend reversed;"
"As the judgment of God
n Adam and Eve
their sins. . .so the
of God is going to
came
because
judgme
fall on•Arrierica unless the mor-
al dilection of the nation is
charged radically in the next
few months."
Now, in the language of 1:I:-
ter-day "beatniks," Reverend
raham was "cooking". . .and
the front burner". . ."with
ore than butane gas." It
seems that he has easily placed
himself in the forefront of top
Americans sid,o are not.afraid
to stand up 'for what is right.
And it is to- be noted that heis very definite in his view that
Begin Emmy
Selections
HOLLYWOOD — (UPI) —
Memberc of the academy of
television arts and sciences be-
gan voting Tuesday for such
nominees as Ingrid Bergman
and Alec Guinness in the 1959-
60 Emmy awards program.
Miss Bergman, Guinness and
another veteran performer,
aurence Olivier, all wort
imination after making
their first appearances in U.S.
Television dramas in the past
year.
lia
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this matter of relations be-
tween the races in the United
States should be settled as soon
as possible. .."changed radical-
ly in the next few months." In
short, Billy Graham is not a
"dadualist." He makes h i s
position clear. And it is along
the same line taken by many
Negro observers to the effect
that "the gradual approach to
a solution has been tried over
a period of scores of years and
nothing really big has come of
it. The process of progress in
human relations seems best
speeded up by revolutionary ra-
ther than by evolutionary ac-
tion.
Billy Graham rates a vote of
thanks from minority groups all
over. . .particularly Negroes in
the United States. We are the
nation's largest minority. We
are also the nation's most pro-
scribed and most abused minor-ity. That's why we have to hol-ler the loudest. And that's why
we need all the friends we canget _in the courtof puldie_opip•ion. Billy braham is a powerfulfriend. And what makes h i in
most powerful is the fact thathe has no axe to grind.
He's "got it made" from the
standpoint of prestige, world
acclaim, and other measures of
success we accept. So, it maybe just possible that he is really
speaking from a purely Chris-tian standpoint. It may be thatthe world and the United Stateshas before it the spectacle ofa true Christian, in high place,in the Twentieth Century. Andthat is something else. ..in this
cynical age of "jive" and prop-
aganda.
Many Negro spokesmen have
repeatedly said that the truetest of American democracy is
what that democracy does
about the Negro. The Negro isa challenge to everythingthat America's Constitution pre-
sents as the right of men in aland where liberty is the wontof environment and individualfreedom the chief ideal. More
men like Billy Graham a r e
needed to call attention to this.
The churches have been dis-
appointing in the slowness oftheir progress in the area of ra-
cial democracy. They havebeen so slow generally until alot of observers have come to
call them the chief bulwarks of
racial discrimination. racial
prejudice and even racial hate
See Shadow', Page 2
From all reports, Napoleon
B Williams, jr., the 18-year-old
Manassas high senior who as-
tounded the exelerta with his
perfect math score recently, is
an all around guy. Aside from
being a straight "A" student
he is a good social mixer.
Williams, oldest of four chil-
dren in the Williams household,
simply "ran away" with the
most difficult section of the ad-
vanced mathematics test of the
college board entrance examina-
tion, scoring a phenomenal 800
points out of a possible 800.
As a result of his astuteness
in math he was offered scholar-
ships to Haverford, Amherst
and Harvard. Although it's been
said he has chosen Harvard
the verdict is still out on which
college he will attend.
The scholarship to Harvard,
82500 a year for four years is
one of the largest, general
scholarships ever offered by
the ivy league center.
SELF-MADE MAN
Memphis member, of' the
Harvard admissions committee
William F,:* KArsch 
_tha.t
Williams already has • the
equivalent of a college educa-
tion in mathematics. Mr.
Kirsch also said that h can't
remember any other atiztient
scoring a perfect 'score 'be that
test.
Williams will graduate, from
Manassas June 1. •
Williams is a voracious read-
er, gaining an interest in
physics as early as the ninth
grade. He said he knew he
would have to know some
mathematics so he began read-
ing math books. He taught
himself algebra, enrolled in it
in Manassas and contends, "It
was easy after that."
At Manassas he added cours-
es in trigonometry, calculus,
advanced mathematics, geom-
etry and everything he could
take pertaining to algebra. Mrs.
Juanita Turner, his math teach-
er at Manassas, is credited
with aiding him greatly in his
mastery of the science.
Williams comes from a -fam-
ily of self made men, it seems.
His father, Napoleon B., Sr.,
with the aid of a correspon-
dence course, studied account-
ing.
Another senior, Alberta R.
Thompson, is the recipient of
$6000 scholarships to either
Case or Carnegie Tech. He is
the son of Principal R. B.
Thompson of Carver high
school.
GEORGE W. LEE chapter
of Young Republicans receiv.
es sage advice from the Mem-
phis political leader and busi-
ness man for whom the
chapter was named. Lt. Lee,
seated second from right, is
surrounded by new officers
who were installed Friday as
the new organization gets rui.
derway. Seated, left to right,
are Atty. W.K. Moody, instal-
lation speaker; Rev. Edgar
Young, president; Lt. Lee,
and Mrs. Dorothy Walker,
secretary. Standing, left to
right, are Atty. I. H. Murphy
Miss Jean Williams, chair.
man, program committee;
Miss Ernestine Jones, assist-
ant secretary; Miss Jean
Wiggins, treasurer; Thomas
Willett, vice-president; Isaac
Young, chaplain; Mrs. Wilene
Tyler, chairman of contact
committee. —Staff photo by
Hardin.
68 Seniors In Spotlight For
Finals At LeMoyne C
LeMoyne college's annual baccalaureate and com-
mencement ceremonies will be held this weekend on
the campus in front of Brownlee Hall. Sixty-eight
seniors will be in the line of march.
Should it rain at the time of either event, the
scene-win be shifted to Bruce
Hall on the lower campus.
Dr. Charles L. Dinkins, pres-
ident of Owen College in Mem-
phis, will deliver the baccalau-
reate sermon Sunday, May 29,
at 5:30 p. m. The President's
Tea for graduating seniors will
be held on the East Campus
immediately following bacca-
laureate services.
The commencement address
will be delivered Monday, May
30, at 5:30 p. m., by Dr. A. D.
Beittel, dean of the chapel at
Beloit College, Beloit. Wisc.
The Alumni Reception for grad-
uating seniors and their rela-
tives will be held in the Com-
mons following commencement
exercises.
The annnual meeting and sec-
ond grand reunion of LeMoyne
General Alumni Association wilt
be conducted Saturday, May 28
on the campus. The program
includes meeting of executive
committee at 9:30 a. m., regis-
tration and coffee hour, 10 to
11; annual meeting in the Lec-
ture Hall starting at 11, and
luncheon in The Commons at
I p. m.
The Junior•Senior banquet
was a colorful affair last Fri-
day night.
Candidates for graduation
are:
Bachelor of Arts Degree in
cation — Barbara S. Atkins, Le-
ontine M. Bagley, Dorothy L.
Bilbrew, Lawrence B. Black-
mon, Margaret B. Bland, Elsie
Cox, Theresa R. Cox, Helen C.
Dinkins Beittel
Robert r: Helms, Walter H.
Hill, tailiaVH. Isabel, Vernon
R. Johisaa, Jake C. Kelley,
Marvin Plunkett, Freeman
H. Robinson, jr., Mary Ann
Wade and Benjamin Ward jr.
Canadates for granduation in
the summer are: Willie Ed Al-
len, Ne_sby Blanchard jr., Wil-
ma J. Branch, Barbara H. Cole
Matjle S. Daniels, Clifton E.
Drake jr., tel M. Eldridge,
Walter Evans jr., Dorothy S.
Katoe, Jane L. Knox. Frank H.
Lyles, Leatha B. Owens, Roxie
H. Pegues, Audrey E. Shaw,
Priscilla L. Turner, Barbara J.
Whitley and Delia T. Williams.
Cunningham. Janie Mae Haynes
Eleanor B. Hoskin, Eleanor E.
Johnson, Jean A. Lee, Geral-
dine McCray,:,  Lillie B. McDon-
ald, Doretha McIntosh, Gloria
D. Macklin, Virginia S. Owens,
B. G. Rain?y, Flora B.
Shanks, Darnell L. Thomas, Jo-
sephine K. Thompson, Ethel B.
Watson and Pearl C. West-
brooks.
Bachefor of Arts Degree in
Humanities — Mary Roberts
Cole, James M. Greer, Willie
J. Jamerson, Frances L. Thom-
as and Thelma L. Townsend.
Bachelor oi Arts Deggree in
Social Sciences — Ronald M.
Cunningham, Annetta J. Fin-
ley, Lewis Harris, Barbara M.
Neal, Wilhelmina b. Doggett-
Pegues, Willie L Reid, Beverly
F. Smith and Johnnie B. Wat-
son.
Bachelor of Science in Natur-
al Science — Charles A. Adair,
Ronald B. Anderson, Jack Bil-
lings, Jean F. Brown, Chester
B. Cade, jr., Allen J. Hammond
Adults Join
Pickets On
Main Street
•Chief Says:
Complaint Has
'No Validity'
By BURLEIGH HINES, JR.
The Tri-State Defender learned Saturday, May21, that a complaint had been filed against the Mem-phis police department concerning the alleged assault
of a Negro woman late Friday night by two white
Memphis officers. The complaint was filed at John
Gaston hospital by Mrs. Mamie
Williams of 1344 Kentucky, and
her husband, Willie Lee.
M r s. Wil-
liams gave this
story to the
Defender:
She and her
husband a n d
her mother-in-
law had a fam-
ily argument,
at about 8:3e
p. m. Friday. Al*,
neighbor call-
ed the police Mrs. Williams
and two officers came to the
house.
Mrs. Williams said the of-
ficers asked her husband if he
wanted to have her arrested.
He said no. Mrs. Williams said
the policemen then told kr.
Williams that they were
to ride her around
and "talk to her and 111
Three adults joined the stu-
dents currently picketing the
Woolworth department store and
the Walgreen drug store on
Main street Monday. The adults,
Mrs. Maxine Smith, Mrs. A. W.
Willis, jr., and Mrs. A. R.
Flowers spelled the college
youths by carrying signs along
main street denouncing segre-
gated lunch cornters.
Pickets began at two stores
May 17, immediately after the
arrest of the five Negro college
students for refusing to leave
the Walgreen store after po-
lice had received a bomb
See Adults, Page 2
down."
TAKEN AWAY
She was driven a short dis-
tance from her home, she said,
with one policeman in the back
with her, while the other drove.
They stopped in a darkened
section of her neighborhood, she
said, and began talking to her
about her personal life, how
long she'd been married, how
many children she had, etc.
She asked for a drink of water
and the smaller of the two of-
ficers went somewhere and got
her a glass of water.
She said she took a few sips
from the glass and blacked
out. She said the water tasted
"saltSr." -The next thing I
knew I was back home lying
on my sofa," she said.
Mrs. Williams said she
wakened, looking in the eyes
See Woman, Page 2
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Every case tested got striking re-
lief from awful discomforts of
:hange-of-life. Nervousness was
'educed for as many aa 87%
'hot flashes" 755.!
No Costly Shots Noadod—
F•malo Ailments ',him's!!
Results were credited entirely to
Lydia E. Plnkham's Vegetable
Compound. Acting through the
sympathetic nervous system, it
las remarkable power to relieve
his functionally-caused distress.
If
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Adults
(Continued From Page 1)
threat. The threat proved
hoax.
The Tri-State Defender con-
tacted the manager of Wool-
worth's, Vale Kearney, a n d
W. M. Wester, manager of
Walgreen, Main and Madison,
as to the effect, if any, that
the pickets had on their busi-
ness.
Mr. Kearney said "I can't
say that there has been any
change in our business."
Mr. Wester practically echo-
ed his exact words. "1 haven't
noticed any change in my busi-
ness," he said. Apparently Ne-
groes, as well as whites are
paying little attention to the
pickets.
One picket was observed try-
ing to hand a leaflet of some
kind to a Negro shopper, who
refused the paper.
Pickets, although numbering
only two and sometimes three
at the stores, are making a
steady march at the establish-
ments.
POPLAR TUNES
RECORD SHOP
RECORDS FOR EVERYONE
306 Poplar At Lauderdal•
Phone JA. 5-6348
•
FORTUNE'S
TV SERVICE
545 E Mallory at Lauderdale
WH 6-7133
Dependable TV serv ice
SERVICE CALL
DAY—N ICHT
SUNDAY—HOLIDAYS
Thi, ad us worth $1 00 toward lervita
on any Tv repair
RCA Authorized Service
ADULTS joined the college
students Monday. May 23, in
picketing the Walgreen Drug
company, Madison and Main,
and Wiolworth Department
store, also on Main. Walking
here, well out of the way of
sidewalk pedestrians a r e
(front). Mrs. Maxine Smith,
and Mrs. A. W. Willis, jr.
Students have been picketing
the two stores since May 17
after five students were ar-
rested for refusing to leave
Walgreen's lunch counter. A
bomb threat, which later prov-
ed a hoax, was received by
the store. Another adult, Mrs.
A. R. Flowers, spelled a stu-
dent in picketing Woolworth.
(Staff photo by George E.
Hardin),
Publish Memoirs
Of FDR's Butler
"M) God! How did it hap- details aeout the destruction
per' : will go down in dis-
grace!" This was the fil st re-
a.:tion of President Franklin D.
Roosevelt as he listened to the
B out of 10 WOMEN
GET RELIEF FR
the awful nervousness and "hot flashes" of
CHANGE-OF-LIFE
In scientific clinical teats by noted doctor!
that tension, irritability aren't
relieved with Pinkham's. See if
you don't escape suffocating "hot
flashes" that made change-of-life
so hard to bear. Today, get Lydia
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound
at all drug stores.
SLEEP S HOURS WAKE UP THUD? 
1
When due to simple iron defi-
ciency anemia, take Pinkharn
Tablets. Rich in iron, they
start to strengthen your iron-
starved blood within one day
of the fleet directly following
he Pear. Harbor attack.
Alonzo Fields, White House
chief butler throughout the
IRoosevelt administration, tells
'in his memoirs of hearing
Rouscvelt say this. The mem-
oirs .:Looking Over the Presi-
dent's Shoulder," is an inti-
mate di-the
-record account of
life i, the White House and
historic visitors from the Hoov-
Lrs through to the Eisenhow-
ers The second installment is
published in the June Ladies'
Home Journal.
SAVE NOW
AT
MUTUAL
FEDERAL
588 VANCE
Big 4% Dividend
Each Account Insured 'To $10,000
That Senator Jack Kennedy
is a more adrsit politician than
his father is an established N
fact. The Fitelds memoroirs re- "
late an incident in which Roos- $1.95?vet sought to teach Ambassa•
dor Kennedy a lesson during s.
the troubled pre-war period. "B1°4"
'Woman Shadows
(Continueo From Page 1) (Continued
of her husband. She said she
didn't feel right and that her
clothes, including her under-
garments, "weren't on right."
She said her husband remarked
that her dress was wrinkled
and her clothes disheveled. She
estimated that she had been spector W. W. Wilkinson head
gone about 20 minutes. or homicide who had it record-
BLACKED OUT AGAIN ed by a stenographer. She said
Mrs. Williams said she then Inspector Wilkinson told her
blacked out again. When she they would investigate the in-,
awakened this time, she wis cident and for her "to stay'
on a table in Jehn Gaston hos-
pital and someone was ad- 1
ministering smelling salts 'o
her nose. This was about 10
p. m.
She said a man who identi-
fied himself as a doctor (she ,
can't remember his name, but
she said she would know him;
on sight) told her that she had
recently had sexual relations.
She said another doctor told;
her the same and she told them
she wanted to file a complaint
that two police officers had
assaulted her. A Negro offi-
cial of the hospital was called
and recorded the complaint.
Mrs. Williams said she talk-
ed with the Negro and h e r
husband for a short while and
then blacked out again. The
next thing she remembers
clearly, she said, is being re-
leased from the hospital at
about 6 a. m. the next morning.
about e a, m. the next morn-
ing.
Mrs, Williams, 31, mother of
six children, said she has high
blood pressure. She has been
taking pills prescribed for her
by the Gailor clinic but had
nelgected to take the pills that
day (Friday).
WENT TO CAFE
Prior to the argument with
her husband, Mrs. Williams
said she had spent an hour in.
a cafe near her home with
some friends. She had drank
some beer ind returned home,
as opposed to Christian brother-
hood. The charge has been
largely levelled at the white
congregations of the nation.
What the Negro church would
do under a similar test can only
where the argument began and
the subsequent calling of the
police.
Mrs. Williams said she and
her husband were escorted to
the police ',eadquarters by two
plain clothes officers Saturday,
May 21 at about 1:30 p. m. She
said they told her story to In-
Aiiili Gillette
kijastahle Razor
9 Settings for Superb Shaves! I
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I AIS Starts SUNDAY!6 BIG DAYS 6
SIN-CENTERS SMASHED!
NICE RAW
MA...11E VAN DOREN
RICHARD COOGAN
Plus 2nd HIT!
I Facing the deadliest
gunslingers who
ever lived!
-A1if4,4,01
t4i,v1111111••••4 .,-L.
Ambush at
Abilene...
!
*INFIGHTERS OF ABILENE
kill WANE JODI OSS
lionowl wry WIND EOM"
0/;-(79760/3rwr V
TO THE GRADUATING SENIORS OF THE
CITY AND COUNTY SCHOOLS
from the
close around the house."
The Tri-State Defender con-
tacted Assistant Chief Ulis T.
Bartholomew Monday, May 23.
''We have investigated this
thing pretty ,closely," the chief
said, "and we have found
nothing to substantiate her
charges at all."
The chief said that cases of
this type are always open and
that if anything comes up they
would weigh everything on its
merits. But as of now, he said
there is nothing to substantiate;
Mrs. Williams' complaint.
Mrs. Williams said if s h
doesn't get any satisfaction
from the police department on
the case, her husband, a con-
struction worker, is going to
contact a lawyer.
- -
rom Page 1)
be guessed. What one guesses
will depend on several persona.
factors peculiar to the individ
ual.
The important angle just here
is that a man of such world-
wide prominence as Evangelist
Billy Graham has the moral
courage to speak out against i
obvious and notorious wrongs.
So many men in high places
make private admissions about
the various aspects of t is e
world's moral plight. But the)
are most shy about their pub-
lic commitments.
And that again brings up the
matter of individual points of
view Some folk see wrong
more clearly and sooner than
others. Some people want to
correct wrongs fast. . .some
want to correct them slowly. ..
and some don't want to corred
them till much later. Maybe it
all depends on what each per-
son thinks he has to lose. It is
an interesting fact that the less
a fellow has to lose, the quicker
he is ready to bring about rev.i'
olutionary changes. Maybe if
Evangelist Billy Graham had st!
specific congregation of his owni
. .upon whom he depended for 1
dues. . .maybe his view would
be different. Maybe!
ANDREW JACKSON
great 'hero of the
plain people'
TASTE THE
GREATNESS
of historic
OLD
CROW
America's
preferred
bourbon
Light • Mild • 90 Proof
KENTUCKY STRAIGHT BOURBON WHISKEY
OLD CROW DISTILLERY CO., FRANKFORT, KY.. DISTR. BY NATIONAL DIST. PROD. CO.
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Tuition Cost
Low At Owen
Owen college began ossera-
dons with a pilot student group
on Jan. 18, 1954. Since that time,
mathe story of the college has
illsen one of continuous growth\ • nd development. This is t h e
realization of a dream of the
Tennessee Baptist Missionary
and Educational convention un-
der the leadership of Dr. S. A.
Owen, pastor of Metropolitan
Baptist church, when the prop-
erty was purchased in 1946 and
the college operates under the
auspices of the convention.
Owen college was approved
by the state department of ed-
ucation and Veterans Adminis-
tration and admitted to provis-
ional membership in the Ameri-
can Association of Junior col-
leges in 1955. The name of the
college was changed from S. A.
Owen junior college to Owen
college in 1946. Through the dill-
nt toil and effort of the ad.
IF YOU
CAN
FIND A
BETTER
BOURBON
... BUY IT!
stint
THE SMOOTHER BOURBON
Igtntucity Straight Bourbon Whiskey • 6 Yrs. Old
SO 'roof • otAnuoat Age Dot Co., Frankfort, Ky.
rmiiiistration, faculty, staff and
!students Owen college was ful-
ly accredited by the Southern'
Association of Colleges and Sec.
ons.:ars schools in December l
1958, and was admitted to full I
membership in the American!
Association of Junior Colleges.:
The beautiful campus at
Vance and Orleans encompass-
es approximately 11 acres on
which stands six building hous-
es: dormitories; administrative
offices; laboratories; gymnasi-
um; swimming pool, library
classrooms lounges cafeteria;
recreation rooms infirmary;
auditorium; chapel music stu-
dios and faculty apartments.
Owen college is a two-year in-
stitution which offers quality
education in a christian setting?
College level courses in applied
sciences, humanities, language
arts, natural sciences and ma-
thematics, and social sciences
lead to the standard two year
colleg, degrees — the associate
in art:. (AA) and the Associate
in Science (AS) the college
seeks to offer the instruction-
al advantages of a two year col-
lege which are frequently listed
as: smaller classes, better
teachers, fewer failures, lower
expenses and closer contacts
between teacher and student.
The tuition cost at Owen is
slightly more than one dollar
per day for the overall ni n e
month period and is one of the
lowest tuitions anywhere.
Extended day classes are de-
signea to make possible a col-
lege education and graduation
for students who are employed
We're Mighty Proud
It is with a great deal of pride that we extend to
you of this year's graduating class, our very best
wishes and sincere congratulations. We've seen
some excellent young people complete this part of
their education here but we recall of no other
group whom we thought had more possibilities
than you. Good luck, then, to each of you!
NEW DAISY THEATRE
330 BEALE STREET
"1"••••.•••••,,49...••
BENJAMIN WARD, JR.
WIN GRANTS — Three mem.
bers of LeMoyne college's
i960 graduating class have
been awarded assistantships
which will enable them to
study for the master's dc•
gree. Benjamin Ward, jr.. a
mathematics major of 730
• oweessrew•••••nalininewe•••••••••••••••erriaserigmwrgrilgeten• ..enialr,
•
DARNELL I THOMAS
Walker Avenue, will go to the
graduate school of North Car-
olina college at Durham. Ron-
ald B. Anderson. an other
mathematics major of 1213 E.
Trigg, received his grant to
Unisersity of Southern Cali-
fornia. Darnell L. Thomas, an
RONALD B. ANDERSON
education major of 706 Lucy,
will seek the master's in
special education at Univer-
sity of Illinois in Urbana.
Miss Thomas was chosen to
address a rally of students
Wednesday of this week at
Anderson college in Indiana.
'during the day hours and fea-
tures regular offering of regu-
lar courses during late after-
noon and evening hours.
Dean Registrar T. I. Wil-
lard announces that there are
19 prospective graduates for the
fifth annual commencement on
June 2 at 6 p.m., in the college
aucLtorium. Dr. Ramsey Pol-
lard, pastor of Bellevue Baptist
church and President of the
Southern Baptist Convention
will be the commencement
speaker. The Rev. Kelly M.
Smith. Owen trustee and pas-
tor of the First Baptist church,
Nashville, will speak at the
commencement vespers on Sun-
day, May 29 at 4 p.m., in the
college auditorium.
Griggs Will
Graduate 25
According to a statement
from Reverend C. J. Gaston,
managing director of Griggs
business college, 25 students
will graduate in this year's
class. Baccalaureate services
will be held Sunday, May 29,
11 a.m., at the Metropolitan
Baptist church. Rev. S. A.
Owen. pastor of the church will
deliver the sermon.
Commencement exercises will
be held Tuesday, May 31, 1960
at 8 p.m., at Mt. Nebo Baptist
church, Rev. Roy Love, pastor
Lewis H Twice, president of
Union Protective Life Insurance
company, will be the speaker.
The faculty and graduates re-
quest the presence of all for-
mer students and friends at
the exeruses.
DARK EYES
m1444k6
Memphis' largest selling
Available in all sizes. Including li: gallons.
100 or 80 PROOF DISTILLED FROM 100% GRAIN NEUTRAL SPIRITS
PRODUCT OF U.S.A. CLEAR SPRING DISTILLING CO., DIVISION OF JAMES 8 BEAM DISTILLING CO., CLERMONT, KY.
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AML. oNtAB
The welcomemat was placed
out for AME ministers return-
ing from their National General
Conference in Los Angeles, Cal-
if., the past week.
Reporters covering the Na-
tional meet chose our own Dr.
Ralp:: Jackson of St. Andrew
AME church as the central fig-
ure of their news releases on
the Convention. Dr. Jackson led
a successful fight for aid to un-
derpaid ministers. The dynamic
minister was elected a general
officer of the Connection. Ap-
poilted to the pastorate of
St. Andrew AME church w a s
Rev. Elmer Martin of Nash-
vile, Tenn.
Congratuations! To Dr. Jack-
son and a hearty welcome to
Rev. Martin!
Another highlight of the Con-
ference was the election of
Bishop- and other general offi-
cers.
Among the Memphis delega-
tion of AME ministers w h o
made themselves felt at the
meet also were Rev. W. L.
Powell, Presiding Elder of the
South Memphis District, Rev.
J. A. James, presiding elder of
the North Memphis District,
Rev. E M. Alcorn of St.
James, Rev. Loyce Patrick of
Avery Chapel. Rev. Robert Mc-
Rae of New Tyler, Rev. H. L.
Starks of Clayborn Temple and
Rev. J. T. Dentham of New Al-
len.
Lay members who attended
the conference were Jesse
Clark, Mrs. C. V. Burrow, Evan-
gelist Arnice Syah, Evangelist
Rheola Jackson, Evangelist
Bailey, Mrs. Fischer, Rev. Cle-
ophus Person, Mrs. Ralph Jack-
son anu many others.
LANE CHAPEL
The Lane Chapel CME
church of Hunterville, Tenn..
will hold its first Friends' Day
celebration, Sunday, May 29,
under the leadership of the pas-
tor, Rev. E L. Cumming .
principal address will be deliv-
ered by Rev. J. S. Murray of
Memphis. James Austin of Gos-
pel Temple Baptist church will
serve as master of ceremonies.
All persons leaving Memphis
in cars are asked to meet at
,12 o'clock noon at Summer Ave.
'and Parkway.
Dinner will be served free
on the grounds.
Glynn White is the chairman.
ST. JAMES
The Baptist Industrial college
and Seminary of Hernando,
Miss., presented the popular
Rust college A capella choir,
the past Sunday, at St. James
AME church. The renditions as
usual were enjoyed by all.
The guest speaker for the aft-
ernoon was Mrs. R. Q. Venson,
well-known in the social and
civic activities of the city.
Rev. Charles W. Guy is the
ambassador of the college.
Rev. E. M Alcorn is the pas-
tor of St. James AME church.
ST. STEPHEN
Mrs. Jennie Broadnax Vance
of Humboldt, Tenn , added
nvich to St. Stephen's Z2nd An-
nual Women's Day, last Sun-
day. Her timely address
Mrs. H. Culpepper
Greenwood Speaker
The members and friends of
Greenwood CME church are!
now looking forward to Sunday,
May 29, when they will observe
WOMAN'S DAY. The speaker
for the 11 o'clock service will
be Mrs Hattie Culpepper.
the capacity crowd.
"For Such A Time As This,"
the morning message delivered
by the pastor, Rev. 0. C. Criv•
ens, was stirring.
Mrs. Bethel Hunt was t h e
chairman.
BLOOMFIELD BAPTIST
The Missionary Society of
Bloomfield Baptist church will
sponsor a mission day program
at the church Sunday, May 29,
3 p.m. Mrs. Gussie Peace
Young will be the guest speak-
rer. Mrs Young is a member
of the Avery Chapel AME
church. She is a native of
Clarksdale, Miss., and a gradu-
ate of Campbell college in Jack-
son, Miss, She is a former pres-
ident of the Missionary Society
f Friendship AME church of
Clarksdale.
A miniature apron rally will
be held also. Mrs. Effie W i 1-
hams, president of the Mission-
ary Society, invites the public
to attend this program.
OLIVE1 REVIVAL
The Olivet Baptist church, 270
East Calhoun ave., pastored bybrought thundering applause by Rev. E. W. Williamson, will
M s. Culpep-
ier is a devout
member of Pro-
gressive Baptist
church where
she serves as a
Sunday School
teacher and
teacher of the
Mission society.
She also serves
as ti:e devotion
leader of the
Baptist Mission-mrs. Culpepperary and Educa-
tion State Convention and as
the chairman of community
mission in the National Baptist
Convention.
She has done extensive travel
in the United States and has
also traveled in Europe. She
has been among those Christian
leaders who have journeyed to
the Holy Land, She can give
present one of the greatest
evangelists of our time in the
person of Dr. Ceasar Clark, pas-
,.or of the Good St. Baptist
church, Dallas, Tex.
Dr. Clark is a dynamic speak-
er and will take an active part
in the services which will com-
mence each night at 7:30 p.m.,
beginning Sunday. May 29 thru
June 3. Preaching begins at 8
p.m.
The public is invited. Mrs. R.
Y. Elmore, reporter.
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such vivid picture of her travels
to the Holy Land that her aud-
ience can visualize the setting
there.
Mrs. Culpepper is a success-
ful business woman, being the
wife of the noted Walter Cul-
pepper, proprietor of the films
ous Culpepper Chicken Shacks
No. 1 located at 204 Hernando
and No. 2 located at 1664 Kan-
sas. She and Mr. Culpepper
have been in business since
1934 and she says her prayers
have been answered in that she
is now operating her business
without intoxicating beverages.
She states this has been her
earnest prayer for 15 years and
it was realized in 10 and her
business is still progressing
without these beverages.
She is a native of Mound
Bayou, Mississippi where she
attended the Mound Bayou Con-
solidated School. L-
In the afternoon from 4 'til
7 o'clock the women of Green.
wood will be hostesses to an
ALL- CHURCH TEA in the
basement of the church. Mrs.
LaVara Johnson and Mrs, Ruby
Malone are co-chairmen of both
Tlivitie:. The Rev, Paul Fowk.
les is minister. The public is
invited to both the 11 o'clock
service and to the Tea.
LONDON, — (UPI) — The
Harlem Globetrotters arrived
in London from New York to
begin their 11th tour of Eu-
rope.
VERSATILE INFIELDER-OUTFIELDER JIM GILLIAM
of the Los Angeles Dodgers took to Tareytons
with his very first pack. "I don't know what the
Dual Filter does to bring out such wonderful
taste," he says, "but I've never enjoyed any
other cigarette so much!"
NEW DUAL FILTER
areyton
rtod.d s erru.ddLr new'
Dual
Filter
does it!
Filters for flavor
as no single filter can
HERE'S HOW THE DUAL FILTER DOES IT:
It combines a unique inner filter of
ACTIVATED CHARCOAL ... defi-
N
 
mutely proved to make the smoke of
a cigarette mild and smooth ...
with a pure white outer filter. To-
2 gether they select and balance theflavor elements in the smoke.i
Tareyton's flavor-balance gives you
the best taste of the best tobaccos.
•
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Southland Racing's
(Greyhound Racing At It s Best)(4)) SOUTHLAND HAS A NEW CLUB HOUSE — WE WANT YOU TO GIVE IT A NAME
IF THE NAME YOU SUBMIT IS USED YOU'LL WIN 
(Contest Closes June 17)It's Easy 
-
Clip and Mail the Entry Blank -- To
Club House Contest
Tri-State Defenderc/o
P. O. Box 311
441(LMemphis, Tennessee
Plus: A Life-Time Pass
NAME THE CLUB HOUSE CONTEST
FREE
$10000
NAME:
OFFICIAL ENTRY BLANK
Southland's Name The Club House Contest
ADDRESS:
CITY and STATE:
PHONE:
My name for Southland New Club House Is:
1. 
1. 
3. 
CASH
Decision of the Judges
Is FINAL.
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A CHECK FOR
sented by Jesse
tn Rev. David
president of the
$1025 is pre-
Turner, left,
Cunningham,
local NAACP
chapter, right, as Roy Wil-
kins looks on. The check was
from The Kappas, the 060
Debutantes and Mrs. Cecelia
Willis Westley. Scene was the
NAACP rally Tuesday night,
May 17, in Mason Temple.
Holland Is New
Hampton Prexy
HAMPTON, Va. — Dr. Jer-
ome H. Holland, 44, has been
appointed the ninth president I
Hampton Institute, 92-year-old
'college on Virginia's lower pen-
insula, according to an an-
nouncement by the college's
board chairman, Arthur Howe,
jr., of Yale university.
Dr. Holland, who has been
president of Delaware State col-
lege, Dover, since 1953, will as-
sume his new position July 1.
Dr. Holland will fill the va-
cancy created by Dr. Alonzo G.
Moron's resignation last June,
after serving as Hampton's
president for 10 years.
Since last July, Dr. William
H. Martin, Hampton's dean of
Jaculty, has served as acting
oPlesident of the college which
•,eltrrently enrolls over 1.300 stu-
dents and has a faculty of 110
, full-time members. He will con-
tinue to serve as dean in the
new administration.
IMPROVEMENT
During his seven years as
head of Delaware State, Dr.
Holland guided a multi-million
capital improvements program,
expedited the college's becom-
ing a fully accredited member
of the Middle States Associa-
tign, and witnessed a growth in
the student body from 100 to
',400. His administration has se-
cured increased support for the
college from the Delaware leg-
islature, alumni and citizens of
• the state.
Hampton's board chairman
, Arthur Howe said, "Dr. Hol-
land's record of varied service
L and unusual achievement brings
strong leadership to Hampton
Institute at a time when the col- N. J., Ophelia M a r a h al 1, oflege is facing decade of Cleveland and Olivia Turner ofgrowth and improvement." Cleveland; two sons, Curtis
Drake of Newark and Othis
Drake of Cleveland:
Lester B Granger, director of
!the national Urban League and
a member of Hampton Insti-
tute's board, wrote that Jerome
Holland "has given his adopted
state distinguished leadership
in educational and civic affairs
. .in improvement of its curri-
culum, strengthening of its in-
terracial faculty and student]
body and widening of its orbit
of influence in human rela-
tions."
At Cornell university, where
Holland earned the B.S.
degree in 1930 and the M.S. de-
gree in 1941, he achieved fame
as ''Brud" Holland, All-Ameri-
can end in 1938. He was one of
the first Negro football players
DR. HOLLAND
to be so honored.
Holland is a director of the
National Urban League, the Cor-
nell University Council, Gover-
nor's Advisory Committee on
Education for Delaware, Men-
tal Health Association of Dela-
ware, the Delaware board of
the United Negro College Fund
and others.
ACHING MUSCLES
Quickly relieve tired, sore, aching
muscles with STANBACK Pow-
ders or Tablets. STANBACK'S
S. A. (Synergistic Action) brings
faster, more complete relief from
pain. Remember.,. Snap back
With STANBACK!
Ohio Matriarch
Dies In Sleep
CLEVELAND, Ohio — Mrs.
Clara Belle Cofield Drake, 71,
who died in her sleep recently,
was buried in Highland Park
cemetery. The Rev. J. C. Walk-
er, pastor of Sardis Baptist
church, gave the eulogy. S he
had been ill for several years.
The 14th of 15 children born
to Jack an,d Hannah Cofield, of
Bullock County, Ala., M r s.
Drake moved to Cleveland in
1945 with her husband, the Rev.
Moses C. Drake. They had been
married 52 years.
ark;
And three sisters, Mesdames
Sarah Smart of Akron, Mary
blagadelene Dix of W a r re
Ohio, and Tilde Clarabelle Nix'
of Florida.
Essay Awards
OGLETHORPE, Ga. — The
Oglethorpe County Training
School which will hold its com-
mencement exercises at the
school May 24. recently an-
nounced the establishment of a
$100 annual essay contest on
Negro history to be named for
William Henry Huff, noted Chi-
Eleven grandchildren, Pvt. cago attorney, poet and lee-
James Curtis Drake of Ft. Sher- turer.
idan, Ill., Cpl. Thomas Drake
of Ft. Hamilton, Brooklyn, N.
Y., Othis. jr., Arthur, Arletta,
Rosalyn Katherine P a m ela
Drake, all of Cleveland; Misses
;Willa and Ola McGhee of New-
Survivors, beside her h u s-
band, are three daughters, Mes-
dames Mae Thomas of Newark,
A committee composed of
academic persons from Atlanta
university, Clark college a n d
Morehouse college has been
formed to act as judges and
select first, second, and third
RUST COLLEGE
Holly Springs, Mississippi
"A Beacon of Christian Higher Education for 94 Years"
* A Four-year Church Related Coeducational Liberal
Institution
* Awards the Bachelor of Arts Degree and the -7,c
Bachelor of Science Degree
* Offers Majors in Elemenlary Education—
SECONDARY EDUCATION WITH EMPHASIS ON CHEMISTRY,
BIOLOGY, ENGLISH, SOCIAL SCIENCE, OR MATHEMATICS--
PHYSICS - BUSINESS EDUCATION MUSIC EDUCATION
• • • •
FIRST SUMMER SESSION 
SECOND SUMMER SESSION 
FALL TERM
Freshman Orientation and Registration
Registration for Upperclassmen
June July 6
July 6-Aug. 10 0
September 7-11
 
 
September
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION WRITE:
Office of Admissions
Rust College
Holly Springs, Mississippi
EARNEST A. SMITH, President
9-10
and did graduate studies at Fisk
university.
He holds four honorary de-
grees; Doctor of Divinity, Camp-
bell college; Doctor of Laws,
Wilberforce university; Doctor
of Humanities, Allen universi-
ty, and another Doctor of Laws
Monrovia college.
Dr. Jackson is married to
Mrs. Hattie E. Jackson and is
the father of two daughters,
Zita and Cheri Jackson. He is
a member of the General Con-
ference Commission, the Sub
Commission of General Con-
ference, the General Board of
the AME Church, the Executive
Board of the General Board, SAMARITANS ALL — Mem-
the National Council of Church- hers of the Owen college
es of America, The Budget Corn- freshman class toy and cloth-
mittee of the General Aoard,
t h e Fraternal Council of
Churches, the Executive Board
of Fraternal Council of Church-
es, free and accepted Masons
32 Degree and a member of the
Mrs. ksonW. M. ThirdaJac, w a s Dr. Jackson Dr. Jackson willpeon she Cborn in Birmingham, Alabama flee immediately. The purpose pturesMemphis Urban League.
where he attended Public this position is to supplement
schools and St. Mark Episcopal
School. He received his college
education from Daniel Payne
and Shorter colleges, a Bache-
lor of Divinity Degree from
Jackson Theological Seminary
of 
ing drive committee recently
presented the Goodwill Homes
with the results of its efforts.
The drive, which lasted two
months, netted many items of
usable clothing and toys as
well as fund, which were used
to purchase toys. Pictured
are from left to right, Owen
President, Rev. C. L. Dinkins;
William E. Jones, advisor;
Howard Harper, Brenda Gra-
ham, Earnest Carpenter,
Governor Johnson and Mrs.
Marian Heard, director of the
Goodwill Home.
Dr. Jacksea Wins
High Level Post
An ordained elder of the Af
rican Methodist Episcopal
church, Dr. Henry Ralph Jack-
son was elected recently while
attending the 36th session of the
AME General Conference in
Los Angeles, Calif., to the posi-
tion of Director of Minimum
Salary Department of the AME
church. This is the first time in
history that a general officer
has come from Memphis, Ten-
nessee.
For 25 years Dr. Jackson has
pastored churches from mem-
berships of three to his present
pastorate, St. Andrew A M El
church with a
membership of
1450 members,
the largest con-
gregation with-
in the 13th
Episcopal Dis-
trict.
Dr. Jackson,
the son of the
late Mr. and
isters so that no minister who Tennis .Crownthe salaries of underpaid min-ATA has given full term service will
receive less than three thou-
sand dollars. With this office he
will not pastor a church.
Aids Of Sit-Ins
MILWAUKEE, Wis. — (UPI)
—The seven - state Lexington
Conference of Negro Methodists
has praised the Negro students
who have taken part in South-
ern lunch counter sitdowns as
proving they have "mastered
the art of self - discipline."
Some 400 church members
GREENSBORO, N. C. — A
lanky youth from Richmond,
Va slammed his way to the
championship for the third year
C 1 P •
a row, in the finals of the
Tennis Tournament. The
boys singles of the American
Tennis Association Interschol-
astic
meet was hosted by A & T Col-
lege
Arthur Ache, jr., kept his re-
cord clean by not losing a
single set in the tourney for
the past three years. He de-
feated Jot Williams of Durham,
N. C.- 6-3. 6-0 for the title.
place prize winners.
Essays selected as prizewin-
ners this year were "The Ne-
gro in Georgia," first place,
"Negro Education," second
were attending the meeting at
St. James Methodist church
here. The Lexington Conference
includes some 165 Negro
churches.
A composite report drafted by 
gratulate them for their faith Williams of Portsmouth,
and courage. When we can Pulle( an upset in the girls
five district superintendents of 
!
the conference said, 
'r h e s e 
maintain a kind attitude toward singles by defeating highly
one pray for them, we can win our Hawkins, Texas, 6-4, 
7-5.e who treat us wrong, and fevored Marvalene Faggett ofdemonstrations prove  h
Marvalene and Judith Prince,'
also of Hawkins, Texas, won
the girls doubles by default
over Carolyn and MagdalenejZem° — liquid or ointment — a
Sherrod, the team from Ports-'doctor's antiseptic, promptly re-
lieves itching, stops scratching
and s., helps heal and clear sur-
courts at A & T College and.face skin rashes. Buy extra
the Memorial Stadium, were; Strength Zemo forzemo
'handled under the supervision stubborn cases!!
beyond a reasonable doubt, and
that is that these young people
have mastered the art of self-
discipline, which is one of the
great achievements in anyone's
life."
place, and "American Ideas; The report, rrad by the Rev.
and the Negro," third prize 'H. M. Marbley, Sr., Louisville,
winner. 
'Ky., superintendent of that dis-
trict, added, "we want to con-
way through f this wicked
world."
Rev. James M. Lawson, jr.,
expelled from the divinity
school at Vanderbilt universi-
ty, Nashville, Tenn., for taking
part in lunch counter sitdowns,
was ordained as an elder of the
Lexington Conference.
of Dr. R. Walter Johnson,
Lynchburg physician and vice
president of the ATA.
Seeks To Give
Teachers Right
To Paddle Pupils
NASHVILLE, Tenn.—(UPI)
—City school superintendent
William Oliver Is trying to ex•
tend to teachers the right of
school principals to paddle
students.
Earlier he had wins over Mich-
aei Holt, Durham, 6-0, 6-0; John
Daniels, Lynchburg, Va., 6-0,
6-0; William Crummy, Warning-
ton, N C., 6-0, 6-1 and Douglas
Smith, Hampton, Va., 6-1, 6-2,
He wil. enter the American
Lawn Tennis Association Inter.
Scholastic Tournament to be
played in Charlottesville, Va.,
or_ June 20 and will be joined
by Williams, Smith and Thom-
as Hewes, Wilmington.
Ashe, with Stewart Thacker,
also of Richmond, lost in the
finals of the boys doubles to
Hawet and Crummy.
Fifteen - year old, Carolyn
mouth, Va.
The tourney played here on
"I think the closer a per-
son is to the student, the more
dreffective he is," Oliver said.
_
Helps Heal And Clear
ITCHY SKIN RASH!
CONGRATULATIONS
THE BIG STAR STORES
Congratulations, graduates. Now that
you have finished this part of your edu-
cation, you can look forward to the
career you have chosen for yourself. Or,
if you're a high school graduate, that
college you've been "dying" to attend.
Right now you're sitting on top of the
world and the future, with all its possi-
bilities, lies before you. As you build to-
ward this future with additional studies
and preparation, Big Star wishes for you
continuous success and advancement.
Your responsibilities are great but we
have every confidence in the youth of
today.
Build
Success
On
Vision,
Initiative
And
Effort
"We are
serving you
better and
Saving You
More."
•
NASHVILLE, Tenn.—If there
Is any such thing as "T i m e
Flying," I must say that it has
flown away from me this
month. Seems like it is always
this way toward the end of a
school term. I am sure this is
because one's calendar is so
full. Every organization tries to
get in that last thing before
summer and every Hostess
tries to extend that special
cuuresy — 1, aim no exception.
I read in a magazine the oth-
er day a statement which said
kins, Carol Kean and Phyllis
Crowder. The beautiful affair
was held in the well appointed
aome of Mrs. Redd with parents
of brides elect and memoers of
the wedding parties as guest.
PATIO PARTY — Four of our
smart matrons: Mrs. Pe a r I
Creswell, Mrs. Minerva Hawk-
ins, Mrs. Clotee Hemphill and
Mrs. Geraldine Fort gave an
unusual and enjoyable Patio
party for The Brides to be of
the season Many friends and
well wishers were invited and
"The most important sin g 1.eienjoyerl a charming party and apiece of fuenitute in your isie
could well be your desk."
Right now, it is really the most
important place in my small
- living space. My desk is piled
high with all kinds of invita-
tions and notices, mostly, wed-
dings, showers, graduations,
baby showers, teas, receptions
for graduates and dinners for }tins. This was simply beauti-visiting guests.
ful and such a friendly groupSOCIAL: The World Service 
who all seemed very happy for
Connie, as she is affectionately
known to her many friends.
The happinest, of course, was
Connie herself.
BABY SHOWER: Hostesses,
Mrs. John W. Work, Mrs. Chas.
S. Johnson and • Margaret
Simms for a Surprise Baby
Shower given Anne G a in ble
Kennedy. The little mother soon'
to be was radiantly happy as
she sat beneath a lovely pink
and blue tulle umbrella in the
Johnson Home and opened her
many beautiful and useful gifts
for little Jubilee Kennedy whom
we are all anxiously awaiting.
The crowning event of the eve-
ning was the pinning of an or-
chid on Anne which was pre-
sented by Mother Voorhees and
was given to hor by her daugh-
ter on Mother's Day. This was
really thoughtful and sweet.
LINKS MEETING: with Mar-
garet Simms as hostess at The
Faculty club of Fisk university
on Monday night where she
Committee of The Blue Triangle
YWCA gave a delightful Recep-
tion for Foreign Students who
will graduate from Nashville
colleges this June. There were
11 graduating students from al-
most as many different coun-
tries. All of them had sponsors
sslio are members of The Com-
mittee. Gifts were presented to
each student.
Mr. Leroy Jeffries of Chieego
spoke to the group on growing
Nationalism and the importance
of good world relationships. The
itEstrellita Chorus under direc-
ion of Miss Beatrice Harris
fur,,ished the music. I think
this Choral groups is one of
which Nashville should be very
proud. Congratulations to Mrs.
Pillow and her committee.
TEA FOR BRIDES TO BE—
Mrs. George N. Redd and Mrs.
Stephen J. Wright were hostess-
es on Sunday aftenoon to four
of our young women who are
to be June Brides; Misses Con-
stance Bontemps, Carole Jen-
tasty menu.
BRIDAL SHOWER: The card
said "Come to a Bridal Show-
er" and the occasion was in
honor of Constance Bontemps
on Friday, May 20 at the home
of Mrs. W. D. McKissack. The
hostesses were Mrs. Audrey
Worrell and Miss Carole Jen-
IF YOU CAN FIND A BETTER BOURBON...BUY IT!
Kentucky Straight Bourbon Whiskey • 6 Years Old • 50 Proof
lc! Ancient Age Distillers Company, Frankfort, Kentucky
Beauticians,
Alphas Hold
Fla. Confab
The United Beauty School
Owners and Teachers Associa-
tion, and Alpha Chi Pi Omega
sorority and fraternity held
their fifteenth Annual Conven-
tion at Bethune-Cookman col-
lege in Daytona Beach, Fla. re-
cently. The convention theme
was "Education for Citizenship
Responsibility."
Classes were held under ac-
ademic instructor: Subjects as
follows: Business education,
psychology, public relations,
mathematics, English clinic
and workshop on charm, meth-
ods of teaching and citizenship
responsibility.
Beauticians attending the con-
vention were Mrs. Altura
Stamms Lee, Mrs. Lillie E.
Little, Mrs. Ionia Cockrell, Mrs.
Mildred Moore, Mrs. Pinkie
Hale and Mrs. Mettle Taylor
i Henderson.
served a decorated ribbon sand-
wich loaf, a variety of pickled
fruits, lemon ice box pie and
a delightful spring grape wine
punch. New officers for the en-
suing year were elected and the
president gave a report on the
regional meeting which w a s
held at Wilberforce and attend-
ed by Link Alice Archer, Lure 
haFreeman, Marie Johnson,
Mildred Freeman and Edith
Work.
EDUCATION: Honors Day at
Pearl High school is known as
Distinction Day and well it
might be for there were many
students who achieved real dis-
tinction. I would like to con-
gratulate them all as well as
their parents who must be ver2-
proud of them. Also their class
sponsors who have worked so
diligently — Mrs. M. H. Haw-
kins, Mrs. E. F. Fleming and
Mrs. R. H. Harris
Among the students who won
honors and scholarships were:
William Thompson, Shannon
Jones, Marion Walker, Robert
Randolph, Billy Milam, Harry
Taylor, Robert Johnson, Eve-
lyn Simmons, Joseph Jordan,
John Thomas, Sterling Gray,
Robert Wingfield, jr, Kathryn
Beard, Willie Lewis, Marguerite
Thompson, Regina Boyd, There-
sa Whittaker, Alice Boswell,
Barbara Lewis and Esther Rob-
erts. Esther Roberts won five
awards including Danforth, Na-
tional Mathematics Contest,
Delta Sigma Theta sorority and
a scholarship to Fisk universi-
ty.
HONORS DAY at Fisk also
brought forth some very inter.
eating awards. Dewitt Dykes
and Joseph Johnson III leading
with two valuable scholarships
to Big Ten colleges as well as
PHI BETA KAPPA. Miss Ella
Beck, an all time dean's list
senior, who might well be list-
ed as the best dressed woman
student on campus, also made
Phi Beta Kappa also Carole
Hubbard. Carmen Dennisson,
Sylvester Barrington and Janie
Greenwood.
SPEAKER — Mrs. John Hope
II, spoke for Woman's Day at
Pleasant Green Baptist church
J Noted For Its Educational Progress
• By The Performance
Of Its Graduates
Knoxville College
Founded 1875 • Knoxville, Tenn.
Courses Lead To Degrees eV
Bachelor of Arts
Bachelor of Scien
Bachelor of •-e in
Music Educ on
Bachelor of Science in
Education
Dr. James A. Colston, President • A 4-year, co-educationalChristian College
• Well-trained faculty
September 1, 1960 Freshmen • Strong curriculum
• Modern buildingsCome- to the and equipment
"Campus of Friendliness"
For Further Information
WRITE TO THE REGISTRAR
• High quality educe:on
at low cost
• Many extra-curricular
activities
Student Union - Cafeteria Next on Program
FRESHMEN ARE the sparks
flaming into Knoxville Col-
lege's overall growth, Officers
of the 1959 history making
class are (I-r) Obbie Dial,
president, Chattanooga; Glo-
ria Moore, secretary, Atlan-
ta; Willie Evans, vice-presi-
dent, Macon, Ga., and Joseph
Michael (not shown), treas-
urer, Knoxville.
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Knoxville College Story One
Of Constant, Overall Growth
Sprawling over 39 acres at
the foot of the Great Smoky
Mountains, Knoxville college's
story is not new; it is one of
constant overall growth.
Exclusively liberal arts, the
co-educational, church- related
college now boasts an all-time
high enrollment of IX:6, and
plans are underway for the con-
struction of a Student Union-
Cafeteria building in the areal
between two new dormitories
dedicated last May. In the last
seven years five major build- t
ings and two additions have
been completed: a 1 1 major
buildings have been renovated.
basis of their performance on
placement tests administered to
all freshmen. This program was
begun in 1958.
Established this year, the
reading clinic serves as both
a laboratory for the English
department in support of its
new two-year program and for
the instruction of students who
will later be reading teachers
The clinics two-fold purses.. is ,
to increase the student's speed
a n d comprehension, skills
which are necessary for success
in college level study. This pro-
gram aims to keep potentially
good students from becoming
Embracing and enhancing the academic casualties.
strength of the liberal arts This summer 80 high ability
prncurrgircaum for lumarreari an accelerated high school students (twice the
learners, a number here last summer) will
reading clinic, and National
Science Foundation sponsored
programs for both secondary
school students and teachers.
Students are selected for the
accelerated program on the W • I I 110.1
FOREIGN STUDENTS of
Nashville colleges, these
young people have been fos-
ter sons and daughters of
members of World Fellowship
committee of Blue Triangle
on Sunday morning. She was el-
quent and thought provoking
The audience was spellbound as
she told that the most signifi-
cant role of woman is in mak-
ing a home for her husband and
children and offering love which
is the greatest tool anyone can
use in this role as a woman, a
mother and a Christian.
DR. HAROLD FLEMING, Di-
rector of Southern Regional
Conference spoke on the occa-
sion of the Annual Dinner of
Nashville Community Relations
Conference. He stated that the
Student Protest Movement is
the most significant move since
the decision of the Supreme
Court on school desegregation.
It has awakened more people to
their moral duty. We must not,
however, think we have won a
major and final battle in this
crusade for freedom. Now is the
time to fully supplement what
has been accomplished in this
awakening. Let us not suffer
another "DEATH BED CON-
VERSION."
BUSY AND DEDICATED
PEOPLE: Rev. J. F. Grimmett
would be my selection for Citi-
zen of the week for the patient
and persistent way he is work-
ing for The United Negro Col-
lege Fund, The NAACP ,T h e
Church and for the Communi-
ty at large.
BEAUTIFULLY DRESSED:
Mrs. Eunice Edwards at church
on Sunday morning, Mrs. Chas.
S. Johnson at the Speakers Ta-
ble Nashville Community Rela-
tions dinner, Miss Natalie Law-
I rence everyday, Mrs. Mar y
(Chuck) Walker, lovely as usual
at the Peggy Wales Restaurant
on the occasion of NCRC An-
nual dinner.
My Thought For The Week:
Springtime is a lovely time of
year and a time when we can
look our best. So much is being
said about make up — "Re-
member its choosing the pre-
cise shades that do the very
most for you." So, please,'
please do not be satisfied until
you have discovered it and nev-
er, never let it go. This remem•
ber in spite of pink lipstick
which just does not go well with
deep brown skin and in spite of
all we read about eye shadow.
If your eyes are already shad-
owed — why shadow them?
YWCA. Thirty students from
foreign countries were enter-
tained at a reception for the
seniors in graduating classes.
Left to right are Mr. Nimbark,
India; Henrietta Cox, Liberia;
Mr. McPherson, Jamaica;
Miss Carmen Dennison, Brit-
ish Guiana (made Phi Beta
Kappa); Mrs. William Pillow,
Chairman of Committee; Har-
old Bernard, Trinidad; W.
Johnson, Nassau; L. Russ,
Liberia; Marion Rhoker, Ba-
hamas.
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TOUGALOO, Miss. — Mr. A.
A. Alexander, assistant super-
visor of Negro Schools, Missis-
sippi State Department of Ed-
ucation, will cive the com-
mencement address at Tough.
Ion Southern Christian College
Monday May 30, at II) a m.
in Woodworth chapel !ts graduates and many friends,
s growing "all over" the world.A oative of Mississippi. thel
well-known educator and civic For its philosophy that one
should always try to attain theleader received his A. B from I
Jacksor State College, M. A. highest peak in higher educe-
from Atlanta University and M. tion is forever being transplant-
A. fron Northwestern Universi• ed.
ty. He taught in Jackson Pub-
lic schools for five years and .
later was principal of Alexand- hrinks Hemorrhoids
er High School, Brookhaven,
Mississippi for 24 years. He hasi 
and served as guest instructor 
Surgery
also directed extension school ,
for Alcorn A. and M. and Jack. 
)tops Itch—Relieves Pain
,son State Colleges
Mr Alexander is an active
member of many civic and pro-
fessional organizations. Among
these are National Teachers
Association, American Associa-
tion of School Administrators,
and Secondary Principals As.
sociatior of America. He is a ' 
°v 
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lire on the campus while study.
ing chemistry, physics, biology,
mathematics, radioisotopes, and
related subjects, f o r eight
weeks. Students in grades 10-
12 may participate in this NSF
sponsored program.
While the first In • Service
Institute for Secondary School
Teachers of Science and Math-
emetics is still in session, the
College has been notified by
the NSF that the program may
be continued for the 1960-61
school year.
In addition to Knoxville col-
lege's main library and science
library, students may also use
the City's and the University
of Tennessee's libraries.
The College's Lyceum Series
bring the best in opera, instru-
mental and vocal music, dance-
theatre, and other arts to the
campus and community, thus
doing its share toward making
Knoxville the cultural and edu-
cational center of East Tennes-
see.
Already the student body rep-
resmts 21 states, the District of
Columbia, Iran, and Hungary.
Yet they are coming from more
states and foreign countries
each year.
The outstanding performance
of Knoxville college graduates
in graduate and professional
schools, and on the job speaks
itself for the cslibre of teach-
toll teacher one can expect
here. Knoxville College, through
For the first time science has found
s new healing substance with the as-
:onishing ability to shrink hemor-
rhoids and to relieve pain — without
iurgery. In we after case, while
rently relieving pain, actual redue-
Lion (shrinkage) took place. Most
amazing of all — results were so thor-
)ugh that sufferers mad* attonish:ns
,taternents like "Piles have ceased ti
4 a problem!" The secret is a nee
a
EGYPTIAN POMADE
SAY GOOD BYE to gray
hair, with now fragrant
pomade with lanolin. Apply
simply as you would your
regular hair dressing. Gray
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hairs disappear gradual.
Leases hair beautifully soft
and lustrous. Will not streak
or rub off.
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We Want Our
Now that the stampede is over, per-
haps the United States will enjoy a brief
intermission from the agony of the ill-
fated Summit meeting. Time is running
short. Once more America must settle
down to the serious preoccupation of
choosing a new team to guide the ship
of state through the turbulent waters
swirling around.
The national nominating conventions
are only a few weeks off. The basic
arguments that will confront the dele-
gates must not be allowed to gather dust
while emotions simmer down on the
gloomy prospect of an intensified cold
war over the unification of Berlin or
some yet-unpredictable incident.
However deep may be our entangle-
ments in the jungle of foreign affairs,
our government has a primary responsi-
bility to home affairs. There are national
problems of great moment which await
resolution. They should not be shoved
aside deliberately by those who would
use the Summit fiasco as having pri-
ority over matters of national import
and scope.
Upon the treatment of domestic
questions that touch on the welfare of
the masses will depend the fate of those
who seek to govern the country. The
choice may not be between peace and
war, but between poverty and pros-
perity.
While our relations with Russia are
strained, perhaps dangerously so, there
is no cause for panic. The Soviet Union
is not yet ready to commit suicide. Mr.
Khrushchev may rant and foam at the
mouth, but he is above all a realist who
will not gamble away Russia's high
stakes in peace. For a major conflict
with the West may find the Soviet sat-
ellites not merely yapping at the Russian
bear but biting big chunks out of its
Rights Now
belly.
The American people need to be giv-
en assurances that the national economy
will not collapse under the weight of
unwise and unprofitable spending; that
unemployment and high cost of living
will not revive the ugly spectre of pov-
erty and want; and, that ours shall not
continue to be a nation half slave and
half free.
Of course there are other issues such
as farm subsidy, labor autonomy, old
age compensation and hospital insur-
ance, housing and highway constructions
which have their relevancy in the final
accounting of personal needs and nation-
al well being. They have their place in
the complex of American life.
As for Negro citizens the question
of equality is a fundamental question
whose essentiality transcends all other
considerations. We will not allow our-
selves to be bamboozled into accepting
the false premise that the national wel-
fare is more precious than individual
rights. Democracy cannot long survive
under such epernicious theory. It is the
theory that sustains dictatorships and
police states which are in apposition to
our concept of a free world.
We struggle or fight to maintain our
form of government for what purpose?
For the preservation of individual free-
dom, our way of life and all the other
features of this civilization. These form
both in practice and theory the sum
total of national welfare. To surrender
them under the plea of national emer-
gency, when no such emergency exists,
is an abuse of power and one with dan-
gerous implications.
We demand all of our rights now while
we are at peace, for there may not be
another tomorrow if we should blunder
into a nuclear war.
Africa Is Watching
The political and doctrinal complica-
tions that beset the old world are being
watched with great care by the new
African states that have just leaped into
the twentieth century. The failure of the
Paris Conference after many months of
careful preparations; the barrage of
threats, menaces and insults from Pre-
mier Khrushchev are creating a rather
critical impression on the African mind.
For years white leadership has in-
sisted that Africa was too backward to
be given its freedom. It was contended
by implication that the science of self-
government was too complicated for the
black man's mind. Only the whites could
hope to prosper under self-rule.
Africans, it was said, were too primi-
tive and self-centered to erect or even
imitate successfully a governmental
structure that would insure domestic
tranquility and good international rela-
tions.
These misgivings or calculated prop-
aganda were dished out to the outside
world as the chief reason for not remov-
ing the colonial yoke from the African
neck. Colonialism was yielding too much
of a harvest to be abandoned without a
struggle.
So the white masters used prop-
aganda, intimidatio n, and guns to
crush the native's desire for economic
freedom and
day they are
man's will, it
political autonomy. If to-
surrendering to the black
is because the black man
himself has made it impossible for the
whites to retain their hold on the con-
tinent of Africa.
They must give way to the fanatical
urge of the natives to be their own mas-
ter and captains of their own fate. How-
ever, the examples of a white world
steeped in governmental experience
after twenty centuries of political lead-
ership, do not inspire imitation.
If after these many centuries of
civilization and power the white world
is ready to commit suicide at the slight-
est provocation, by what process of
logic does it claim to be superior to the
world of color? Ethiopia, Liberia, and
Ghana are doing all right as independ-
ent, self-governed state s. The other
emerging African states will likewise
rule themselves with dignity and suc-
cess. In the long view of history the
African world may be the only safe re-
pository of human culture if the white
civilization pursues its mad dash for
obliteration.
Africa may not save the whole world,
but it may be the only safe haven for
those who have escaped the deadly radia-
tion of atomic blaats.
Blame Pressure For Nikita's Summit Break
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — A
former Russian intelligence
agent says that pressure from
Stalinist elements within the
Kremlin rather than the U-2
spy plane incident caused
Khrushchev to break off sum-
mit negotiations.
Alexander Kaznacheyeev, an
espionage specialist in t h e
Soviet embassy in Rangoon.
Burma, who defected to the
West last June, expressed this
view on a nationwide TV pro.
gram
Kaznacheveev said the Stali-
nist element in Russia's ruling
circle demanded an intensifica-
tion of the cold war because
the Soviet people were becom-
ing restless and demanding an
improvement in their lot.
ART LINKLIdiEtt tells of the family that received itsfirst electric toaster as a Christmas gift. Ten-year-old
Jimmie, the mechanic of the clan, was assigned the task of
mastering the directions.
After some minutes of
tinkering, he reported,
"Well, I've learned how
to get the piece of bread
in to the toaster, but I
still can't flush it!"
• • •
In Redford Hills. two old
Vassar classmates met for
the first time in years. "So
you've gone and gotten
yourself married," marvel-
ed one. "I remember when
you were you wouldn't
marry the beat man In the
workL"
I. 'me tenimos4 the stew Main "I dlittle
Being Frank .
Abowt People, Mooed
And Problems
FRANK L STANLEY
LOUISVILLE, Ky. — The
old red herring — "Communist
inspired," is rearing its head
locally again in connection with
Negro movements to eradicate
segregation. New emphasis is
being placed on possible com-
munistic influence by people in
high places.
First Mr. Truman stooped to
this type of labelling recently
at Cornell university. Here in
Louisville, Mayor Bruce Hoblit-
zell reportedly has expressed a
fear that Communists are
prompting us to accelerate sit-
in demonstrations.
This week a representative of
the Kentucky White Citizens
Council circularized a letter al-
leging that a Communist engi-
neered the recent mass meeting
of the Movement for Peaceful
Integration.
Prior to that NAACP mem-
bers received a letter urging
them not to attend this mass
meeting for fear they may be
falsely identified.
Chance conversations with
several liberal whites revealed
that rumors are ripe around
town that the Communists are
intensifying their efforts to join
in these protests — to line up
with Negro movements and to
prompt racial strife — even
violence if expedient.
While I am not an alarmist
and refuse to label any man a
Communist, I do see some
grave disadvantage if these ru-
mors continue to ripen a n d
spread.
Segregationists and even pas-
sive moderates are vunerable
for this sort of thing. Such hard-
ens the opposition and makes it
more antagonistic. Worse still,
it could unite some people who
are not too negative on desegre-
gation but hate Communists
more.
In short, the Negro struggle
is rugged enough without added
burden. He cannot afford to car-
ry Communists on his back as
he struggles up the precipice of
freedom. I believe all intelli-
gent Negroes realize this and
do not knowingly assume this
extra handicap.
The problem, however, is two-
fold: (1) Segregationists a r e
capitalizing on every means of
weakening our forces. They
seek to undermine the
genuiness of our efforts by com-
munistic labeling and they
spend millions of dollars nega-
tively propagandizing us before
the world.
(2) On the other hand, we
utilize no means to off-set this.
We acknowledge it grimly and
turn to face our foes again.
The time has come for us to
meet this problem head on.
First I suggest that we individ-
ually and collectively let t h e
world know that if no commu-
nist ever made any effort to as-
sociate or influence us, we Ne-
groes would be fighting for our
rights just as boldly as we are.
We are just plain sick and tired
of segregation and can no long-
er live in self - respect with it.
Secondly, I think we should
organize on every street corner
or what-have-you, and begin to
do something about our low con-
dition and resolve to hold up
every Negro's hand who steps
out of the bleachers into the
line of battle.
If we become more visibly
dissatisfied, more vocal a n d
more demonstrative of our de-
termination to achieve firs t-
class citizenship, we will put to
rest all "communistic inspired"
cries. Such is effective now only
because too many of us exhibit
indifference and are too silent.
Once we show that every last
one of us has within our own
individual heart, decided to ac-
cept nothing less, we will gain
new respect and dignity.
In short we must dispel the
prevailing attitude among
whites that we are not united
on the question — that some of
us do not want integration and
we must show that we want
freedom so badly — that we
are staking everything we have
on achieving it.
Our very courage, enthusiasm
and determination must be so
evident that no one will doubt
the genuineness of our fight nor
its primary motive' which
must stem from us . t, last,
and always.
Seniors Go To
Hall Of Fame
NASHVILLE — The naming
of two co-eds ot Tennessee
State University's Academic
Hall of Fame and a $1,500
research grant topped the
actions at the University's Aca-
demic Awards Day program
last week.
Grad student, Berry Wright
from Brighton, Tenn. won a
one year $1,500 grant from
Diamond J. Mill Inc. of Cedar
Rapids, Iowa, for a research
project in animal husbandry.
Among the more than 70 stu
dents honored, co-eds Cleo T.
Johnson from Stanton, Tenn.
and Loretta T. Pittman of At-
talia, Ala. were the only two
to win University Scholar Keys
which place them in TAHOF.
"We have started on a basic
change in living habits and job
opportunities for Negroes," Dr.
Allison Davis, University of Chi-
cago professor, and Awards Day
speaker to his audience.
"Our youth are breaking
through and liberating them-
selves from the choking effects
of job discrimination and are
getting into the main-stream of
American life," the author and
lecturer continued.
TAHOFer Pittman, a business
education major, leads the grad-
uating class with a near perfect
3.88 four-year average. Home-
economics major Johnson was
the top award winner. Other
than her TAHOF key, Miss
Johnson, who is listed in Who's
Who Among Students in Amer-
ican Universities and Colleges,
walked off with Proctor a n d
Gamble Company's Crisco
award and the Home Econom-
ics Club scholarship in cash
award.
St. Aug Auditor
Wins A Grant
Dr. James A. Boyer. presi-
dent of St. Augustine's College,
has announced that Theodore
R. Barnes, business office sec-
retary-auditor, has received a
Carnegie Grant to attend the
1960 Short Course in College
Business Management at the
University of Omaha, (Neb.),
this summer.
Barnes was graduated magna
cum laude from St. Augustine's
College in 1959 and in his sen-
ior year received the United
Business Education award for
outstanding achievements in
business education.
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LANGSTON HUGHES
Week By Week
"They think it is their world,"
said Simple, "but it is slipping
out from between their fingers
so quick, it is a shame."
"What are you talking
about?" I said.
"The white man and this
earth," said Simple. ''They do
not have a strangle holt on it
no more."
"Meaning what?" I asked.
"I once were a slave," said
Simple, "I now am free. Africa
once were nothing but colonies.
Look at Ghana. look at Guinea.
China used to be nothing but a
stamping ground for foreign
missionaries and foreign bank-
ers. Is it now?
"Missionaries and bankers
both is mad at China because
they done took over their own
affairs. Look at India. Used to
belong to the British. Today
the Indians themselves is run-
ning Indians. And look at me,
black in the middle of Harlem.
My day will come."
"sYour day? What do y o u
mean. your day? You are an
American citizen."
"You have forgot one word,"
said Simpl e. "I am a black
American citizen. Understand?"
"I understand," I said, "but
by that, I deem you imply
more limitations than actually
White Folks, Watch Out
exist?"
"What?" said Simple.
"You imply you are
discriminated against."
"I is," said Simple.
"But you think a better day
is coming?"
"I does." said Simple," in
due time."
"How can you be so sure?"
"Because the rest of the
world is slipping out from be-
tween their white fingers," said
Simple. "And while it is slip-
ping, I am liable to slip, too.
'Goodbye, white folks,' I will
say, 'Goodbye!' "
"Where are you going?"
"I do not know where I am
going, but I am on my way —
add my way leads to me, my-
self Colored folks is going to
have a part in running this
world from now on. Look at
Nasser — done took the Suez
Canal back from the British.
Liok at Castro — colored folks
can now swim on the beaches
at Havana and, if you got the
bread, stay in them big deluxe
tourist hotels where black folks
could not light before. Even
gamble in the casinos, and lose
what money we ain't got. I am
telling you, we are rising."
"The moon is still a Russian
totally
orbit," I said.
"When space ships go to the
moon," said Simple, "Negroes
will be amongst the first to ride,
Russians and Chinese and Nas•
sers and Castros are partial to
colored. They know we make
up two-thirds of the world and
three-fourths of Mississippi.
Everybody but Eisenhowser
knows it is not wise to leave
us out of no future calculations.
They better hurry up and let
us vote down South, also let us
eat a hot dog in any restaur-
ant.
"We is not to be kept down -
forever, not even in the USA,
neither South Africa. Ethiopia
shall stretch forth her hand!
OIL day is coming! The world
is rolling our way! And only
them that don't let it roll will
get bowled over, rolled over,
hurled, knocked down, a n d
done in What is wrong with
our American white folks,
thinking they can keep the
world fenced in for themselves
and th.. USA pegged down with
Jim Crow? Are they out of their
minds? You know, if there was
any white folks I really loved
I would tell them, 'Watch out!
You are about to lose your
world.' "
LOUIS MARTIN
Dope And Data
NEW YORK — After a year
in Nigeria far removed from
dramas which excite Ameri-
cans, I seem to be struck by
experiences that did not im-
press me quite as deeply as
before.
The Negro ghettoes in our ci-
ties, for instance, seem f a r
more isolated and sealed off
from the rest of America than
I had imagined. In Chicago and
in New York which I know well,
the segregated housing pattern
whic!. produces the ghettoes
has long been under fire. Nev-
ertheless, despite a lot of liber-
al tall, these Negro islands
seem, if anything, more iso-
late I than ever from the Amer-
ican mainstream.
What really bothers me is the
lack of communication between
intelligent whites and Negroes.
Geographical separation is one
thing, but I am struck most by
the fact that educated Negroes
and whites are apparently not
making much progress in the
essential business of getting to
know each other and under-
standing one another.
The same handful of liberal
whites and small groups of Ne-
gro leaders are talking to each
oth;--r across the racial fence but
they are staying out of each
.ther's hackyarl. There seems
to be very little genuine friend-
shii oi neighborliness.
P^rhaps there is more prog-
ress in this relard than I have
been able to discover thus far.
Anyway, from what I have
seen in the big cities, we
all seem to be a bunch of
strangers, each a little wary of
the other and each wondering
what the other one is thinking.
This thought impressed itself
most forcibly on my mind last
Monday as I chatted with an ex-
ecutive of a New York firm
which sells its products to a
considerable number of Ne-
groes. He is a member of sev-
eral board R of interrcial organi-
zations and knows a few impor-
tant Negroes very well.
The conversation began on
the subject of Africa and Niger-
ia ii. particular which, of
course, I enjoy discussing.
Soon, however, he started to
ask questions about Negroes in
America and the more questions
he asked the more alarmed I
became.
It was perfectly obvious that
he knew nothing about the real
motivation of the student pro-
test movement in the South, nor
did he seem to understand the
aims of the NAACP nor those
of the interracial organizations
to which he gave his money.
As a matter of fact, he seemed
to have a better grasp of Afri-
can affairs than of race rela-
tions in his own city.
Finally, I concluded that he
absorbed fragments of informa-
tion and a few ready-made gen-
eraliz firms about the Negro
and filed them away in a cor-
ner o. his mind. Whenever he
saw a dark lace or the sub-
ject of race came up, he flip-
ped open the file and came ur
with his views. They were liber-
al enough to make him accept-
able ii. colored company.
I could not shake off a sink-
ing feeling after the conversa-
tion that as far as this impor.
tant man is concerned t h e
American Negro did not really
matter in the scheme of things
so long as he behaved himself,
stayed in his own backyard and
continued to buy his products.
It was not so much prejudice,
perhaps, as indifference.
This is not a new story I alg
sure, yet it seems more alarm
ing in this period than ever be-
fore We cannot create a good
societ3 based on geographical
ghettoes for racial groups. This
is a sell evident truth. Now
we have ghetto minds in which
the Negro is mentally fenced in
as he is physically. This is even
worse.
Inside the Negro ghetto also,
I am reminded, we have some
half - educated fat cats who
have found a way to ignore the
world outside of the ghetto.
Thus a counterpart of the white
executive might be found in the
so-called Negro world. Each
in-an is isolated and they meet
as strangers, one representing
black America and the other
white America. Both of them
talk oi integration but neither
one
Afters 
alistening.
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of the co
try, this relationship seems a
is
most frightening. It is one heU
of a way to build a country.
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Religious Council Maps
Fight Against Job Bias
WASHINGTON — The Religi-
ous Advisory Council to the
President's Committee on Gov-
ernment Contracts has planned
a program of equal job opportu-
nity education through the na-
tion's religious publications and
the colleges and universities
which have church and synago-
gue affiliations.
F if t e•n representatives of
Protestant, Catholic and Jew-
ish faiths discussed a detailed
mhprogram of action for coopera-
kwilion with the President's Com-
mittee campaign against em-
ployment discrimination based
on race, color, religion or na-
tional origin.
The members agreed to ex-
plore the desirability of seek-
ing the establishment of inter.
Valiant Leads
In 3 Areas
DEvTROIT — In the three ba-
sic consumer points of evalua•
.tion, Valiant has established
leadership in the new compact
car field.
1. Economy: Taken lop econ-
wlmy honors over its other twoew compact tompetitors by
- completing the recent 2,061-mile
Mobilgas Economy Run with an
average of 27.29 miles per gal-
lon.
2. Performance: Outclassed
all other compact entries in the
rugged Daytona Beach Trials
by sweeping the first seven
places with dealer - sponsored
cars.
3. Styling- Received the New
York Couture Group "Design
Supremacy Award" as "t h e
best looking car in America."
•
faith groups at the area and lo-
cal levels. Such groups would
carry on employment nondis-
criminaeion programs through
education and publicity and go
one step farther.
INFLUENCE EMPLOYERS
They would bring their posi-
tions of influence to bear direct-
ly upon employers, impressing
upon them not only the moral
rigtheousness of fair employ-
ment practices but also t h e
RELIGIOUS ADVISORS TO
Government committee shown
at first meeting of the Religi-
ous Advisory Council to the
President's Committee on
Government Contracts held in
economically beneficial effects
of utilizing the skills and talents
of all qualified persons without
regard to their race or religion.
They obtained an agreement
from the staff of the President's
Committee to furnish the Coun-
cil members periodic reports
covering the Federal group's
activities.
Vice President Nixon. chair-
man of the committee, said the
religious leaders are in an ex-
Washington, D. C., are, left
to right: (seated) Rabbi Max
D. Davidson, New York; Rev.
John F. Cronin, S. S., Wash.
ington; Mrs. William S. Ter-
rell, West Hartford, Conn.;
gh HOWARD PRESIDENT AT
I ‘j Morgan State — Dr. Mordecai
W. Johnson, president of How-
ard university. Is shown fol-
lowing an address at Morgan
State college held as part ol
a series marking the dedica
lion of Morgan's new million
dollar Carl Murphy Auditori-
um Fise•Arts Buildin u.
r-, • P•
Martin D. Jenkins, president
of Morgan, and Dr. Carl Mur-
phy, Chairman of the Board
of Trustees, for whom the new
building has been named,
-MO
OLD 1' c.c:0..t.Evl
-fike PtIvt.E.!
cellent position to break down
barriers of bigotry in the field
of employment. He noted that
there are many state and local
statutes forbidding job discrim-
ination, in addition to the non-
discrimination clause in all Fed-
eral Government contracts. But
"the law alone is not enough
to win this fight," he said.
"Unfortunately, laws can be
and are evaded. Education and
persuasion, undertaken by such
spiritual leaders of our country
as yourselves, are far more ef-
fective in winning over men to
the moral principle of equal job
opportunity," the 'Vice Presi-
dent said.
The Council meeting closed
with Sept. 12 as the date of the
next meeting, also to be held at
Washington.
Mr. George 0. Butler, Wash-
ington; Robert L. Chambers,
San Francisco; Vice President
Richard Nixon, chairman of
the President's Committee on
Government Contracts; Dr.
John J. O'Connor, Bethesda,
Md.; Dr. Fred Fox, White
House liaison to the Council;
Miss Dorothy I. Height, New
York; Rabbi Marc H. Tan.
enbaum, New York; Dr. J.
Oscar Lee, New York; Dr.
R oger Shinn, New York;
(standing) Paul D. Williams,
Richmond, Va.; Rev. Dow
Kirkpatrick, Atlanta, Ga.;
Rev. Charles Webber, Wash-
ington; Dr. Leon a rd P.
A r ie s, Washington; Dr. A.
Dudley Ward, Chicago; Rev.
Rufus Cornelsen, New Ibrk;
and Irving Ferman, Wash-
ington.
— 
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Dear Mine. Chante: I am in-
terested in meeting a gentle-
man who resides in the state
of Kentucky. One who is will-
ing and able to take care of a
wife. He must be a home man
between the ages of 50 and
55. I am
Christian,
eyes, love
in my 40's,
165 lbs., a
Huey, 1314
ton, Ky.
light brown skin,
not hard on the
clean sports. I am
5 feet, 3 inches tall,
widow. Cathy Belle
Russell St., Coring-
• •
Dear Mine. Chante: I am a
man 25 years old, 5 feet 712 in-
ches tall, 1e5 lbs., light com-
plexion, blond hair and easy
to get along with. I am look-
ing for southern girls between
the ages of 19 and 25. I want
someone who has homemaking
on their mind — not someone
who wants to live a fast life.
Please send photo with first let-
ter. If not sincere, please do nit
bother to write. Mr. J. S. L.,
6036 Prairie Ave., Chicago 37,
111.
• • •
Dear Mme. Chante: I would
like to hear from young ladies
between 18 and 35, weighing be-
tween 100 and 135 lbs., who are
interested in marriage. I am
35, 6 feet tall, weigh 175 lbs.,
brown complexion. Girls please
send photo in first letter. D. C.
Smith. 1531 Brighton Pl., Pitts-
burgh 12, Pa.
• • •
Dear Mme. Chante: I have
been reading your column
for some time and would like
very much to become acquaint-
ed with lots of people. I am a
widow looking for a good hus-
band with no children. I am 62,
5 feet 0 inches tall, a good cook
and housekeeper. I sing in a
gospel chorus. Mrs. Patsy Ford,
543 W. 61st Street, Chicago, Ill.
• • •
Dear Mme. Chante: I would
like to become a member of
your 'pen pal club and corre-
spond with ladies between the
ages of 39 and 59, weighing be-
tween 199 and 290 lbs. Color or
race does not matter. I am 39
years old, weigh 199 lbs., 6
feet, 2 inches tall. My hobbies
are writing, reading, drawing, 1
watching TV and the movies. I
have been in Kansas City four
years but haven't found what
I'm looking for. I promise to
answer all letters. John Arthur
L. Johnson, 523 Grand Ave.,
Kansas City, Mo.
• • •
Dear Mme. Chante: I am very
much interested in a young
woman between 20 and 35
—looks do -not matter. She
must have principles and good
intentions of making a good
wife. She must be free and able
to travel. I am brownskin, 32,
5 feet, 8 inches tall, weigh 175
lbs., in good health and have
a very good job. I know what
loneliness is and I do not wish
to live alone anymore. John
Rolland, 151 W. 143rd St., Apt,
9, New York, N. Y.
Se.
Dear Mme, Chante: I am in-
terested in a nice young church
going lady between the ages of
25 and 32 and living in Chicago.
Complexion doesn't matter. I
am 32, brown skin, black hair,
brown eyes, 5 feet, 11 inches
tall, 169 lbs. All letters will be
answered. Lee Prayor, 544 W.
03rd St., 2nd fl. Apt. 30, Chi-
cago, 111.
• • •
Dear Mme. Chante: I think
you are doing a wonderful job.
Your column has brought hap-
piness to many people. I hope
my letter will help someone. I
am a member of the Church of
God In Christ. Not interested
rgi
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LET'S
CLEAN UP I
OUR STREETS:
Help Child Use
Reading Ability
in marriage as I am engaged. (Final in a Series of Four) more pertinent questions to this
Just want to write letters and By MRS. FANNYE J. HARRIS list. How you rank on such ahelp others. I am a member of (Mrs. Harris is Children's Li- quiz determines the appropri-
the Cary Prayer Band. We pray
for shut-ins. I would appreciate
snapshots and letters from
members of families who need
prayers. I feel that my letters
and prayers will help. Miss Be-
atrice Beckwith, 203 E. Johnson
st., Cary, N. C.
• • •
Dear Mme. Chante: Please
publish my letter. Maybe you
can hell) me as you have so
many others. I am interested in
meeting a real Christian man
between 50 and 60 years old—
color doesn't matter. He must
be employed. Would like a pie-
ore in first letter. I shall do
ikewise. Mrs. L. W. 1521 S. Ko;
in, Chicago, Ill.
1st Negro Leads
Catholic Tour
CLEVELAND — For the first
time in history, it is believed,
an American Negro Ro in a n
Catholic Priest will lead a Catho-
lic Pilgrimage to Europe. Fa-
ther Herman A. Porter, vice-
rector the Divine Heart prepar-
atory seminary for priests of
the Sacred Heart Fathers, in
Donaldson, Ind., will be spiritu-
al director of a Catholic Pil-
grimage to Lourdes.
Scheduled by the Cooper
Travel Agency Bureau of Cleve-
land, it will leave July 17 and
return on August 5. This three-
week tour of six European coun-
tries includes an audience with
the Pope and will leave from
New York International Airport.
A sightseeing program will be
Give Student
OSU Scholarship
KNOXVILLE, Tenn. — Rich-
ard L. Jackson, Knoxvillian
and 1950 cum 'dude graduate
of Knoxville college who will
receive the M.A. degree in Ro-
mance Languages this June
from Ohio State university, has
been granted a University schol-
arship to continue his studies at
Ohio State this fall.
Upon his graduation f r o in
knoxville college, Jackson re-
ceived a Woodrow Wilson Fel-
lowship consisting of $1500 sti-
pend plus tuition and other fees
to the University of his choice.
His Ohio State university schol-
arship is for a stipend of $1530
plus tuition and other fees.
Jackson will be working in
Spain this summer under a Uni-
versity Student Work Program.
provided in London, England;
Brussels, Belgium; Dusseldorf,
Coblence, Mainz and Frankfurt,
Germany; Zurich and Lucerne,
in Switzerland, and the high
point of the tour, Lourdes,
France.
Visits will be made to such
historic Catholic Shrines as Sa-
cre Coeur, Cathedral of Cologne
and St. Catherine Labour. Some
of the sightseeing will be by
motorcoach and included will be
a trip aboard the Rhine Steam-
er for the beautiful trip on the
Rhine River past famous o 1 d
vine-yards, legendary castles,
medieval towns and important
centers.
Father Porter was the first
Negro priest ordained in the
Congregation of the S a cr ed
Heart Fathers and was the first
Negro priest to return to Chi-
cago for first mass in the his-
tory of Chicago. He was asso-
ciate editor of the magazine
Rein of the Sacred Heart and
has written for other Catholic
periodicals a n d publications
throughout the country.
The tour director is George
Anthony Moore of Cleveland,
the first Negro in America to
be admitted to a Jesuit prep
school, (St. Ignatius High).
Moore was pioneer for the em-
ployment of Negroes on metro-
politan dailies, being the sec-
ond Negro in America hired as
such when he joined the staff
of the Cleveland Press.
He has traveled widely and is
at present associate director of
the Northern Ohio Region of the
National Conference of Christi-
ans and Jews.
brarian at Tuskegee Institute)
Often, a parent is heard to
say, "Jane is really an excellent
reader, but she just doesn't
read," or "Henry doesn't have
enough time to read," or "Bar-
bara doesn't like to read." Ra•
ther than continually offering
excuses for the youngster who
has not fully developed his read-
ing potential, consider these two
questions:
What have I as a parent con-
tributed toward his pre sent
state?
How can I help to develop,
reinfoece, and maintain a de-
sire in my child to improve his
reading — both quality-wise and
quantity wise?
First, quiz yourself as a par-
ent.
Do you read at least one
daily newspaper regularly? Do
you read the paper in an or-
ganized fashion or do you sim-
ply follow headlines?
How many representative
works of fiction and non-fiction
have you read during the past
12 months?
Does your family share in
fairly regular story hours?
To which magazines do you
subscribe?
Do you have a home library?
Do you always read mimeo-
graphed materials that you re-
ceive?
Is the Bible in your home ac-
tually read or is it only a w7,y
of adding religious prestige to
the home?
Do you frequently misunder-
stand materials that you read?
You can probably add many
Film Available
For Businesses
"Rich Harbor," a new 26 min-
ute full color motion picture
about Puerto Rico, where Mid-
west industry sold a record $206
million of its goods last year.
is a valable wthout charge for
showngs before busness a n d
manufacturers groups as well
as banks and investment hous-
es
Produced by Hollywood's Nor-
man Wright, the film depicts
manufacturing in Puerto Rico
including 135 affiliates of Mid-
west companies. Also covered
are development in tourism,
banking, trade and electric
power.
"Rich Harbor" can be obtain-
ed by contacting James Fer-
nandez, Midwest Regional Man-
ager, Puerto Rico Economic De-
velopment Administration, 79
W. Monroe St., Chicago.
ateness of the stage you have
set for your child.
It is the responsibility of the
parent to see that his child is
equipped with the basic needs
for beginning to read. Probably
the seven most basic needs are:
good eye-sight, good hearing
ability, adequate speaking abil-
ity (don't encourage baby-talk;
help your child overcome it),
ability to pay attention, ade-
quate language skills (ability to
use and understand common
words), desire to read, and
particular skills for reading
(ability to distinguish between
likenesses and differences —
was, saw).
In considering ways to moti-
vate the desire in your child
for more and better reading, it
is important to remember not
all children of the same age or
grade will read on the same
level. Our ultimate objective is
to have the child develop his
potentialities to the maximum.
Parents can stimulate their
children to read.
Read to your child even
though he -has learned to read
for himself. Likewise. y o u
should listen to him read fre-
quently.
.'lly books for him and allow
hiei some voice in selecting
purchases.
Have a genuine interest in
him and his activities.
Provide frequent opportuni-
ties for him to browse in chil-
dren's departments of public li-
braries and bookstores.
Recognize his progress a n d
refrain from making compari-
sons of his failure or progress
with another.
Encourage him to develop
some creative hobby — he may
find reading about his hobby
rather enjoyable.
See that he gets adequate
rest. A late date with TV will
definitely show up later.
Encourage conversation in the
home — especially at meal-
time. An earlier start in t h e
morning makes this possible
even at breakfast time.
Form a partnership with his
teacher to insure desired re-
sults.
Respect his reading tastes,
and at the same time, encour-
age the acceptance of finer
ones.
Reading is, without a doubt,
a very difficult task. Make it a
pleasant experience for t h e
child. As motivated parents we
can motivate our youth to be-
come well read, well - inform-
ed cittecres who underetand and
appreciate other nations of tbit
world.
M)
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NCC Honors
111 Athletes
DURHAM, N. C. — One-hun-
dred six members of varsity
athletic and intramural teams
and five women participants In
the North Carolina college ath-
letic program received awards
during the eleventh annual
.Awards Day celebration here
Friday, May 13.
Floyil H. Brown, varsity bas-
ketball coach, presented a to-
tal of 11 varsity cage letters to
members of the 1959-60 team.
Recipients of basketball let-
ters were Wilmont Benamin,
Brooklyn, N. Y.; Junius Boone,
New York, N. Y.; Duncan
Campbell, New York, N. Y.;
Richard Hicks, Rocky Mount;
John Jones, Apex Preston Lew-
is. Pikesville; Aubrey Lowe,
Suffolk, Va.; James McMillan,
Durham; James Martin Salis-
bury: Donald Stokes, Jamaica,
N. Y.: and Clarence Williams,
Goldsboro.
Lewis, captain of the cage
club, received the senior Cap-
tain's Cup, symbolic of his serv.
lees to the learn as the Eagles'
floor captain.
Isiah Getting, junior varsity
coach, received a citation for
services rendered as a valuable
aide and coach of the winning
jayvees.
Certificates of participation
were awarded the following for
basketball competition: Robert
Attaway, White Plains, N. Y.
Leonard Baylor, Rutherford,
N. J.; Walter Benjamin, New
York, N. Y.; Roland Butler,
Wilmington, Del.; Phillip Cole,
Greensboro; Charles Cox, Kin
ston; Marvin Dent, Elizabeth
City; Robert Faison, Durham;
Henry Monds, Dunn; Douglas
Morgan, Dorham; Bobby Sims,
Durham: Henry Suggs, Pikes-
vine; and Clifford Wilson,
Clairton, Pa.
Herman H Reddick, head
football coach made the follow-
ing presentations:
Lettermen: Rossie Barfield,
Snow Hill; Ernest Barnes Dur-
ham; James BreWington,
Greenville; Walter Browning,
Raleigh; Jarres Bryant, Dur-
ham; Nathan Cook, Winston-
Salem; Charles Cox. Kinston:
Frank Gardner, Raleigh; J o e
Grandy. Elizabeth City: Joseph
Green, Wilmington; Arthur Gri-
er, Charlotte,. Bishop Harris,
Fayetteville; Richard Hick s,-
Rocky Mount: Charles Hinton,
Raleigh; Cephas Jackson, Rox-
bury, Mass.;
Luther Jeralds, Fayetteville:
Earl Miller, Kinston; Robert
Murphy, mgr., Kingston; Ray-
mond Nobles, Fartnville;
James L. Palmer, Manson;
Reginald Pryor, Charlotte; Har-
vey Ramseur. Greensboro;
George Wallace. Williamsburg.
; James Williams. Trenton,
Oscar Williams. Goldsboro:
Paul Winslo w, Weeksville:
Clark Witherspoon, Durham;
I Edward Woods, Durham.
Special football awards were
Made to the following: The J.
S. Stewart IlYs) Co - Captain's
trophies: Harvey Ramseur,
guard, and Reginald Pryor,
quarterback, both rising sen-
ors; The J. N. Mills Trophy
for the team's most valuable
piayer Charles Hinton. sopho-
more tackle; The Jo hnso n.
Lambe Trophies for the fresh-
men showing the most outstand-
ing progress Richard flicks
and Rayinond Nobles, hacks,
Other special gridiron honors,
bestowed were: The II. M Mi.
chaux trophy for the best de-
fensive hack Rossre Barfield:
The A T Spaulding Sportsman-
ship trophy. James Williams:
The W J. Kennedy, jr., trophy
Jot. the best offensive back:
Paul Winslow; The W. V Eag-leson trophy for the team's out-
standing leader: George W a
lace. and the J. M. thihhaeds,
Sr. and Jr. trophy for the best
defensive lineman: James
Brewing ton,
Special recognition for those
gridders who have signed play-
for
-pay contracts with profes-
sional football clubs was also
mentioned.
James W. Younge, tennis
coach, presented varsity letters
to the Eagles' tennis team. The
NC(' netters we t dn un created
for a total of :Is consecutive
dual matches in CIAA play be-
fore thev lost their first match
In over three years to J. C.
Smith in the last dual match of
the '60 season.
Varsity letters were present-
ed to Zack Davis, cap:lin, Wil-
mington; Mai:rice Handy. Em-
mett Martin, Wallace Tool e,
Eli Singleton and John Scarbor-
ough. all of Durham: Napoleon
Horton. Winston Salem: Leon-
ard DeShield, Monrovia, Liber-
ia, Si mud l Sullivan. Charlotte:
end Burley Johnson. Washing-
ton. D. U.
Leroy T. Walker. track coach,
presented varsity track awards.
Letters were awarded to Rob-
ert Dobbs, Newport News, Va..
Joseph Croodwater Roston
Mass ; George Hearn. Ard-
more. Pa., Walter Johnson.
New Haven, Conn Clif to n
Jackson, Brooklyn. N. Y.: Wil-
liam Merritt, Plainfield, N. J.:
.41asepit Neville, Batas, Mast;
Make Way For New Lightweight Threat
WORKING INSIDE — Eddie
Perkins (white trunks) works
effectively Inside during his
ten round Chicago Stadium
bout with Paolo Rosi. Perkins
surprised the experts by tak-
ing a unanimous decision of
Rost, currently ranked as
the No. 2 lightweight. Unrank-
ed Perkins handled Rosi with
ease taking 13th win while
handing Paolo his third loss
and only second since 1957.
The win may move Perkins
into the top ten in ratings
and pave the way for lucra-
tive bouts with the top con-
tenders. Perkins, a Chicago-
an, whipped Chico Rollins in
his last outing in a Stadium
semi-windup. Rosi,. loser to
champion Joe Brown via a
ninth round TKO, was seek-
ing a return bout with Brown
A TCopsCIAABaseballTitle
finish Year Without Loss Top Names
GREENSBORO, N. C. — The,
A & T College Aggies claimed
their second CIAA baseball
championship in a row.
Tto team, coached by Mel
Groomes, who doubles as as-
sistant football coach, closed
out the season with an unde-
feated conference record, win-
ninj ra games, but tieing one.
_
Return Pappas
For Examination
DETROIT — (UPI) — Milt
Pappas, one of the 21-year old
members of Mgr. Paul Rich-
ards' Baltimore Orioles, "Kid-
die Korps," will be sent home
to Baltimore from Cleveland
for an examination of his ail-
ing elbow.
For the past two weeks, Pap-
pas has been complaining of
soreness in the elbow of his
throwing arm. He will be ex.
'milled by Dr. George Bennett
one of the country's leading Or-
thopedic surgeons. Surgery is
a possibility.
l'appas, who had a 10-10 re-
cord in 1958, hie rookie year,
won 15 and lost nine last sea-
ern This year he has pitched
only one .complete game, owns
a 2-4 record and has a disap-
pointing 6.90 earned run av-
erage.
A&T had two wins each over
Fayetteville State Teachers
College, Howard University,
Delaware State College, Eliz-
abeth City State Teachers Col-
lege and Shaw University. They
ha o single wins over Hampton
Institute, the second game end-
ing in a tie, and over Mary-
land State College.
"It's the best bunch of play-
ers I havc ever coached," said
Groomes, following his return
from a victorious road trip last
week. He told reporters that
fine team spirit, tremendous
batting power and experience,
were the big factors in the suc-
cess ox the Aggies. He was also
high in praise for his pitching
stafi.
James Baten paced Aggie
moundsmen with a 4-0 record
aria an earned run average of
0.57 probably the best posted
this year by small college pitch-
ers. Joe Cotton, ended his col-
lege baseball career with a 3-0
win record and two others,
Arnold Davis and Leroy Wil-
liams had two wins against no
defeats.
Sim Bowden, Aggie shortstop
was the leading batsman with
a hefty .431 average. Jim Rouse
rightfielder. and Robert Bryant
first baseman, were close be-
hind with averages of .424 and
408. respectively. Joe Council,
centerfielder, led the team in
stolen bases with 17 in 13 con-
ference games.
The baseball crown repre-
sents the second CIAA cham-
pionship gained by the Aggies
durin the school year. A & T
won the football flag, for the
second year in a row, this fall.
Ashe Captures Third
ATA Tennis Crown
GREENSBORO, N. C. — Alfeated Jos Williams of Durham, as Hawes, Wilmington.
lanky youth from Richmond,/. C.- 6-3, 6-0 for the title. Ashe, with Stewart Thacker,
Va. slammed his way to thelEarlier he had wins over Mich- also of Richmond, lost in the
championship for the third year ael Holt, Durham, 6-0, 6-0; John finals of the boys doubles toisession on offensive football.
Head Tenn
2nd Clinic
In a row, in the finals of the Daniels, Lynchburg, Va., 6-0,IHawes and Crummy.
boys singles of the American 6-0; William Crpmmy, Wilming-I Fifteen - year old, Carolyn
Tennis Association Interschol- ton, N. C., 6-0. 6-1 and DouglasiWilliams of Portsmouth, Va.,
astic Tennis Tournament. TheSmith, Hampton, Va., 6-1, 6-2.1pulled an upset in the girls
meet was hosted by A & T Col- He wit, enter the Americansingles by defeating highly
lege Lawn Tennis Association Inter. favored Marvalene Faggett of
Arthur Ashe, jr., kept his re- scholastic Tournament to be Hawkins. Texas, 6-4, 7-5.
cord clean by not losing alilayed in Charlottesville, Va., 
Marvalene and Judith Prince,
alagk set In the tourney forkm June 20 and will be 
joinedalso of Hawkins, Texas, won
the 
girls doubles by default
the past three years. He de- by Williams, Smith and Thom- ov r Carolyn and Magdalene
Sherrod, the team from Ports-
mouth, Va.
The tourney played here on
courts at A & T College and
the Memorial Stadium, were
handled under the supervision
of Dr. R. Walter Johnson,
Lynchburg physician and vice
president of the ATA.
ONE FOR
Miteff (right)
ALEX — Ales
crosses a right
Mason Q'Neal, Jersey City, N.
J.; Vance Robinson, Norfolk.
'Va.; Louis Seaton, Monte go
Bay, SW!; and Earl Smith,
'Godwin; and William Turner.
Mount Olive. managers
Special awards were given to
,both Robinson. a member of the
U. S. track squad for the Rus-
sian - American meet and the
Pan - American Games this
'past summer, and Johnson, a
!bronze medalist at the NCAA
and the National AAU cham-
pionships last summer.
i Co-eds receiving awards f 0 e
'athletic participation were De-
lores Artis, Entwine; Peggy
,Reid. Southern Pines, Aioniets
Lucas, Spring Hope; Elaine
Banks. Nashville. and Betty
Goddette Havelock.
Cheerleader William Brandon.
Brooklyn. N. J., junior, receiv-
ed an award for his outstanding
service as the captain of th e
cheering squad for the 19.5860
school year.
over Eddie Machen's left
band lead In the first round
of their heavyweight ten
rounder at New York. Mac-
hen
such
'Albany Slates
9 Grid Games
0. W O'Neal. Jr., head foot-
ball coach ad director of ath-
letics, has released a nine-
game football schedule for Al-
bany State College.
The Golden Rams will play
five home games and four
games on the road
1 The schedule:Sept. 24. Miles at Albany;
Oct 1. Bethune - Cookman at
---- Daytona Beach. Fla.; Oct. 8,
lis. , Edward Waters at Albany; Oct. 15, Paine at Albany; Oct. 22,• .1Claflin at Orangeburg, S. C.;lOct. 29. Savannah State at Al-
bany; Nov. 5, Livingstone at
ilidn't take to many Salisbury, N. C.; Nov. 12, Mor-
blows as he stormed to ris (Homecoming) at Albany;
a lop-sided win over Miteff. IvNaovue. y24 Fort. , Fort Valley at 
(UPI Telephoto) 
NASHVILLE — A picnic and
a football session under the
trees are two unique features
of Tennessee State University's
second annual Blue Ribbon
Coaching Clinic May 31 through
June 4.
H. 0. "Fritz" Crisler, Uni-
versity of Michigan athletic di-
rector and the father of foot-
ball fundamentals, will hold
first talks on Offensive and De-
fensive fundamentals, under
the tree on University Presi-
dent Dr. NV. S. Davis', 250-
acre Riverview Acres Ranch.
Blue Ribbon Clinic goers will
have to restrain their festive
spirits until June 2 — Clinic's
third day's sessions — for their
Bar-B-Que and Fish Fry picnic
that. will sandwich Mr. Crisler's
Big Ten Commissioner, Ken-
neth "Tug" Wilson's Organiza-
tion and Administration of Ath-
letics is the opening session at
!2 p. m. Tuesday, May 31. Reg-
but his decisive loss to Per-
kins makes his title bout
chances remote. UPI Tele-
photo
CHARLES HARLESS, 18,
tries out gloves at home, aft-
er he was signed to the Bos-
ton Red Sox. Harless, right.
handed pitcher who played
at Santa Rosa Junior Col-
istration and the public session
is slated to fill the entire morn-
ing.
Ohio State University's Wayne
"Woody" Hayes, and Morris
Brown College's Edward "Ox"'
Clemons on football finish the
schedule opening afternoon
while Memphis State Univer-
sity's Bob Vanatta on basket-
ball make up most of the sec-
lege, was born in Hawaii.
His mother is Hawaiian and
his father came from Iowa.
He will be going to Alpine,
Tex. to play in the Sopho-
more League there. (UPI
Telephoto)
ond day's Wednesday, June 141
program.
The Blue Ribbon's third ses-
sion holds more than a picnic
as thc favorite day. Coach of
the Year and National Foot-
ball Champions' Mentor, Syra-
cuse University's head football
coach. Floyd "Ben" Schwarts-
walder, will unfold the Orange-
men's offense Thursday, June
2 at 8:00 a m.
THE WINNERS — These
youngsters gave good account
of themselves in the Ameri-
can Tennis Association Inter-
scholastic Tournament held
at A&T college. Dr. R. Walter
Johnson, left, Lynchburg, Va.,
vice president of the ATA
presents trophies to: Arthur
Ashe, jr., Richmond, Va., win-
I/ 4
..... 3,i
ner of the boys title; Carolyn
Williams, Portsmouth. Va., s
lene Faggett. Hawkins, Tex
girls champion and Marva.
as, runner-up for the girls ti-
tle.
Wes Covington Shows Power, Fielding Faulty
By FRED LINDECKE
MILWAUKEE, Wis. — (UPI)
— Nobody enjoys being a slug-
ger more than John Wesley
Covington. "I'm a heels swing.
es," he says.
But for allhis eagerness to
get in the batting cage or up
at the plate, he's getting in
manager Charlie Dressen's dog
house for not enough attention
to his left fielding for the Mil-
waukee Braves
Every move Wes makes be-
speaks the power be lo‘ec to
show at the plate — the was
he ambles when he walks, the
niV he pumps his knees high
when he trots to and from his
position
Covington's confident attitude
anu unhurried mannerisms oft-
en are interpreted as cock-
iness, However, and this has
got him benched by Dressen—
at least for a few games —
despite his big bat.
Dressen has said that if Cov-
ington can recover from an in-
jury ridden year in 1959 to
pick up his 1958 form when he
hit 24 homers and drove in 74
runs, this pins Red Schoen able soundness of Covington's
dienst's return will put the right heel and ankle. Dressen
Braves hark on top of the Na- isn't exactly sure whether its
tional league his physical condition or his
met.tai attitude which is to
blame for the fielding lapses.
The Laurinbarg. N. C., us-
tive, who got his big brewery
horse legs playing high school
. football around home, is is
But MO lest oeek — after
a single in left field went fer
a double, and another ball
wound up a game winning
triple — Dresses was mad
enough to indicate to sports•
writers that he had had about
enough of Covington's "easy.
come-easy•go" play in the out-
field.
; One thing to be said in Coy-
lington's favor though as that
he's not In the lineup to make
circus catches. He's there to
hit the long ball, and this he
has been doing.
Another thing is the question-
his fourth year with the
Braves and has been hamper-
ed by injuries a good deal of
this time — even during his
best year of 1958 when he
played only 90 games.
Evidence of his potent bat is
to be found in the record book,
however. Of his more than 300
hits, a third have been for ex-
tra bases good for more than
200 RBI's.
I can't swing easy," said
Covington "1 never could.
"In a heels_winger. Eddie
Mathews, he's a heels swinger.
But (Henrvi Aaron is a wrist
swinger.
"I guess I'll have to cut down
on my swing as I get older."
Is going to do to try to get me
out."
Wes takes a live-and-let-live
attitude toward pitchers. "To-
the 28-yearold Covington said.
"Usually a guy has to as he
gets older."
Big Wes doesn't impress an
observer as a man who does
much deep thinking, but Coy-
ingtou says he's done his
share of concentration at the
plate.
"Throughout the years, you
study pitchers. You know that
in certain situations they have
a pattern of pitchin'. When I
go to the plate. depending on
what the situation is. I know
day it might be their day, to-
morrow it might be mine.
They're all trying to earn a
living, and so am I."
But one thing Wes is sure
of — be doesn't want to be
one of those poke hitters
pushing singles into holes or
over bases.
Covington's eyes narrow and
he says:
"Who would you rather have
coming up three runs behind
in the ninth inning!' If he's a
sins le 
.
there's certain things a pitcher ain't going to hit it out of t
park .You can pitch to tha
man But the slugger — one
blow and he's changed the
whole ball game."
-
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Le MOYNE COLLEGE
807 Walker Ave., Memphis, 6, Tenn.
An Educational and Cultural
Center in Memphis and the
Mid-South fa 90 Years
Entrance To Brownlee Hall
SUMMER SESSION, JUNE 3 JULY 9
SUMMER CLASSES
Summer classes will be conducted for col-
lege graduates who wish to take work toward
adding endorsements to teaching certificates,
and for undergraduates interested in taking
regular college courses.
Registration will be held at 9 A. M. to 4
P. M., June 3. Classes begin June 4.
Two Workshop Courses, Health Problems of
Exceptional Children and Methods and Materials
for Teaching Mentally Retarded, will be offered
for Teachers in Special Education.
RECREATIONAL SWIMMING
A non-credit recreational swimming class
will be offered from 2 P. M. to 3 P. M. Mondays
through Fridays.
This course is opened to non-swimmers as
well as average swimmers and is offered to
children and adults.
An expert staff under the direction of Le-
Moyne's Athletic Department will conduct the
swimming course.
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1 PRE-COLLEGE ORIENTATION
A non-credit course for June high school
graduates who may feel the need of intensive
preparation in mathematics and English for col-
lege admission.
The Course is not designed primarily for
students who expect to enter LeMoyne, but for
any prospective college—whatever his choice of
college may be.
Enrollment in this course will be limited to
thirty students. Students who enroll must take
the full schedule. Interested high school gradu-
ates should write or call the registrar's office.
Registration June 4, 9:00 A. M. Classes June
6-July 9.
Steele Hall . . . West End of Campus
IN-SERVICE INSTITUTE IN GENERAL SCIENCE AND MATHE-
MATICS FOR JUNIOR AND SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL TEACHERS
Under a grant from the National Science Foundation, LeMoyne College will
offer during the academic year of 1960-61 an In-Service Institute in General Science
and Mathematics for 40 junior and senior high school teachers employed in the Mem-
phis area and in nearby counties located in Tennessee, Arkansas and Mississippi.
The courses in general science and mathematics will extend over a period of
32 weeks, with classes being held during three-hour periods on consecutive Satur-
days. Each course will provide four semester hours.
Tuition will be FREE, paid for by the National Science Foundation. Participating
teachers will be granted travel allowance up to 7 cents per mile with a maximum
of $6 per trip or a minimum of $25 for the entire institute. A maximum of $10
will be granted each participating teacher for purchase of books.
Teachers interested in taking the course should contact Dr. Walter W. Gibson
of LeMoyne College, Director of the In-Service Institute.
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Among other things, the guests of Mr. and Mrs. William
Collier.
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SOCIETY
Merry
Go-Round
BY MARJORIE I. ULEN •
months of May and June herald
events surrounding beautiful
brides and eager graduates.
Beckoning the lure of orange
blossoms, bridal veils, wedding
rings and champagne are sev-
eral well • known Memphians.
A wedding reception given by
Mr. and Mrs. Norris 0. Walter
will fete Miss Martha B. An-
derson and Cornelius House fol-
lowing their wedding on Satur-
day, May 28, at 8 p.m., at the
Norris' home at 838 loka. Miss
Anderson is a member of the
faculty of Florida school, a Le-
Moyne Alumnae, a member of
Alpha Kappa Alpha sorority
and the 3 C's Bridge club. Mr.
House is formerly of Hot
Springs, Ark., and attended Ar-
kansas AM&N college.
Another lovely wedding recep-
tion will be honoring Miss Fairy
Harrison Austin, Sr., compli-
menting their marriage, given
by the bride's parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Leonard Houston Peyton,
at their residence at 750 Polk
at., at 5 p.m., Sunday, May
29. Miss Peyton is a member of
the faculty of Dunn Avenue
school, a graduate of LeMoyne
college, and a member of the
Clara Barton Health dub. Mr.
Austin is the manager of the
DeSota Hardwood semi - pro
baseball team.
e • •
Much attention, too, is cen-
tered on the forthcoming wed-
ding of Miss Peggy Ann White,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Hen-
ry B. White of 1510 Hanauer,
who will be married in a bril-
liant ceremony to Maurice Alex
Bullett, Saturday, June 11 at 8
p.m., at Mississippi Blvd. Chris-
tian church, with the bride-to•
be's parents as hosts to the re-
ception which will follow the
ceremony at the Sigma Gamma
Rho Sorority House at 805 Sax-
on Avenue. Miss White is a
graduate of Bennett college, a
member of the faculty of Corry
school, and member of YADS
club. Mr. Bullett is a graduate
of 1.,P— •Prie delege, and is a
tear' t'•-• , cago, Ill, pub-{
e He is a mem-,
1 , ...see a Alpha Psi fra ter-
1
Among the ceremonies of:
graduating high school classes
will be the Manassas Vesper
Services which will be held on
Sunday. May 29 at 3 p.m., at
Metropolitan Baptist churc h,
with Bishop Bertrand Doyle as
guest speaker.
Booker T. Washington's ves-
per services will be held on the
same day at 5 p.m., at the
Blair T. Hunt Gymnasium with ,
the Rev. Lionel Arnold, Le-
Moyne college pastor and pro-
fessor of philosophy and relig-
ion, as guest speaker.
• • •
Erudite Napoleon B. Williams,
Manassas senior who has gain•
ed nation-wide attention to his
aseite mathematical ability and
res.eived many awards in local
and national testing. . .Was
sp Alighted again last week be-
cause of his phenomenal score,
of 800 points out of a possible
800 points in mathematics on
the College Board Entrance Ex-
amination. He has won a Har-'
yard scholarship amounting to
$10,000, $2,500 each year f o r
four years. as announced by
the Harvard committee on ad-
missions.
B.
The swank events scheduled
include the president's cocktail
party on Thursday, with Dr.
and Mrs, Joel T. Oliver as hosts
in the Tropical Room of t h e
Sheraton Hotel. Friday, t h e
Boulevard Room of the Shera-
ton will be the scene of the din-
ner dance, which includes a
cocktail hour, dinner at eight
and dancing until 1 a.m., to the
music of Milton Buckner. Sat-
urday afternoon features t h e
vice president and secretary's
poolside party, with Dr. and
Mrs. William P. Quinn and Dr.
and Mrs. Charles J. Runner as
hosts, at the swank South
Greenwood Avenue mansion of
the Quinns.
This casual dress event will
be a respite from the glitter
and formality of the other af-
fairs. The weekend of parties
will climax at the Chicagoans'
ball on Saturday night, in the
Sheraton's Grand Ballroom with
music by Charlie Spivak.
We hope to be able to pick up
pictures of 'our town's' guests
at these fabulous doings,
LA MAR CHERI
Club La Mar Cheri will keep
the social ball rolling this week-
end with its annual barn dance
—the current theme, "Beatnik
Payola," Saturday night, May
28, from 10 to 2 at Currie's
Club Tropicana. The best beat-
nik male, female and couple
will receive a prise. . .and to
be sure, much fun is in store
for all. Tickets may be obtain-
With this warm weather
ed from members,
we're having, we certainly can't
ENGAGED — Mr. and Mrs.
Charley Long of St. Louis,
Mo., announce the engage-
ment of their daughter, Glo-
ria, to Leonard Anderson of
Memphis. Miss Long is a
graduate of Arkansas AM &
N college of Pine Bluff, Ark.,
and is at present at Atlanta
university on an assistant-
He has also been offered an
$8.000 scholarship to Amherst,
and an all expense four year
scholarship to Haverford col-,
lege. The Harvard admission
committee stated that he "al-
ready has the equivalent of al
college education in mathemat-
ics." All Memphis is justifiably
proud of the personality - plus,
all • around student who is a
favorite among his classmates.
CARDIOLOGISTS MEET
Dr. and Mrs. Leland F. At-
kins left last Sunday by motor
for Indianapolis, Ind., where Dr.
Atkins will attend the meeting
of The American College of
Cardiologist of which he is a
member.
CHICAGO WEEKEND
In the Windy City the well-
known Chicagoans will be hosts
at a series of plush events des-
tined to reach a new high in
social events. Their Chicago
Spring Festival will ensue May
20-2e. Handsome parchment
scroll invitations mailed in
rounded cans were received by
Dr, and Mrs. Leland Atkins and
Mr. and Mrs. Robert S. Lewis.
jr,, to be the guests of Dr. and
Mrs. Maurice Gleason. Dr, At
kilts' uncle and aunt who are
frequent Memphis visitors: Mrs
A. A. Letting who will attend
as the guest of her father,
prominent Jeff Ish of Chicago—
an the bid of Dr. and Mrs. Wie
liam P. Quinn; and Mr and
Mrs. A. Macro Walker, t h e
SURPRISE argue about spring being here
The lovely home of Miss Mae- now. With the season and June
delle Smith provided the setting approaching, marriages a r e
for the gaiety and festivity of an also. If you've wached the pa-
evening of surprise, initiated by pers, you have noticed the wed-
the many friends and acquaint- ing plans of the Clark cousins,
ances of Miss Eddie Dale Ford. both ceremonies to be perform-
Believing that she was corn- ed in June. We still claim them
ing to help with an assignment in Jackson; although presently
given by one of her teachers, both are teaching in the Mem-
Miss Ford was completely baf- phis City System.
fled as she was met by shouts
of "surprise" on her arrival.
The lovely honoree was pre-
sented a pink birthday cake,
with 17 candles, and the latest
selection of rock 'n roll rec-
ords, along with the newest
dance steps, helped to add to
the fun of the occasion.
Some of the many guests at-
tending were Marilyn Isabel,
Raymond Neal, Bobby Cole,
Carrie Littlejohn, George
Bradshaw, Mamie Shields. Al-
onza Rush, Bennetta Nelson,
Lawrence Taylor, Lorine
Holmes, Billy Holmes, Curlene
Hamilton, James Manns, Gwen-
dolyn Fife, Walter Evans, Car-
olyn Randle, Morris Woods, Sue Sigma Theta sorority, a mem-
Parham, Elbert Griffin, ewe. ber of the local Pan Hellenic
enne Briscoe, Ernest Johnson, Council and Mother Liberty
Aubrey Bryant, Walter London, CME church.
Bernadine Bullard, Georgia Mrs. Porter received her AB
Emma Thomas. Jasper W i I- degree from Lane college in
llama, Erma Sholders, Regina Jackson, Tenn., and attended
Thigpen, Aloma Lytle, L a w- the Chicago Art Institute, later
rence Taylor, Lucille Tunstall graduating In Commercial Art
and Bettye Jeffries.
ZETAS 
and Design from Art Instruc-
tion school. Minneapolis, Minn.
She holds a master's degree
from Clummbia University,
New York City and has done
work leading toward the doc-
torate.
She has traveled extensively
throughout the United SeAtes
and Europe.
Mr. Porter, the son of Mr.
Jobe Porter and the late Mrs.
Mildred Porter of this city at-
tended school in Illinois and is
a graduate of the Gotham
School of Television and Redio
Hunt, Nellie Osborne. Hilda seurovcds. three 
years with the
Helm, Maggie Kirkland, Katie
Pope, Annie Morris, Joy Horne, The 
couple will leave the 7th
R. V. Brown with guest Mrs. of June for an 
extensive honey-
moon to various points in etex-
Narcissa Jones; Mesdames An- ico and the West Coast.
me Brown, Marcella Crawford, 
Dottie Jones, Eva Hamilton, Their 
many friends wish for
them much happiness.
Alpha Eta Zeta Chapter of
Zeta Phi Beta Sorority enter-
tained the local Amicae (friends
of Zeta) at their annual Moth-
ers' Day Tea held at the Le-
lia Walker Clubhouse recently.
During the informal program
that was held, Mrs. Annie L.
Higgins, president of Amicae,
announced that their group had
contributed to the NAACP's
Freedom Fund. Amicse present
and exchanging gifts were Mes-
dames Callie Harmon, Onie
Georgia Bumpus, Carlee Bailey
and Lois Greenwood.
Zetas present and exchanging
gifts were Mesdames Celia
Chaplin, Earline Somerville —
sponsor to Amicae — Juanita
Lewis, Cassandra Harris —
chairman of the affair — Ethel
Starks, Carlotta Watson, MM. by The Jackson Municipal Rec-
querite Cox, Maggie Jordan, 
reation League of which Dr. W.Sarah Dixon. Bernice Calloway. se eicleissack serves as chair-
Bernice Williams and daughter
Clovita, Frieda Marr. Loretta
Kateo — basileus of the chap-
ter and Miss Lillian Whitney,
Miss Hazel Pyles and Miss
Yvonne Hawkins.
Buffet refreshments were
provided and Mrs. Sarah Dixon
presided at the punch bowl. Re-
cording the event for posterity
was Mrs. Marguerite Cox, who
made pictures of the intimate
event.
int ITHSIGE
The seethside Sweethearts
held their coronation ball at the
Flamingo Room recently, whore
despite the date being Friday
the 13th. it was really the club's
lucky night. Many close friends.
MARRIAGE REVEALED
Mrs. Alfred* Martin, popular
teacher in the Jackson City Sys-
tem, announces her marriage
to Mr. Alanson Brown Porter
of Poughkeepsie, N. Y.
The marriage was solemniz-
ed April 7 in Jackson, Tenn.
The bride is well known in
West Tennessee having appear-
ed in many educational pro-
grams. She has also pareicipat-
ed as consultant in the annual
charm clinic at Lane college as
well as an efficient art consul-
tant at Career Conference.
She is president of the Jack-
son Alumnae chapter of Delta
DEDICATION
The formal dedication of the
Jackson Municipal Recreation
Center was held Sunday after-
noon at 3 pm., in the newly
renovated building, located on
Institute Street.
The Center was spearheaded
associated clubs, were on hand
to share the fund. These in-
cluded Vanette social club, Kay
12, L and M Esquire Club and
the assisting club to the sweet-
hearts, the 12 Horsemen's club.
Rufus Thomas introduced the
member, and representatives
of other clubs.
Striking in white sheath cot-
ton dresses and red corsages
were club members Mesdamell
Julia Pollard, Laura Jone s,
Sarah Jones, A Lawson, Rose
Christian, Claudette Bell, Furl-
ee Taylor, Ethel Norris, A. Har-
ris, Jean Toney. Corsley Toney
the club's sweetheart, was also
and acquaintances, along with present.
ship for a master's degree.
Mr. Anderson is the son of
Mr. and Mrs. W. Anderson
of 1213 E. Trigg. He Is also a
graduate of AM&N and is now
a band instructor at Walker
high school in Magnolia, Ark.
see %.eeteng will take place
;tine 4, in St. Louis.
man. The League is working in
conjunction with the City of
Jackson Recreation Department
and the center will house the of-
fice of Mack Ewen Bond, City
Recreational Director. The
building was donated for use by
the City of Jackson and will
carry a varied program of ac-
tivities for all ages, annouOces
V. J. Gilmore, program chair-
man. Commissioner ''Buddy"
Patey was on hand for theaded-
ication and is playing a great
part in trying to better our
recreational facilities in Jack-
son.
The lucky winner of the ra-
dio, given away at the formal
opening, was Mrs. Florine
Jones, Madison County teacher.
OMEGAS ENTERTAINED
Jackson members of Theta
Iota chapter of Omega Psi Phi
Fraternity along with their
wives "The Quettes" traveled to
Paris, Tenn., Sunday afternoon
for their regular monthly meet-
ing. The meeting was held in
the home of Dr. and Mrs. I.
W. Howell with K. Martin of
Jackson, R. Teague and I. W.
Howell of Paris serving as
hosts A most delightful time
was had as both groups met
separately and joined each oth-
er for the social hour.
With the teen-age set; it was
a happy weekend with the sen-
ior class which started off with
the senior prom sponsored by
the Junior class in the Merry
high school gymnasium. It is
really undescribable just h o w
beautiful the gymnasium was
decorated to the theme "South
Pacific." They even had the
boat setting in the water and
the land was lined with Palm
trees which shaded the tables
along the beach. Dancing was
done to the music of "The Un-
touchables" of Nashville, Tenn.
Many of the seniors had to
leave early but they didn't mind
for what was in store for them
LEAVE ON TRIP
At 12 midnight, 38 seniors
along with the three senior ad-
visors boarded a Greyhound
bus, headed for Atlanta, Ga
for the senior sightseeing trip.'
Arriving in Atlanta Saturday
m., the group was guest on
the campus of Morris Brown
and had the opportunity to visit
other college campuses of the
five Negro colleges. In addition,
the Cyclorama and Stone Moun-
tain were visited before t h e
group departed for Jackson on
Sunday night.
Three of the Merry high
school seniors were very proud
to be offered scholarships to
Morris Brown college. They
were athletes, Neil Neilson, Wil-
lie George Shaw and Clarence
Dixon. The scholarships will be
awarded on Commencement
night.
HERE AND THERE
Mrs. Eunice Winston Coston,
i now of Brooklyn, N. Y., is in
the city visiting in the home of
Miss Johnnie Reid and Mrs. Ad•
lene Johnson on Jays ave.
While in this section she will
also visit relatives in Madison
County. Mrs. Coston, who will
be remembered here as Eunice
Winston. was happy to have the
opportunity of being back in
Jackson during the Commence-
ment season.
Miss Joyce Clark
To Wed H. Bowles
Mr. And Mrs. A. V. Clark of emnized June 19, at 5 o'clock
Jackson, Tenn., have announced
the wedding plans of their
daughter, Joyce Ann to Mr.
Henry W. Bowles, son of Mr.
and Mrs. James Bowles, 2502 E.
23rd St., Chattanooga, Tenn.
The engagement of wide in-
terest both in Chattanooga and
Jackson, heralds a June wed-
ding. The ceremony will be sot-,
Miss Moore
Plans June
Wedding
Mr. and Mrs. John Starks an-
nounce the engaggement of
their daughter Miss Carlene
Shelia Moore to Burnell Robert-
son. Mr. Robertson is the son of
Mr. and Mrs. John Tyler of Mi-
ami, Fla.
Miss Moore was graduated
from St. Augustine high school
where she was a member of
the Pep Squad, CYO, Big "A"
club, and the yearbook staff.
She was a debutante in the , Council for one year and presI-
1957 annual Kappa Alpha Psi
debutante presentation. Miss
Moore, a junior at Kentucky
State college, is a member of
in the afternoon at Feet Bap-
tist church in Jackson, Tenn.
Miss Clark attended Lane col-
lege where she received a bach-
elor of arts degree and was
graduated cum laude. While at
Lane college, she was a mem-
ber of Delta Sigma Theta so-
rority, the Dramatics club lead-
er of the majorettes, and a
member of the Honor Society.
She was also selected for Who's
can universities and colleges.
She has taught in the Mem-
phis City School system for two
enroll at Columbia university in
preparation towards a Master's
degree in her chosen field.
A member of Macedonia Bap-
tist church, Miss Clark sings in
the choir, holds membership in
the YWA and served as secre-
tary of the Sunday school for
two years.
The groom elect is a gradu-
ate of Howard high school in
Chattanooga, Tenn., and Lane
where he was an outstanding
football player for four years
with the Dragons. He also par-
ticipated in the Dramatic club,
holds membership in Alpha Phi, a „
Alpha Fraternity, served as rs E
JOYCE CLARK
SHELIA MOORE
I business manager of the Student
dent of the Student Council for
one year.
During his senior year, Mr.
Bowles was selected for who's
I Who among students in Ameri-can colleges and universities.At present he is an instruc-
tor and assistant coach at How-
the YWCA, International Rela-
tions Club, Thorobred Newstaff,
Chandler Hall club and is the
sweetheart of Kappa Alpha Psi
fraternity for 1959-60.
Mr. Robertson was graduated
from Washington high in Mi-
ami, Fla., and is a senior at
Kentucky State college. He is
president of the "K" club,
Scroller club, Letterman f o r
four years, All - Midwestern-
1959-60, and is a pledge in the
Kappa Alpha Psi fraternity. He
has been drafted by the Los An-
geles Rams professional foot-
ball team in the National Foot-
ball League. A June wedding is lard, Rosalyn Willis and Carol'
planned. Young.
aa
Honored By
Southern U.
Mrs. Emma Amar Will, moth-
ard High school in Chattanoo-
ga. 
er of Mrs. Jesse Turner, of New
Roads, La., was the Honored
Miss Clark will use as her Mother of 19e0, selected by the
bride's maids: Misses Freddie students of Southern Univer-
Clark, Samella Thomas, lone C. sity at Scotlandville, La., on
Lane, Erma Glass and Arva L. the basis of the winning letter
Rice of Jackson; Mrs. Kaye of recommendation coming
Bledsoe Reed, Lawton, Okla.; from her daughter, Miss Sylvia
and Jean Bowles of Chattanoo- Ann Will, a freshman at the
ga, Tenn. The maid of honor university, and sister of M r s.
will be Miss Dorothy Clark, sts- Turner.
ter of the bride - elect. Mr. Mrs. Will is the widow of the
James Bowles of Chattanooga late Mr. Leo Will, and the
will serve as best man. mother of 10 children born to
the union. Seven of the 10 chil-
dren have attended Southern.
Active in numerous communi-
ty organizations, she is also the
president of a PTA school
group, a district PTA officer,
and has been selected to attend
three leadership conferences
that are sponsored yearly by
by the university. She is a com-
municant of the St. Augustine
R. C. church in New Roads.
Included in the festivities fet-
ing Mrs. Will was the dinner
party for her and her family,
Natalie Jones, Sharon Lewis, with seven children present, sixhaving attended the university,Judith Latting, Carol McDan-
id, William T. McDaniel, jr., including Mrs. Turner. a public  
Vera McKinney, Melanie Mc- Program and a reception.
Williams, Janet Petterson. Bon-
nie Pippin, Gwendolyn Robin-, Words of the Wise
son, Juanita Robinson, Vivian Talking and eloquence are
Shumpert, William 0. Speight, not the same: to speak, and
jr., Denise Willard, Mark Wit- to speak well are two things.A fool may talk, but IL wise
Owen Music
Recital Set
The pupils of the Owen col-
lege piano department will give
a piano recital Friday, May 27
7 p.m., in the college auditor-
ium.
The students are: Mignonette
Bradfield, May Byas, Beverly
Guy, Francine Guy, Carmella
Guy, Debra Harris, Sandra
Hill, Etta Sue Ish, William C.
Jernigan, jr., Jessica Johnson,
man speaks. 1 Millions of women wouldn'tdream of using home•styledouches! They know that
"Lysol" is so much surer!
'
Because "Lysol" kills germs on "
contact—the very germs that
cause odor!
413wiriaewe
HEADACHE
For faster, mere complete relief of
headache, neuralgia, neuritis pains.
take PASSAU Tablets or Powders.
STANSACK's S. A. (Synergistic Action)
—the combined action of several,
medically-approved ingredients in
one sesy•to-take dose—eases anxiety
and tension, starts bringing rebel
right away. 5.0
Test
STANBACK
against any
preparation
you've ever
used
BE SURE!
HAWAIIAN TEA — THE
Walker Homes Civic dub
sponsored a fabulous Hawai-
ian Tea recently in the Mit-
chell rd. school cafetorium,
with authentic Hawaiian mu-
sic player' by the Boyd broth-
ers. Above, from left is the
club: Mesdames Clara Harris,
Grettie Adair, S. L. Lucas,
Mettle Adams, Edna Wifrey,
Frances Caples (Miss Walker
Homes), Gloria Hart, J. M.
Peters, Myrthrn Powell, Mil-
dred Berrien, Horace Smith,
Dorothy Wallace, Betty Wil-
son, L. V. Wilson, Linnie Bal-
lard, Bertha Jones, Ruby
Moore. Dances were perform.
ed by students from Walker,
Mitchell, Weaver and Gibson
Kindergarten, Mrs. Adel pre-
pared the refreshments and
the hostesses were headed by
Mrs. Peters. Felton Faris,
president and Miss Rita R.
Jones, secretary.
Because "Lysol" keeps you
sure of yourself—sure you're
sweet and nice inside!
Try "Lysol" brand disinfectant.
It's mild. Won't hurt you!
Free booklet on
douching. Write to
"Lysol," Bloomfield'
New Jersey, NMI
0259.
BRAND DISINPICTAM
Lalta lb link Prealsell
TOUGALOO SOUTHERN
CHRISTIAN COLLEGE
A Leader In Liberal Arts Education
eIV L1LCU1LCU
Excellent Faculty
Tougaloo Southern Christian College is accredited by and a member
of the Southern Association of College and Secondary Schools
SAMUEL C. KINCHELOE, PRESIDENT
For Further Information, Write
The Registrar. . . . Tougaloo Southern Christian College
Tougaloo, Mississippi
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MABLE YOUNG
REBECCA DAVIS
Notice to all readers of our
column!
Dear Readers:
Being your reporters, we
would like to inform you that
errors or misspellings found in
our column are typographical.
In last week's paper a section
of our news was mistakenly
printed in the Walker Homes
section under a continuation.
Due to this fact, we are writ-ing a rewrite on a few of the
things that you, as our readers,
o
ight enjoy viewing. 
Ve are thanking you for your
d and generous considera-
tion. Yours forever, Mable and
Rebecca.
SCHOOL NEWS
The principal and faculty of
the T. W. Patterson Junior high
school are planning for a won-
derful night of entertainment
for parents and friends. It will
consist of a series of dances
presented by all grades. Prizes
will be awarded to Y-Teens for
outstanding participation in
school activities.
The affair will be given May
30 on the patio of the newly
constructed school. Mrs. Odes-
sa Boyd is chairman of the
night, and professor Chastene
Thompson is principal.
CHURCH NEWS
The Women's Missionary So-
ciety of the New Philadelphia
Baptist church, 533 S. Menden-
41 11 iS sponsoring a King andk een Drive as of now, thatill end on the Tuesday night
of June 30. A few of the can-
didates running are Jackie
Kearney, Rebecca Davis, Arthur
Jones, Mable Young, Charlene
Robinson and Leroy Davis.
Tickets are now on sale for
the mere price of 25 cents. Priz-
es will be awarded to the hold-
ers of three lucky tickets in
the order of first prize-seven
dollars; second prize-five dol-
lars, and third prize-three dol-
lars. The tickets may be pur-
chased from any name above
or any member of the Society.
same officers of the Women's
SW"' • Society are
is. 
- 13. Buggs, president;
—
)
ilitT
 .
1
Sis. Lillie Turner, vice presi-
dent; and Sis. Annie Mae Gar-
mon, secretary.
Rev. Booker T. Dumas is pas-
tor of the church and Sis. Ella
Allen is church clerk.
CHECK NEXT WEEK'S PA-
PER FOR THE TOP GENTS,
COUPLES AND LADIES.
NOTICES
The following events will ap-
pear in next week's paper. Re-
port on May Day activities at
Patterson Junior high, Y-Teen
conference, an outline of the
White Rose Sunbeam fraterni-
ty's schedule for the summer
months and other interesting
topics.
SPOTLIGHT
We proudly bring to the spot-
light a young man who is a
senior at the Mt. Pisgah high
school, where he serves as a
member of the Glee club, Li-
brary staff, and a host of other
organizations.
He is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
Alex Davis, Sr., and is none
other than Leroy Davis. In his
religious life he is a member
of the New Philadelphia Bap-
tist church where he serves as
Bulletin Board clerk of the
Sunday School. He is an active
member of the BTU and Choris-
ter of the Junior choir.
His latest honor was being
chosen as "Mr. Zo-Zo" for the
year of 1960 and '61. After fin-
ishing school this year he plans
to attend Tennessee State A &
I university. Until next week,
be ever wonderful.
B. T. W.
School Notes
By
MARKHUM STANSBURY
EDITOR'S NOTE
Before I start my column I
would like to say thanks to all
of the teachers, students,
friends, and enemies who have
stuck with me since I first
started writing "B. T. W.
SCHOOL NOTES" back in
1956.
It has not only been a task
for me but some sort of an in-
spritional feature also for me
to have brought you the truth-
ful happenings around Wash-
ington.
I will always be indebted to
Mrs Cathryn Johnson, Nat D.
Williams, Mrs. Vernice Nabrit
who were never too busy to
stop their work to counsel with
me about the articles that I
had written. I would also like
to thank Prof. Blair T. Hunt
and J. D. Springer along with
our two guidance counselors,
Mrs. Callie Stevens and Car-
lotta Watson for permitting me
to write the column and giv-
ing me the proper guidance.
Thanks a million to all of you,
you've been just simply great.
I have enjoyed the four years
that I spent with you.
BEAUTICIANS
The Progressive Beautician
Association Excelsior Chapter
No. 2 held its monthly meet-
ing, Sunday, May 14, where all
beauticians of the chapter were
requested to join the YWCA.
Beauticians are invited to at-
tend the monthly clinic which
will be held at McGinnis' Beau-
ty Shop at 701 South Wellington
St., May 23-24.
The annual state meeting will
be held on June 19, at 3:30 p.m.,
at the YMCA.
INVITATION
The faculty and Senior Class
of Booker T. Washington high
school invite you to be present
at the Commencement exercis-
es Tuesday, May 31, at 8 p.m.
Ellis Auditorium Amphitheatre.
Baccalaureate will be held in
the Blair T. Hunt gymnasium
this Sunday at 5 p.m.
SPOTLIGHT
Valedictorian of the 1960
graduating class
of Booker T.
Washington high
school i s Miss
MonaLouise
Brooks. She is
the daughter of
Rev. and Mrs.
P. E. Brooks,
who are both
members of the
Washington fac-Miss Brooks 
ulty.
Miss Brooks is very active in
her school, church and commu-
nity. She is a member of the
civics club in her community.
She attends Featherstone CME
church where her father is pas-
tor, and is a member of the
Youth choir, Christian Youth
Fellowship, Mattie E. Coleman
Circle, and Sunday school.
She attended the 1959 Leader-
ship Training school for Tennes-
seeans held on Lane college
campus in Jackson, Tenn., re-
cently where she was elected to
the Board of Commissioners for
the youth council in the state
of Tennessee.
Miss Brooks has been recog-
nized at every assembly honor
program this year for making
the honor roll and the princi-
pal's list (all A's). She holds
offices in many of the school or-
ganizations. She is correspond-
ing secretary of the A. Maceo
Walker chapter of the National
Honor Society; recording secre-
tary of the Student Council:
vice president of the Debate
club: a member of the George
Washington Carver science
club, Paul Lawrence Dunbar
dramatic club, Future Business
Leaders of America and Quiz
'em on the Air team.
She also holds the office of
president of her home room
class, making her a member of
the executive body of the Sen-
ior class of 1980.
Miss Brooks has the distinc-
tion of being selected by the
Memphis Alumni chapter of
Kappa Psi fraternity to be a
1960 Debutante. She has also
been selected to appear in the
1960 edition of the national pub-
lication of Who's Who A mong
Student Leaders in High Schools
of America. Her high scholas-
tic attainment and her impres-
sive scores on scholarship tests
have brought her many honors
and many scholarships to some
of the nation's leading universi-
ties.
Recently she won an honora-
ble mention in an essay contest
sponsored by the Advertising
club of Memphis.
Our congratulations to t h e
student with the highest schol-
astic attainment in Washing.
ton's 1960 graduating class,
Miss Mona Louise Brooks.
WHO'S WHO
Booker T. Wade, jr.. present-
ed Who's Who Among the Wash-
ington faculty.
Most popular, Mrs. Cathryn
R. Johnson and E. L. Pender;
Best Dressed, Mrs. Bernice
Barber and George Clark; Most
Versatile, Mrs. Norma F. Grif-
fin and Fred Jordan; Most At-
tractive, Mrs. Celli. Lents Stev-
ens; Most Handsom, Ray C.
Thomas; Friendliest, Wil-
liam 'Dock' Hunt and Mrs. A
R. Cash.
Quietest, Mrs. Jeannette Carr
and Everette Thompson; Nosi
est, William 'Papa' Lowe and
Miss Alsora Haste; Most All
Around, William 'W i I d
Bill' Fowkles, and Mrs. A. L
Gunn; Most Talented, Walter
Martin and Mrs. Cynthia G.
Winfrey; Teacher Couple of the
Year, Rev. P. E. and Mrs.
Lottie Brooks.
Teacher of the Year, Mrs.
Vivian H. Robinson, and Nath-
aniel Dowdie Williams.
One of the guests at the pro-
gram was former principal of
Booker T. Washington, Prof.
Blair T. Hunt. Markhum Stans-
bury served as emcee.
SENIOR RECOGNITION
These seniors were accepted
to represent BTW in 1950-60 Ed-
ition of Who's Who Among
Student Leaders in High Schools
of America: Eleanor Addison
Jimmie Anderson, Mona Louise
Brooks, Willie Chapman, Lou-
venia Clayton, Samella Cole,
M ar ion Evans, Verna
Green, U. G .Harvey, Lucille
Kennedy.
Others in Who's Who are: Ev-
erett McKissic, Rivers M a il-
eum, Carolyn Mason, Harold
'Middlebrook. Norma Nook s.i Lois Patrick, Maud Sartor
Markhum Stansbury and Her
tbert Woody.
Library certificates, award-
ed for four years of service:
Annie Foote, Addie Crawford.
Booker T. Wade, Phyliss Smith,
Markhum Stansbury, Marion
Evans, Louvenia Clayton, Hat-
tie Williams, Sammye Lynam,
Alice Turner, Zenobya McClo-
ra, Rebecca Brown, Betty Bran-
don, Loistine Walker, Merdist
Cobb, Betty Kimball, Dercise
Brown, Evelyn Tribble, &land
Hubbard, Sandra Pegues, Betty
Knox and Olia Reed.
Other seniors receiving hon-
ors were: Miss Bronze Queen,
Sandra Pegues; Princess Paint.
up, Shelia Rice; 2nd place in
Elk's Oratory contest, Herbert
Woody; 1st place in typing
contest and Teenager of t h e
week, Booker T. Wade; certif-
icate to press workshop, Mark-
hum Stansbury; 1st place win-
ner in piano contest, Lois Pat-
rick; 1st place in clean-up pro-
gram, Erma Cody.
An Award of Merit by Fisk
university went to Albert C.
Yates (graduate of 59's class)
for honor and recognition of the
scholastic attainments.
90 AND ABOVE
These students are on the 90
and above list. They are listed
DEFENDER 11
Sot., may 21, 1960
or*Stops
•si
Born At E. H. Crump Memorial
Hospitai
MAY 9. 1960
Son, Milton, to Mr. and Mrs.
Wilton Steinberg of 2901 Corry.
Daughter, Vicki, to Mr. and
Mrs. Johnnie Stokes of 2090
Swift.
MAY 10
Daughter. Judith, to Mr. and
Mrs Robert Buchanan of 2607
Select.
Son, Kevin, to Mr. and Mrs.
LaVerna Dickerson of 833 La-
von.
Daughter, Lois, to Mr. a n d
Mrs. Jessie L. Garrett of 2291
Lena Lane.
Son, Kevin. to Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Mauldin of 483 Rich-
mond.
Daughter. Lyillauna, to Mr.
and Mrs. Williams Smith of 799
Saxon.
MAY 11
Daughter. Joe Ann. to Mr.
land Mrs. Raymond Brady of
3020 Tillman Cove.
Born at John Gaston Hospital
MAY 14
laccording to their averages:
I Mona Brooks, Marion Evans,
Willie Chapman, Verna Green,
Floyd Bass, Louvenia Clayton,
Herbert Woody, Carolyn Dukes,
Juanita Newbern, Norma Nooks,
Everett McKissic, Otis Hayes.
Helen Davis, Barbara Sand-
ers, Irma Cody, Samella Cole,
Carolyn Jones, Betty Kimball,
Lawrence Collins, Mary Si a y-
!hue, Carolyn Fields, Julius
'Lane, Carolyn Mason, Etherine
Holt, Carrie Jackson and Clar-
ence Cleaves
SENIOR OFFICERS
These are the officers of the
1960 graduating class: presi-
dent, William Higgins; vice
president, Willie Chapman; cor-
responding secretary, Eleanor
Addison; recording secretary,
Willie Ruth Norfleet; treasur-
er, Marion Evans; chaplain, Jo
Evelyn Grayson; business man-
ager, Markhum Stansbury; par-
liamentarian, Lucille Kennedy;
sergeant-at-arms, Herbert Mar-
shall and reporter, Jo Terrell
La Mondue
Son, Maurice, to Mr. a n d
Mrs. Maurice Taylor of 1158
Wilson,
Daughter, Terry, to Mr. and
Mrs. John D. Blue of 429 So.
Lauderdale.
Daughter, to Mr. and M r s,
John Smith of 1005 N. Seventh.
Son, Johnnie, to Mr. and Mrs.
Johnnie Crump of 807 Mt. Pis-
gah
MAY 15
Son, Virgil, to Mr. and Mrs.
Virgil Sherrill of 2432 Blue rd.
Daughter, Shirley, to Mr. and
Mrs. Herbert Flynn of 1391 Col-
lege.
Daughter, Linda, to Mr. and
Mrs. Walter Owens of 353 Allen.
Son, Harlan, to Mr. and Mrs.
Winston Bennett of 1400 Eloise.
Daughter, Pamela, to Mr.
a d Mrs. John Stotts of 411
Gracewood.
Daughter, Charlotte, to Mr.
and Mrs. Charlie Ford of 1407
Aste.
Sun, Kenneth, to Mr. a n d
Mrs. James Tucker of 125 E.
McLemore.
MAY 16
Son, Pierre, to Mr. and Mrs.
David Brown of 353 So. Well-
ington.
Daughter,, to Mr. and
Mrs. Robert Smith of 762 Mara-
ehelneil.
Daughter, Pamela, to Mr
and Mrs. Freddie Brown of 1389
Silver.
Son, Billie, to Mr. and Mrs.
Ibie Marshall of 690 Grenada.
Daughter, Beverly, to Mr.
and Mrs. L. C. Kimmons of 382
Vance.
Daughter, Orato Marion, to
Mr. and Mrs. Thurman Ruther-
ford of 838 Buntyn.
Sun. David, to Mr. and Mrs.
Harole Wilkerson of 921 Nep-
tune.
MAY 17
Son, Leroy, to Mr. and Mrs.
Leroy Prewitt of 5061 Williams.
Son, Hudson, to Mr. and Mrs.
Odell Mackey of 660 Firestone.
Daughter, Estella, to Mr. and
Mrs Lorrell Davis of 1374 No.
Bellevue.
Son, Roosevelt, to Mr. and
Mrs. Roosevelt Davis of 465
Wicks.
Daughter, Peggy, to Mr. and
Mrs Roosevelt Curry of 801
Vollentine.
Daughter, Sheila, to Mr. and
Mrs. Oscar Jacobs of 811 Polk.
Son, Kevin, to Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Jackson of 1223 College,
Son, Danny, to Mr. and Mrs.
Sam Mosby of 1289 Dunnavant.
Son, Gregory, to Mr. and Mrs.
Howard Bowden of 1629 Penn.
sylvania.
Son, Lynell, to Mr. and Mrs,
Lynell Pettigrew of 1600 Ray.
burn.
MAY 18
Twins, girls, to Mr. and Mrs.
Calvin Kelly of 1258 Azalia.
Son, Rodney, to Mr. and Mrs.
Bobby Hayes of 1507 Compton.
Sun, Carlton, to Mr. and Mrs.
Archie Barnes of 412 Gaston.
Son, Cornell, to Mr. and Mrs,
Lepolane Malone of 1295 Wood-
ward.
Daughter. Marketer, to Mr.
and Mrs. William Pruitt of 700
D:iver.
Daughter, Elizabeth, to Mr.
and Mrs. Tommy Garrison of
511 Boston.
Daughter, to Mr. and Mrs.
Frank Barnes of 731 Lucy.
Son, Birchie, to Mr. and
Mrs. Nathaniel Bell of 3085
Hornlake.
MAY 19
Son, Nolan, to Mr. and Mrs.
Nolan Turner of 3043 Yale.
Daughter, Phyllis, to Mr. and
Mrs. Harry Parrett of 883
Speed.
Daughter, Alice, to Mr. and
Mrs. James Cook of 1736 Far-
rington.
Daughter, Shirley, to Mr. and
Mrs. J. C. Taylor of 872 loka.
Son, Ronnie, to Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Moore of 1416 Horace.
Son, Willie, to Mr. and Mrs.
Willie Mason of 2246 Griggs.
Son, Anthony, to Mr. and Mrs.
Richard Todgers of 1557 Ellis-
ton.
Daughter, Sharon, to Mr. and
Mrs. Arthur Sanders of 2159
Farmer.
MAY 20
Daughter, Karen, to Mr. and
Mrs. Eugene Carter of 3043 Mt.
(See STORK page 14)•owEN
EDUCATIONALLY SOUND:
COLLEGE
Owen College Is Accredited By The Southern Associa-
tion Of Colleges And Secondary Schools And Is A Member
Of: The American Association Of Junior Colleges; The As-
sociation Of Colleges And Secondary Schools; The National
Association Of Collegiate Deans And Registrars; The Nation-
al Junior College Athletic Association; And The Council Of
Protestant Colleges And Universities. The College Is Ap-
proved By The Tennessee State Department Of Education
And The Veterans Administration.
MEMPHIS. TENNESSEERev. Charles L. Dinkins, President
I
sy
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RELIGIOUSLY ADEQUATE:
The Conviction That Religious Faith Is One Of The
Fundamental Elements Upon Which A Well-Rounded Life
Must Be Built Is Basic In The Owen College Philosophy.
The College Seeks To Maintain A Positive Christian Atmos-
phere, And Sets Aside Certain Definite Periods For Religious
Observance To Provide Opportunity For Wholesome Religious
Experiences.
QUALITY EDUCATION IN A CHRISTIAN SETTING
Auspices
Tennessee Baptist
Missionary And Educational Conventional
A DISTINCTIVE INSTITUTION FOR DISCERNING INDIVIDUALS
CAPABLE FACULTY:
Owen College Provides High Quality Instruction And
Guidance By A Faculty That Is Well - Trained, Dedicated,
Competent And Experienced. Faculty Members Serve On
The Guidance Committee And Act As Advisors To Assist
The Student In Planning His Curriculum, Preparing Crass
Schedules And To Counsel Him On All Scholastic Matters.
CONGENIAL STUDENTS:
Excellent Facilities For Student Activities Are Provided
At Owen College. The Large, Beautifully Shaded Campus Has
Ample Space For Softball, Tennis, Picnics And Other Out-
door Activities. There Are Also Several Recreation Rooms,
A Gymnasium, Indoor Swimming Pool, Chapel, Auditorium,
Lounges And Music Studios.
Students May Join Or Compete For Such Organiza-
tions As: The Baptist Student Union; Phi Beta Lambda; The
Debutante Society; Mr. Esquire Club; The College Choir;
The Basketball Team; And The Student Council.
SUMMER SESSION JUNE 13 AUGUST 5 REGISTRATION — JUNE 13For Information Call JA. 5-1373 or Write Owen College, Memphis 2, Tenn.
F:12 DEFENDER
t .1 Sat., May 28, 1960
PHILANDER Smith college's
1960 graduating class poses in
the institution's beautiful
campus. At left is Dr. Laf-
ayette Harris, president of the
college. Beautiful, modern
Reunion Set
At LeMoyne
The annual meeting and sec-
ond grand reunion of LeMoyne
College's General Alumni As-
sociation will be held this Satur-
day. May 28, on the campus, it
was announced by the national
president, Eugene Thomas of
, Washington, D. C.
Hundreds of Memphis LeMoy-
I nites are expected as well as
scores from St. Louis, Chicago,
Detroit, Cleveland and Wash-
ington, D. C.
The executive committee will
i meet in the alumni office at
, 9:30 a. m. Registration and cof-
I fee hour will take place 10 to,
11, and the annual meeting will!
start at 11, followed by a tun-
;
cheon at 1 p. m
I.
AIRWAYS BICYCLE CO.
complete line Bicycles & Parts
All yrirk guaranteed
Lawn Mowers Sharpened and
repaired.
1T. eadrirk FA 3-8808(.mar ot Airways)
A Guide To Good
EATING
By
GRACE WILLIAMS
One for the Blackbird
One for the Crow
One for the cutworm
And two to let it grow
So chant six little Plymouth
children every year as they re-
enact a Pilgrim scene by drop-
ping five grains of corn and a
herring in a corn patch behind
the seventeeth-century Sergeant
William Harlay house.
Corn is a mystery vegetable.
Batanists have failed to clear
up the mystery of its' origin;
but the American Indians claim
it for this continent, and have
created numerous legends con-
cerning this grain. One story
tells of a friendly Indian advis-
ing the Pilgrims of Plymouth
to use the herring for fertilizer.
Thus far three hundred years
Plymouth children have drop-
ped five grains of corn and a
herring in a corn patch while
singing the above ditty.
Our mysterious vegetable
may quite well contain some
unidentified nutrients, as we
,
and functionally designed
structures at Philander Smith
house men and women stu-
dents,
union.
dining hall and student
are sure other foods do. but it
is no secret that corn is a good
source of riboflavin, thiamine
and iron. Yellow corn contains
an appreciable amount of vita-
min A. While white corn has
very little.
When buying corn or maize,
as it is called in Europe, it is
well to remember that corn los-
es its natural sweetness almost
immediately when not refrig-
erated. High temperature caus-
es the natural sugar in corn to
change to starch.
The sooner you cook corn the
better. However, if you must
hold it refrigerate the corn,
husk and all. Or you may husk
the corn, wrap it or store it in
moisture - proof containers to
keep the kernels from drying
out.
Corn is‘ a versatile, delight-
fully delicious vegetable that
lends itself to any meal wheth-
er it be Sunday morning brunch,
a banquet meal or the back-
yard picnic.lt can be served
plain with butter as the veget-
able of a meal or reinforced
with cheese and milk and serv-
ed as a main dish.
This recipe for Corn - Swiss
Style is one example of a corn
dish that can be served as the
main dish of a luncheon or sup-
per meal. Serve it along with
a tomato and onion salad,
hard rolls, milk, and old fash-
ion strawberry shortcake with
cream.
CORN-SWISS STYLE
(Serves 6)
2 cups corn
2 t. flour
1-4 t. salt
1-4 t. pepper
1-4 t. celery salt
2 t. pimiento, chopped
1-4 t. parslely, minced
'S cup milk
1/2 cup grated American
Cheese
Combine all ingredients ex-
cept cheese. Pour into buttered
shallow baking dish, sprinkle
with cheese. Bake in a moder-
ate oven (350'F) 20 minutes.
You'll find lots of menu sug-
gestions and recipes in our re-
cipe booklet" Prize Dairy Dish-
es." Just send a card to the
Memphis Dairy Council, 135
No. Pauline, Memphis 5, Ten-
nessee.
"A Guide To Good Eating"
is a service provided to the,
readers of the Tri-State Defen-
der through the cooperation of I
the Memphis Dairy Council.
Mrs. Williams is a teacher of
Home Economics at Manassas
high school.
: If You Are Interested In A Comprehensive And
Creative Approach To Eduation — PHILANDER
SMITH COLLEGE Is Interested In You.
PURPOSE
Emphasis on Leadership Training and Quality Education. A special interest in personal growth and development
of each student. Extensive tutorial help through Special Services to meet the needs of each student, in oru2r
to maintain a high standard of excellence. Comprehensive Program of Counseling and Guidance. Adequate
Program of Testing and Remedial Service where needed.
OPPORTUNITIES
Every student is given an opportunity to develop his creative powers. A program of self evaluation helps each
student to continually determine his own progress. He is encouraged to apply himself and to be dissatis-
fied with anything less than his best in all his undertakings. Emphasis on development of character and in-
tegrity, and to do what is right without having to be told.
ACTIVITIES
A well-balanced college life through college activities. Fraternities, Sororities, Honor Societies, Baseball, Basket-
ball, Tennis, Track, and Golf. Band, Choir, Drama, and Debating—a full complement of Religious i dis4ties.
All activities related to the curriculum are educational in purpose. They teach how to enjoy Personal Free-
dom by assuming an equal sense of Personal Responsibility.
OgFERINGS
Up-to-date curriculum in course offerings, faculty, and teaching techniques. Majors in Biology, Chemistry,
Home Economics, Economics and Business Administration, English, History and Government, Mathematics,
Modern Language, Music, Philosophy and Religion, Physical Education, Psychology, Sociology, Teacher Edu-
cation, and 4 Divisional Majors. Pre
-professional training in Health Education, Cosmetology, Elementary
Education, Engineering, 'Dentistry, The Ministry, Nursing, Pharmacy, Religious Education, Secondary Education,
Secretarial Science, Personnel Work, Social Work, YMCA and YWCA work, and work as Conference Execu-
tive Secretaries of Christian Education.
NOTE: Application For Fall Semester Should Be Received Before June 15.
Pre-Registration for beginning Freshmen will begin on August 26. Registration, September 1, '1960
d'n wo.
THE DIRECTOR OF ADMISSIONS
PHILANDER SMITH COLLEGE
LITTLE ROCK. ARKANSAS
91st (immurement
Set For Tougaloo
Tougaloo Southern Christian
college will hold its 91st Com-
mencement exercises on Mon-
day, May 30, 197,0 at 10 a.m.,
in Woodworth Chapel. There
are 102 candidates for gradua-
tion. The guest speaker will be
Mr. A. A. Alexander, Assistant
Supervisor of Negro schools,
Mississippi State Department of
education.
The commencement aelivities
will begin with the alumni ban-
quet and senior class induction
service on Saturday, May 2, at
5:30 p.m., in the college din-
ing hall. This year there will be
a reunion of the classes of 1900,
1910, 1920, 1930, 1940 and 1950
The speaker for this occasion
will be Dr. Eddie L. Clark of
Philadelphia, Pa.
Sunday, May 29, Dr. Samuel'
C. Kincheloe will deliver the
baccalaureate sermon in Wood-
worth Chapel at 10:30 a.m.; the
alumni will hold a business
meeting in Eastman library at
2:00 p.m.; reception by Presi-
dent and Mrs. Kincheloe for the
graduating class, faculty, alum-
ni and guests at 4 p.m.
Alumni, former students and
friends are, cordially invited to
attend the commencement ac-
tivities.
DOUGLASS HIGH
SCHOOL ROUNDUP
By ARNETTA RAINEY
A FAREWELL ADDRESS
TO SENIORS
Seniors, you have been the
heart tree, and whether your
leaves grow will depend largely
on you You are a prominent
group of students, a group that
havt. tried to be an asset and
an inspiration to other students.
To many parents, you have
accomplished a lifelong
dream. And for making this
dream a reality, you should feel
justly proud of such an accom-
plishment.
To become a senior these re-
quirements are most essential:
(1) You have all your suffi-
clent subjects. 1 (one) major,
(two) minors.
2. You must be willing to co,
operate with others.
(3). You must exercise re
spect at all times.
(4). You must exercise cour-
tesy at all times.
(5). Willingness to make
friends.
These and other requirements
too numerous to mention a r e
most essential in becoming a
Senior.
Some of the students are un-
der the impression that, it is
wonderful to become a senior
It IS wonderful, in a strange
and imaginative way. To be-
come a senior you must be will-
ing to study, and study for your-
self and not others. I am not
stating that you would study all
the time. But, I am saying.
"Study your lessons," and at
the same time enjoy other re-
creational facilities the city
has to offer.
Afte following these sugges-
tions, you still feel it is won-
derful to become a Senior, it IS
really wonderful to become a
senior.
Here is a farewell poem dedi-
cated to all SENIORS!!
I AM A SENIOR
I am a Senior, and I will al-
ways remember,
The many pleasant moments it
has brought.
And all the wonderful and re-
markable lessons it has
taught.
I am a Senior, and I will al-
ways remember,
To be nice to people, and they
will be nice to me.
I am a small tree, and I would
like to grow,
But, bow can I do so without
someone's help.
I am a Senior, and I will al-
ways remember,
The delightful expressions on
Mother's and Father's fac-
es.
Ant' how their heart's leap with
When I walked down the aisle.
I am a Senior, and I will al-
ways remember,
I have truly enjoyed being a
Senior.
Now that it is over, I can truth-
fully say,
I AM A SENIOR!!!
..AUTHOR UNKNOWN
CITY-WIDE
Willie Oler (Douglas), Leon
Strotha (Lester), Shelia Rice
(BTW), Rodgers Lewis (Manas-
sas), Gloria Lewers (Carver),
William Terrell (Hamilton), Jo
Ann Ingram (F. B.), Margaret
Spencer (Melrose), Harold Mid-
dlebrook (BTW), Betty Ewing,
!Hamilton), Anna Marie Black-
more y C (Doug-
lass), James Heldrix (Carver),
Minnie Ross (M anassa s),
James Sellers (F. B.) and Don-
ald Mitchell (Melrose).
STUDENT COUNCIL
The election of the Presi-
dent and \ ice-president vvas
held in the school auditorium
last week. Nominated in this
election were: Arthur James.
Ida Edwards, and Edmond
White all running for vice pres-
ident. Running for President
were: Willie Oler and Cranford
Scott. All of the nominatees
showed a great interest in their
campaign speaking.
Our 1930-61 President a n d
Vice President are Willie Oler
and Arthur James. Here are
the actual electoral votes: Wil-
lie Oler, 165, Cranford Scott 160.
Vice president, Arthur James
162, Ida Edwards 101, and Ed-
mond White 58. The President
and Vice President of the Stu-
dent Council will be spotlight-
ed this week and next week.
SPOTLIGHT
I am happy to spotlight the
President of the Student Coun-
cil of Douglass High school,
Willie Oler. Willie is the son
of Rev. James R. Oler, who
resides at 537 Brookins St.
In his reig,ious life, he is a
APPLIANCE REPAIRS
RADIOS TOASTERS PERCULATORS FANS
Bowl, Beaters
and Parts
Open
Nites
Free
Parking
760 Union
Cords
and Parts
Vacuum Bags, Hose
and Parts
Serving
You
Since '32
Ave. -JA 7-2631-2268 Pork Ave.-FA 3-8507
Radio and TV Tubes Checked Free
(MALI
Full-Bodied
Golden Rich
SPEAS
PURE
APPLE CIDER
A
VINE AR
Be SPEASific... Always Ask for SPEAS!
FISK STUDENT HEADS —
Elected president of the Fisk
University Student Council,
Jerry S. Byrd is a physics
major and a native of Green-
ville, S. C. Miss Phyllis
Growder, the new "Miss
Fisk" is a resident of Nash-
ville. In 1958, her sister,
Jean Crowder, now Mrs. R.
D. Collins of Chicago, was
elected to the same honor.
Both these students will act
in their respective capacities
during the 1960-61 school year.
Excellence Is
Fisk Standard
NASHVILLE — The demand
for excellence at Fisk univer-
sity has brought several "firsts"
to this historic college which is
just a shade away from its
100th birthday.
From the beginning, Fisk has
placed academic superiority
above all else but providing a
balanced extra - curricular pro-
gram at the same time to de-
velop an effective formula for
the total education of its stu-
dents.
As a result, today, Fisk uni-
versity is internationally known
for the quality of its graduates
who perform virtually every oc-
cupational function throughout
the nation and in many foreign
countries.
One of a few selected colleg-
es and universities in the coun-
ty to have a chapter of P h i
Beta Kappa — and only one of
two predominately Negro c o l-
ieges — Fisk keeps company
with some of America's great-
est institutions.
Membership in Phi Beta Kap-
pa is considered the greatest
academie honor v;,hich a college
student can gain.
When Fisk was elected a
sponsoring university of the Oak
Ridge Institute of Nuclear Stud-
ies in Oak 'ridge, Tenn., it be-
came the first predominately
Negro liberal arts college to
gain this honor.
As a result, Fisk's faculty and
Jsiudents now have an opportu-
nity to participate in any phase
of the nation's atomic program
in which they may be interest-
ed. Also, Fisk students are eli-
gible for summer jobs at Oak
Ridge which provide earnings as
well as extremely valuable ex-
perience.
Other unique features of the
program which Fisk offers are
the International Student Cen-
ter and the art gallery. Through
a dynamic program of activi-
ties, the International Student
Center provides students with
an enrichment in foreign cus-
toms and history which is un-
usual.
The art gallery at Fisk hou
es one of the South's finest co -
lections and provides students
with a rare opportunity to see
travelling exhibitions.
THE SMOOTHER BOURBON
Kentucky Straight Bourbon Whiskey • 6 Yrs. Old
so Proof •CAncient Age Dist. Co.,Frankf ort. sr,
member of the St. Paul Bap
tist church Brookins where he
is a faithful member of t h e
Junior choir and a substitute :
teacher of the Sunday school.
In school, he is a member of
the 11-2 class Mrs. C. W. West-
ley teacher, Speech and Drama,
Guild, honorary member of the!
Royal Gents, and Sgt., of the
Drill Team NDCC.
After graduation, Willie plans
to attend Fisk university there ,
he will earn his B. S. Degree,!
Masters Degree, Ph. Degree.I
His plans to endeavor in the
field of chemistry.
Plans for the Student Council
nex-1  year include: Election of
the Cabinet members, taxation
supplying music for the cafe
teria, installation program and
lastly will you be back program
at the close of school.
Willie's motto for life is
"The doors of wisdom is neN r
closed." Congratulations Willie
Oler and Arthur James. I am
sure you will make a wonderful
president and vice president,
that the students will support.,
Congratulations must also be
given to Mack H. Jackson for;
the wonderful work with t h e
student council this year.
Next week, the spotlight will
salute the vice president.
THE ACTIVITIES OF THE
COMING WEEK:
Monday Movie. Tuesday the
NHA program, Wednesday the
Home Economics Department's
Fashion Program, Thursday
and Friday will be Sophomore
Days.
Thought for the week: "Kind-
ness is something we all can
show."
GREETINGS e
GRADUATES....
All good wishes to each
of you for a career of
successful achievements.
HIPPODROME
ROLLO RINK
Get Complete
Pictorial
Coverage
In The
TRI-STATE
,DEFENDER
On
Weddings
Anniversaries
Churches
Club Events
Banquets
Call: JA. 6-8397
And Ask For
The Picture Editor
•
A
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'All Around Towne'
By Gloria Haley
and
Betty Cunigan
Hey there, just put your mind
at ease and dig these happen-
ings if you please. Because it's
the latest and greatest, and
there might be a scratch about
you, so read it you know, all
the way thru.
THINGS TO COME
Everyone is talking about the
long-awaited Junior and Senior
Prom at Melrose's gymnatori.
urn. May 26, Ben Branch and
the Largoes will make it an exi-
t")chanted "Evening In Paris," 1just know you're going to bethere, huh?
ON THE SPOT
The Spotlight this week shines
brightly upon the very popular
Jasper Williams, jr. He attends
Melrose High school and is an
active member of 11-1 class of
which E. Mitchell is his home-
room instructor. He resides
with his parents, Rev. and Mrs.
J. W. Williams at 858 Hamil-
ton.
Around the campus ne is an
active member of such organi-
zations as the Dramatic club,
football team, and Knights. Heholds such offices as President
of the Science club and Student
Council for the year of 60-61,he is vice president of the Jun-
ior class and he also serves as
a captain in the NDCC.
sp After ' 
 graduation he
' fans to further his educationby attending Morehouse collegein Atlanta, Ga., where he will
major in social studies, and
minor in social science, and
Foreign Languages. He is a
school of theology.
Some of his hobbies are foot-
ball, baseball, basketball a n d
other sports. When asked about
girls, he stated "Girls are an as-
set to man's life." So hats off
to you, Jasper Williams, jr.
THOUGHTS —
Starting off this week with
helpful hints concerning pleas-
ures, silence, recreation a n d
truthfulness. . .Enjoy present
pleasures in such a way as not
to injure future ones. . .Learn
to hold your tongue, five words
costs Zacharias 40 weeks of si-
lence. . .Recreation is not be-
ing idle, it is easing the wear-
ied part of the body by change
of occupation. . One who has
not a good memory should nev-
er take upon himself the trade
of lying. One hour of sleep be•
fore midnight is worth two aft-
er, and that's about the size of
it for this week.
TOP COEDS
Jack Ballard and Della Deen-
er (Douglas), Napolean W i 1-
hams, Roberta Wilson (Manas-
sas), Melvin Young and Mary
Calhoun (Geeter), Carl Bruce'
and Ann Hines (Bertrand),
Bishop Trotter and Aileen
Bromley (Lester), Harry Mid-
dlebrook and Sheila Rice (Wash-
ington), Odis Dockery and Alice
Morgan (Hamilton), Cuba John-
son and Faye Rice (Carver)
Walter Evans and Barbara Har-
ris (Melrose).
NOW DIG THIS-
While making our daily
rounds, we noticed a few rare
member of the Lane Avenue sights like Booker T. Cole stroll-
Baptist church where he serves ing thru town with Bertha (Ma-
nassas). After pushing ourselves
to overcome that unexpected
situation, we received another
shock, like Charles trying to
score with Bobbie Jean with
his winning ways.
Further on down the road we
saw Percy struggling with ;til l ing a nose for news and decid-his might trying to explain why ed to take a peek at Charlinehe was seen with Carol, to lKiner's house and while enroute
Mary. Jessie Belfore was seen I saw M. B. taking a stroll andin the park picking daisies for V. M. was right on his trail not
Mary Wallace, Boy! that must far behind, you know?
be love, huh! Well, upon our arrival, thereWilliam Higgins was seen try-
ing to prove he was boss tough-
est by strolling around with
two chicks. We made a quick
trip and doubled back thru lov-
er's lane just in time enough
' tc catch Roscoe Nevels stealing
a kiss from Authurine Holman.
Boy! You could hear that love
tap a mile awaf. We noticed
as Assistant pastor. Since h i s
ambition is to become a minis-
ter, he is now attending night
CONSTIPATED?
Medical reports show
how folks over 35 can
establish regularity
After 35, irregularity often be-
'comes a problem. What you need is
something that aids nature and helps•
establish regularit. Such an aid to
regularity is the daily use of SERUTAN.
Here's medical evidence: A group of
men and women took SERUTAN daily.
under medical supervision. In case
after Case SERUTAN, taken daily,
helped establish regularity. So, for
real relief from constipation after
35, try SERUTAN, powder Or granular.
ERUTAS
-Read ,t Backwards"
NOW!
Approved For Veterans!
Learn The Barbering Profession
Under GI Bill At The Top Barber
College In The Nation.
For Information Contact
TYLER BARBER COLLEGE
156 Beale—Mrs. Louis Donahue, Mgr.
JA. 5-9251
The World's Largest Chain Of Barber Colleges
was that inseparable couple sit-
ting on the porch looking rather
glass-eyed as usual.
BATHING BEAUTS — Cap-
able of holding their own in
any bathing beauty contest
are these four lovely young
ladies as they appeared re-
cently in the contest held in
Elks Rest, Nashville, Tenn.
--
Carlos Harris (Manassas) sit-
ting in solitude in the park try-
.
and accidentally heard Rodger
ing to discombobulate plans
concerning him and !!!
We moved in a little closer Adopted By Owen
at the State Convention of the
IRPOE of W. Vying for top
honors were, from left, Miss
Sharone Smith of Knoxville,
Miss Tina McCoo of King-
sport, Miss., Miss Luellen
Owens. Morristown, Miss.
and Miss Mildred Moor of
Memphis. Who won? T h e
young lady appropriately
wearing No. 1 on her arm,
Miss McCoo of Kingsport.
Lewis telling Barbara Fletcher
"you are awful pretty" a n d
blushingly she replied "you are
pretty awful yourself." We pro-
ceeded from there and glimps-
ed Walsh and Everlyn holding
hands and making future plans.
(sweet little couple) huh?
We blew lover's land and
slowly but, surely made an ef-
fort for home but was stopped
shortly by our heredity of hay-
Six Die As
Car Falls
In Canal
The trustees of Owen College
last week adopted a budget of
$188,325 for the 19.0-61 fiscal
year. This compared with a
budget of $167,375 for the cur-
rent year.
An appropriation of $75,000
through the Tennessee Baptist
Missionary and Educational
convention is expected. The
budget also anticipates $16,250
income from gifts and grants
from individuals and organiza-
tions.
Two new faculty positions
were created in English and in
Physical Science—Chemistry.
The board voted to add four.
teen seats to the library to take
care of anticipated increase in
student enrollment, and defer-
red for later consideration the
construction of a library build-
ing.
It is expected that next year's
enrollment will be 250 as com-
pared with 200 this year.
The board also authorized
the college to seek designated
funds for a business machines
CLEWISTON, Fla. — (UPI)
— Six persons, including three
children, died when their car
plunged into a canal. Saturday
night. All were Negroes.
The Florida highway patrol
said the accident occurred four,
miles west of this central
Florida community on state
road 80.
Two other passengers in the
car were not injured. Their
names were not immediately
available.
The dead were identified as
Arthur Smith, 53; Henrietta
; Palmer, 43, Brenda Faye Gore,
2; Doris Ann Gore, 5; Ottis Lee
Gore, 6 and Jimmie Lee liar
rig, for whom ao age was avail-
able.
BUICK'S ALL TIME BEST
'THE TURBINE DRIVE BUICK '60
IT'S TIME FOR THE JET SMOOTH RIDE OF YOUR LIFE--
TURN TO TURBINE DRIVE
LeSABRE the thriftiest Buick
....the most luxurious Buick
ELECTRA 225
INVICTA .... the most spirited Buick
ELECTRA
See
CHARLES FIELD
Salesman
Res. Ph. WH. 6-1193
1960 BUICK LeSABRE
Four Door, Radio, Heater.
Turbine Drive Transmission
White Wall Tires $2995°°
SOUTH'S LARGEST BUICK DEALER
JOE SCHAEFFER'S
BLUFF CITY BUICK
739 Union Avenue JA 5-5371
Budget Of $188,325
laboratory, a chemistry lab-
oratory, and for addition of
library books basic to a teach-
er training curriculum.
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\Sees Upgrading
Of Education
NEW YORK — (UPI) — A degree - granting colleges,general upgrading of American
education has been forecast as
the natural development of the
next 10 years.
A report of the college en-
trance examination board pre-
dicted that before the decade
is out, the nation's top selec-
tive colleges will admit only
students who have completed
high school courses on the level
of courses now offered in the
first year of college.
This will either eliminate
many standard freshman cours-
es from colls.ge curricula or
"force a raising of the stance
ard of the freshman cLurse
and a consequent overhaul of
the college's advanced cours-
es," Frank H. Bowles, presi-
dent of the College's board,
said in a 144-page report re-i
viewing developments of the
past 10 years.
"By the end of the 1960's, it
will be generally accepted that
all high school graduates with
an IQ of 100 or higher," "may
be expected to continue formal
academic work," Bowles wrote.
"It can also be presumed that
within five yerrs, all four-year
:lashes Mark
Congo Election
LEOPOLDVILLE, Belgian
Congo — (UPI) — Election fe-
ver erupted into bloody clashes
between rival parties in African
quarters of the Southern Con-
golese town of Kamina Sunday,
it was reported.
Official reports said four Af-
.111111n11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 rIcans were killed when rivalparty followers hacked at each
other with machetes. Three
Africans were seriously wound-
ed and 11 suffered lesser in-
Junes.
Miss. Editor Blasts
Sports Segregation
As Needless Extreme
JACKSON, Miss., — (UPI)
— The Jackson State Times
said Mississippi's policy
against interacial athletic
competition is an example
of segregation being carried
to a needless extreme.
Editor Oliver Emmerich
said the University of Missis-
sippi baseball team, which
won the Southeastern Con-
ference title with ease this
week, should be allowed to
compete for the NCAA crown.
However. Ole Miss athletic
director Tad Smith said the
team would not play in the
NCAA district tournament at
Gastonia, N. C. June 2.
0111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111011111111111111111
whether tax-supported, indepen-
dent, or church
-related, will .e•
quire entrance examinations,
and that college entrances test-
ing will routinely begin early in
the llth grade. . ."
Report 27 Dead
In Chile Quakes
SANTIAGO, Chile (UPI A
new series of quakes, at least
three of them severe, jolted a
500-mile-long strip of Chile
from quake battered Concep-
cion southward to the Isle of
Chiloe Sunday causing more
casualties, damaging more
property and triggering fears
of tide; waves.
First official reports said at
least 27 persons were killed,
knd 30 injured Sunday boosting
the death toll in the two days
of quakes to at least 157. More
than ; 000 persons have been
injured, 180 of them seriously,
at last reports.
S. S. AT OWEN
Dean - registrar Thomas I.
Willard announced that the reg-
ular eight - week 1960 summer
session at Owen college will be-
gin with registration on June 13
131 Diplomas
For Douglass
131 DIPLOMAS 2
Remember just a few years
hack vRen you would watch
that little one toddle across
the floor? Well as short a time
ago as it may seem, that same
little one is eagerly awaiting
his chance to march down the
aisle for graduation. On next
Sunday, May ?s, 5 p. m., the
Douglas high school's 131
graduates are some of the
city's many proud youngsters
who will stroll down the aisle
of their ulta•modern audi•
toreum to the beat of "Pomp
and Circumstance."
The program will include
selections from the band and
glee club, intermingled with
strains from the Hammond
Organ. Joseph F. Albright,
formerly the public relations
director of Meharry Medical
college of Nashville, will high-
light the program with his ele-
gant yet entertaining oratory.
,The philanthropic part comes
I when many parents who are un-
able to send their children to
college will have their solemn
countenances changed as they
listen to the presentation of
awards,
The senior class advisors are
Mrs. Geraldine A. Little and
Messrs. George 11. McFall and
Mose Walker, Jr. Mr. Melvin
I N. Conley is principal.
land will end August 5. Classes
will be held Monday through
Friday in the afternoon from
4 to 9 p.m.
OLD KENTUCKY COUNTRY HAMS
-Everybody Likes 'Em-
lt•al Hickory Smoked — Size 13 re 30 Pound.
Two Tear Old Country Hems 
 eas per Lb.
Si. Month Old Country Home SIN per Lb
One Year Old Country Homo Mt per lb.
Throe Year Old Country Hems $1 10 per Lb.
Real Country Hickory Smoked Sousse* (3 to 4 L. sego 
 
Sic per Lb.
Lean Hickory Smoked Rotten (4 to 10 Lb slob) ........ ssc per Lb.
Silted Country Horn $1.35 end 11 Si oer Lb(PLUS POSTAGE)
WI SHIP COb OR SIND CHECK—GUARANTEED GOOD ORDER
JIMMIE SEERS COUNTRY HAM MOTEL
Motel Phone, VI 3-0152; Business Phone, VI 2-5141
On Bypass 31-W Route, 251 lit St., Bowling Green, Ky.
Residence Phones, VI 2-0152
Lambda Upsilon Chapter
(Henderson Business College, Inc.)
of
Chi Rho International Fraternity
Presents
"Lambda Upsilon's Evening At The Tropicana"
Jazz Show and Dance
Friday Night May 27, 1960 Currie's Club Tropicana
10:00 P.M. Donation $1.00(Benefit Henderson Business College Library Fund)
II
Fisk's New Air-Conditioned Student Union
ACCREDITED BY
Association_ of American Universities
Southern Association of Colleges & Secondary Schools
Nation! Association of Schools of Music
FISK UNIVERSITY
Has A Formula
For Your Future
For almost 100 years, Fisk University has been
developing a formula for the future of the nation's
youth — a flexible formula bending with the demands
of the times but unchangeable in its insistence upc,n
excellence.
It is the oim of the educational program at Fisk
to produce men and women of intellectual maturity:
individuals trained to discriminate between truth and
falsehood, between the sound and the fallacious, be-
tween the beautiful and the shoddy. individuals with
a sense of perspective grounded upon an understand-
ing of the nature of man and his history; individuals
with ethical direction and purpose.
In short, Fisk University is committed to the cul.
tivation of wisdom.
Fisk University is a sponsoring university of the Oak Ridge Institute of Nuclear Studies. It is one of 165 American colleges
and Universities with a chapter of Phi Beta Kappa.
For further information, please write
The Director Of Admissions
FISK UNIVERSITY
Nashville 8, Tennessee
•
TWENTY
REASONS
WHY YOU SHOULD
BUY A
WOLFE HOME
Winner of the National
Association of 14 o m •
Builders 1959 M et,,y i t
Award for Community
Development.
IN
LAKE VIEW
GARDENS
1. More home for
the money.
2. Notes cheaper
than rent.
3. Nice neighbor-
hood to rear your
children
4. F.H.A.
Financing.
5. Near Churches.
6. Near Schools.
7. Proposed major
shopping center.
8. College people
choose Lakeview
Gardens.
9. Spacious land-
scaped lots.
10. Split level and
contemporary de-
signed homes.
II. Air conditioning,
garbage disposal,
dishwashers.
12. Styled interiors.
13. 3 and 4 bedroom
homes.
14. 1 and 2 ceramie
tile baths.
15. Country Club
environment.
16. Paneled den and
fireplace.
/7. Carports and
concrete drives:
18. We take your
present house
in trade.
19. Select hardwood'-
'floors.
20. Quality materials
and workman-
ehip. • •
Priced tom
NOTES AS
LOW AS
49
Per Month
WE TRADE
DIRECTIONS:
Drive south on H;ghway
61 to Horn Lake Road,
sou+h on Horn Lake to
on. block south of Gee'.
er School.
WOLFE
HOMES, INC.
[X 7.9141
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Lane College Has Been Great
Aid In Developing The Delta
Lane College is one of the
leading institutions in this coun-
try. Her sons and daughters
have contributed much to the
development of the Delta Land.
Her graduates have built foun-
dations that will withstand the
sands of time.
Lane College, located only
86 miles from the Tri - State
area has become an institution
of note since 1882. She, whose
traditions are known by many,
has served America well.
This "A" rated college, that
has developed with the years,
is ready to produce students of
the future as it has in the past.
Her students shall be versed in
the mans fields which the col-
lege offers. Lane College stres-
ses her liberal arts and science
programs to the fullest, pre-
paring students for pre-law,
pre-engineering, pre-dental and
pre
-medical careers.
The bachelor of arts and sci-
ence degrees which are con-
ferred by the college are in-
dicative of her training in the
highest branches of learning
embracing the languages, lit-
erature, natural and social sci-
ences, mathematics, philosophy
psychology, religion and busi-
ness.
A student at this institution
will find many activities on the
campus in which he or she may
become active. There is the
Student National Education As-
sociation composed of future
teachers, the Student Minister-
al Fellowship, composed of
ministers and students who are
studying for the ministry.
The Science Club continues to
seek the answers of the uni-
verse; the Business Club,
"Lane Enterprises" is compos-
ed of students who want to
make themselves felt and
known on the international mar-
kets of the world. The Student
Christian Association continues
tA bring before the minds of
each and every student the pre-
sence of God. Lane College, al-
so has an active English Club,
Social Science Club, Pan-Hel-
lenic Council, French Club,
Young Women's and Men's
Senate and Floridian Club.
The student may .participate
in the student government and
scholastic honor socities. Lane
College has an active, well bal-
anced marching band which
CHECKING THE anatomy of right, are two Lane college
a frog with E. R. Risby, biology students.
travels about three thousand
miles pei year, giving a high
calibor of musical training to
her members. This year the
band produced a brass en-
semble which was received en-
thusiastically by the public.
The college choir may be found
on the road singing it's most
religious and classical selec-
tions.
The Lane Dragons, who are
known in the Tri-State area, are
members of the Southern Inter-
Collegiate Athletic Association
arn: participate in football, bas-
ketball and track.
Ever cognizant of the ideals
of tht. founding fathers, Lane
College, today, still stands as
a "Symbol of Christian Educa-
tion'. for American youth.
MISS MARY HUNDLEY hold-
er of the title, "Miss Alabama"
at Lane, is one of the many
lovely coeds at this institution.
Melvin Williams Gets
Fellowship To Case
KNOXVILLE, Tenn. — Mel-
vin R. Williams, Knoxville col-
lege instructor in history and
social sciences, has been se-
lected from a field of compet-
ing college instructors to re-
ceive a fellowship to Case In-
stitute of Technology at Cleve-
land, Ohio. Mr. Williams will
attend the Economics-In-Action
Program which will be in ses-
sion from June 18 through July
16. The program will devote
most of its time to the study
of problems between manage-
ment and labor,
WHO'S WHO AT LANE —
Students who made Who's
Who in American Colleges
and Universities include, left
to right, William Graves,
Hamilton Person, Geraldine
Taylor, Bernard Clay,
Walker, Lawrence
Dorothy Hamlett and
David.
Fannie
Craig,
Arthur
Id-City 
NEWS
Mr. James Landis of Trenton
died Tuesday, May 10. He was
78.
Services were held at Martin
Tabernacle CME church at 2
p.m.. Sunday, with the Rev. A.
J. Buckley officiating, Burial
was in the McDearmon ceme-
tery Mr. Landis was born in
Lauderdale county but he was
considered a life-long resident
of Gibson county. He was a re-
tired carpenter but he had un-
dertaVen to wreck a building for
his soil. It was at this job where
he became suddenly ill and died
suddenly.
He leaves his wife, Mrs. Lela
LandL, two daughters, Miss
Lula Landis of Trenton a n d
Mrs Pauline Ross of Metropo-
lis, Illi. both of whom have
taught school in Gibson county,
and one son, Rolis Landis who
is now Manual Arts instructor
in Milan, where he resides,
two sisters, Mrs. Lula A. Bald-
win of Humboldt, Mrs. Hattie
Williams of St. Louis, one broth-
er, Jake Landis of Humboldt,
and several grandchildren.
Among the many attending
the funeral were Mrs. William
Hendrix and Mr. Hendrix of
South Bend, Ind. While here
they are guests of Mr. Hendrix'
mother, Mrs. Oddlean Hendrix.
Mrs. Mattie D. Ivey of Chi-
cago is here on business. Miss
Held r Love and sister, M r s.
Nannie Love Pollard, also Mr.
Pollan:, of Benton Har bo r,
Mich., motored to Jackson kr
the burial of their father, Wal-
ter Love, and they spent a few
COtt
"A SYMBOL OF CHRISTIAN
EDUCATION"
An 'A' Rated Liberal Arts College Accredited
By The
Southern Association Of Colleges
and
Secondary Schools
Approved By
The American Medical Association
Training Is Offered In Biology, Chemistry, Business, Elemen-
tary And Secondary Education, Home Economics, Art, Mathe-
matics, Physics, Modern Language, Music, Religious Educa-
tion, Social Science, Sociology, History, Health And Physical
Education, Commerce.
SUMMER SCHOOL
FIRST TERM: SECOND TERM:
June 6 Through July, 10 July 12 Through August 14
For Information Concerning Entrance Requirements
And Expenses - Write
THE REGISTRAR
LANE COLLEGE JACKSON, TENNESSEE
days with Mr. and Mrs. Clar-
ence Moore of Trenton.
Mrs. Gerthie Ingram of De-
troit, Mich., is visiting her
mother, Mrs. Ossie Smith. Mrs.
Cora Bell Smith of Trenton was
in Milan for the funeral of her
nephew.
"May Day" was celebrated at
Spring Hill Sunday and several
persons from the Tr -City area
attendea. Sunday was also des-
ignated as Will and Sophia Cole
day at the Baptist church in
Kenton. Mr. and Mrs. Cole are
lifeleng residents of Kenton and
have served the church in many
capacities.
Members showed them appre-
ciation in this way. Many
churches were represented
there and appeared on the pro-
gram. A mixed choir from the
Dyer churches sang and the
day was reported to have been
quite a success.
The Rev. W. C. Rogers, along
with the choirs, of the Dyer
CME church worshipped in
Humboldt Sunday night with
the Rev. C. D. McKelvy and
.the Lane Chapel CME church.
Mr. and Mrs. Lathan Skinner
went to Memphis to attend the
funeral of her sister, Miss Lois
Doyle. Upon her return home
they found their home had burn-
ed with all their possessions.
Mr. and Mrs. Lee Ossie Ingram
were business visitors in Dyer
this week.
The Masonic Hall in Dyer has
had a complete redressing up.
We hear that Mr. James Wil-
liams is going in business on
the lower floor.
Mrs. Lucile Nolan and daugh-
ter, Mrs. Claudette Hadley, hus-
band and two children are here
visiting with Mr. and Mrs. Sam
Phillips Mrs. Phillips has been
ill but is improving nicely. Mrs.
Mary Catherine Tyree has been
ill but is much improved. Mrs.
Hollis Jordan has returned to
school after surgery.
Mr. and Mrs. Chester WI 1-
hams were dinner hosts to Rev.
and Mrs. W. C. Rogers, Mr.
and Mrs. W. L. Burnett, jr.,
and son, Louis Kent, Mrs. Vir-
ginia O'Daniel, William Elling-
ton, Mr and Mrs. Jerome El-
lingto . Sunday. Mrs. Jerome
Ellington is on the sick list.
The King and Queen drive at
Dyer Rosenwald ended last
week and children all around
the area were happy. John Etta
Jamison raised the highest
amount of money and she wish-
es to thank all her friends, rel-
atives and her parents' friends
for helping her in this effort.
The second highest amoung was
raised by Otha Mae Kimmins
' and Phillip Wynne raised th e
third highest.
All the parents wish to thank
all of you who helped. Too
much cannot be said for the
I teachers in their untiring ef-
forts in working to make this
and other efforts a success. The
building was practically bare
when they entered but now they
have growing shrubs and much
of the needed equipment for the
inside that hasn't been donated
by anyone.
They have given untiringly of
their time, talent, and money
in a fast-growing improvement
program. They wish to express
thanks to all who aided them.
Parents have helped much in
this effort and the Dyer com-
munity should feel proud that
they are able to see and enjoy
the fruits of their labor by
making the school a show-place
in its beautifully situated loca-
tion, Highway 45 East, on the
West side Kings and Queens
representing their classes —
First grade, Lucy Nolan _
Phillips Wynne; Second, Lillie
B. Fields — Albert J. Hurt;
Third Paulette Abbott — Wel-
don Davidson; Fourth, 0 t h a
Mae Kimmins — Lee Thomas
Nolan; Fifth, Willie Dean Al-
bea — Phil Wyatt; Sixth, An-
nette Nolan — Joe Harold No-
lan; Seventh, John Etta Jami-
son — Robert Vance Williams;
Eighth, Mary Alice Fields —
Donald Ray Fisher.
In the beautiful home of Prof.
and Mrs. E. L. Wynne on Roy-
al rtreet, Mrs. Wynn, assisted
by your scribe, were hosts to
the Humboldt Gloxina and Art
club, of which they are mem-
bers, on Monday night. About
50 percent of the members were
present. Mrs. Jennie Vance is
le dynamic president et this
group. Delegates to the State
Federation were elected. They
are Mrs. Vance and your scribe.
Many other business items
were discussed. The hostesses
served a repast of Southern
fried chicken, French marinat-
ed beans, stuffed celery, h o t
rolls and iced tea. For dessert
they served individual strawber-
ry short cakes topped with ice
cream.
James Robert Edmonds of
Rockford, Ill., is visiting his
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Cottrell
Edmonds and grandmother,
Mrs. Adeline Exum. Mrs. Les-
sie Stanback accompanied Mr.
and Mrs. R. J. Dennis to the
Oak Grove Baptist church
where Mr. Dennis is a mem-
ber. The church had on a spec-
ial drive for a new annex,
which they have recently com-
pleted.
Words of the Wise
A man is what he is, not
what men say he is. Hi;
character no man can touch.
His character is what he is
before God. His reputation is
what men say he is. That
can be damaged. For reputa-
tion is for time. Character is
for eternity.
—(John B. Gough)
Stork
(Continued from page 11)
Olive.
Son, to Mr. and Mrs. Robert
Walker of 949 Mosby.
Daughter, Bobbie, to Mr. and
Mrs. Ulester Brown of 563 Bun-
tyn.
Son, Stanley, to Mr. and Mrs.
Odell Odom of 408 Glencoe.
Sun, Anthony, to Mr. and
Mrc. James T. Carroll of 939111
Woodlawn.
Daughter, Beatrice, to Mr.
and Mrs. George Holmes of 580
Brown Mall.
Son, Eugene, to Mr. and Mrs.
Linar, Powell of 1291 N. Mc-
Neil.
Daughter, Carolyn, to Mr.
and Mrs. Donald Clark of 2859
Carnes.
Son Richard, to Mr. and Mrs.
Joe L. Jackson of 243 W. Colo-
rado.
Daughter, Angela, to Mr. and
Mrs Clyde Williams of 1352
Austin.
Sun, Kenneth, to Mr. and Mrs.
John Minor of 3810 Hicks.
U. S. To Settle Ask
Railway Dispute
The nation's railroads and
the Brotherhood of Locomotive
Engineers (BLE) have handed
their wage dispute to govern-
ment arbitrators for a final,
binding decision.
Attorneys for the carriers
and union scheduled closing
arguments on the engineers' de-
mand for a 12 per cent (34
cents and hour) pay boost and
the railroads' demand for a 15
cent an hour wage cut.
The six-man arbitration
board will make its award by
June 1. The decision of the two
key, neutral members of the
board may set a pattern for
settlement of wage disputes in-
volving three other unions of
dirailroad operating (on-train) -
employes.
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it'shour
move...
Today you wear the cap and
gown: symbol of scholastic achieve-
ment. The road you take now is one
that will lead to a full and happy
life.
As you make your move into the
world of business, science or the aria
or into the busy business of being
a housewife we wish you the very
best.
BEST WISHES GRADS!
LENA HORNE
COSMETICS
317, Beale
•
Get In On The Biggest Want-Ad Bargain In Town ! ! OEFEHER 15Sat., May 1960Have You A Car For Sale, Apartment Or Room For Rent, Real Estate For Sale, Birth Or DeathNotice To Be Announced, Household Goods, Need Help In Your Home Or Business, Fur-
niture You Would Like To Dispose Of, Or, Would You Like To Advertise Your Business?
3 Lines For Two (2) Weeks .70
PHONES JAckson 6-8397
Ackson 6-8398
YOU WILL GET RESULTS
INSURANCE AGENCIES
AUTO LIABILITY
NOW AVAILABLE
Regardless To Past
Accident Record!
I. If Your Dnving License has?non revoked
IL it your Insurance has been
cancelled
3. 11 your appliatUon has been
reiected
Cali Adklas Insurance Agency-JA. 6-5365. A Representative will
cell at your home with full details
NOW AVAILABLE FOR
THE FIRST TIME!
HOSPITAL AND etc/um:Lie IN-SURANCE ?OR PEOTLE WHOHAVE HAD CANCER DIABETICS.HEART DISEASE AND OTHERSRIOUS ILLNESS.
POR MORE DETI1.8 CALLADKINS INSURANCE AGENCYGENERAL AOENT - DISABIL-ITY DIY. - CONTINENTAL CAS-UALTY CO 734 VANCE AVE.MEMPHIS, TENN
PHONE - JA. 6-5385
I I.E YE 0 SALS
CASH TALESI
WILL PAY CASH for property or
vacant lot. If priced rightSR 1-1140 IL 7-1ISS
▪ H DODWIN • COMPANY
134111 Monroe Avenge
1061 CUMMINGS 6-ROOM
PRAME DUPLEX - $750 Cash
13411 Monroe Avenue$46 05) Month
W ORR BE. 1-1141/
BR. ii-nea
E N GODWIN Ai COMPANY
1348 Monroe 1 
NEW BRICK DUPLEX31063 Calvert. Only MOO Dow*175 Monthly - Notes FlatJ. W Oki BR 1.17441
SR. it-Trilis
E. H. GODWIN 8. COMPANY
MISCELLANEOUS FOR SALE
Lett NAME • ADDRESS LABELS $1.00!Octet Robber Stamp SI"SRC Book Company. Box No. 3233
• Nashville 3, Tenn.
"U S COINS BOUGHT"
Send Coins, Will Send check. Not Pleitsed,Return Cheek
Bought
COINS Sold Serious Inc InvitedAppraised
FAVATA'111 COIN EXcBANOE43-44 195th St . Plushing 56. L.I., N. Y.
Member A.N.A.
BUICK - 1954
ROADMASTER-RIVIERAAir Cond-power equip New paint-bigluxury car for fraction of cost.
1718.05)
R. E. KEITH
-PH. MU. 6-7157
Memphis Business
Service Directory
REMODELING ADDITIONS
12x12 Rooms $995 - 12x20 Garage $435
E. Hunter Construction
Company
FA. 7-3966 Anytime Bank Terms
ELECTRO-
WARMTH
Bed Warmer For
Pains - Aches.
BLOMBERG
Burt Lake 1, Mich.
WRECKS
REBUILT
Automobile Body
Work and Painting
Dewey's Auto Service
475 Linden Ave. JA 7-0321
IP YOU WANT TO 115 BEAUTIFUL
visit FRIENDLY BEAUTY SHOP 130.6Thomas, Addle Orant Mgr - Masi*1,e,ter Operator
MARTINS FISH MARKET
1020 MISSISSIPPI BLVD.
Fresh Seafood Daily
FREE PARKING IN REAR
Henrietta
Martin
0
Owner &
Operator
DAY. N1051' SUNDAY
TV Seri/lea
11" Oliois Picture Tube
EL.
$81.15
'7" Ol•se Picture Tubs 
 117 95
metalled
City Side TV ferules
11404 Chelsea
TIRE SERVICE CO
819 UNION AVE. NIEMPHLS
RETREADING SPECIALISTS
PHONE JA. 6-5119
TRI-STATE DEFENDER WANTS
MEN AND WOMEN
Who Can Sell CLASSIFIED And
DISPLAY ADVERTISING
Men and Women with salts ability to sell advertising ...We need men arid women for year round, full timerepeat sales Permanent connection, protected leads.Salary, bonus plus coMmission.
Act promptly. Civil three references. Write:
TRI-STATE DEFENDER
Post Office Box 311 Memphis, Tennessee
CLASSIFIED
Want Ad
RATES
15c per agate line
5 words to a line
2 lines .. 
 
30c
3 lines 
 45c
4 lines 
 
60c
5 lines 
 75c
5Ve PT. SAME RATE as 1 line
ordinary type.
10 pt. SAME RATE is 2
Intim ordinary type.
18 PT.
24 PI. 
36 PT.
SAMS SLATE is 4
lime ordinary type.
SAM RATE AS
1 Uses ordinary
sAME
Carl Al
7 limn
ordinary
tree
cancellations of want ads can
hi given until 12 noon Satur-
day Copy cancelled after 12
noon Saturday will be billed
at regular rates.
DEADLINES
12 Noon Monday
Miscellaneous
No guarantee can be given as
to position in column. T. F.
(Till Forbid) orders subject
to change in rate without
notice.
Tri-State Defender box num-
bers - the words comprising
the address - whether name
and street or telephone, or
The TN-State Defender box
number - will be charged for
as part of the advertisement.
The Tri-State Defender will
forward to out of town ad
vertisers mail re( r ved ad
dressed to our address, but
the excess postage is to be
charged to the advertiser.
dit
r
 5 g1
-c
al
Misc, For Sale
SHOP AT BOB'S
FOR THE BEST IN INFANrs
- CHILDREN'S WEAR
SPECIALS
LAYETTES $7.95
DIAPERS $1.57 Doz.
THIS AD WORTH ST 00
CASH FOR PURCHASE
OF $5 .00 OR MOPE.
Bob's Juvenile
Shop
3206 W. Roosevelt Road
SA. 2-9622
SIN Stamps With Forehead'
2-BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
BEAUTITULLY POLISHED bareque Mix-
ture of Morey*. amethyst, obildiurn,
agate other $3 95 pound postpaid V.
Brubaker, $311 W 1,12, Lancaster, Calif.
JAICESSON'll BARBER SHOP
1385 Park AY enue
PA 4-9146
LOIS SEMITE SHOP
1356 Park Avenue
AppointMeet ire. 441141
BROWN'S PIANO CO.
1351 So. Third St. EX 7-0523
000D PRACTICE PIANOS 175
17 60 down and Easy Terms
EX. 747$0 Rites k Sundays
hIARR1AGE
CERTIFICATE
LEGAL P tinted Forms, CIV ARA RIVED!
Any Stets Karnes Dates, Omitted. Used
ail Orli-idols. Duplicate, conies or gifts
$2 each ithreiti $5 Profrint Confidential
postpaid Service.
NATIONAL FORMS
P.O. Box 7072, Miami 55, Fla.
3-REMODEL REPAIR PAINT
ROOPINO, roots repotted Stop any
leak Carpen,er work, floors leveled.
Chimneys gutters cleaned, repaired,
stucco, concrete, plaster do 1T17 own work.
Free cot Reasonable price.
T. t Serenest SR 1-1643. BR. 6-3910.
4-SPECIAL SERVICE
INQUIRES WANTED AREA FIRE AND
burglar alarm systeM Efficient and tn-
elpensive. For home and business Shelton
Distributing Co. 1199 Linden Office No, 1011.
Phone HR. 5-1991.
- 
-------_-
VVICI-17764.2 liar
li
Gil Gobrielli YO. 9-4462
BET-R PRODUCTS CO.
-A World of Values"
• AUTO SCHOOL "JAM.
.ovPRT1sINO SPECIALTIES
• PRINTINO MIld4OORAPHINO
• RUBBER STAMPS SEALS
• DECAIS CALENDARS
790 Yonkers Ave.
(Near Central Ave.) Yonkers, N. Y.
REPAIRS ON ALL MAKE
Sewing Machines. NO service charge
In city. All WOrk Guaranteed, Call
RAH Hdrrie Service
1657 Lamar Avenue
BR. 4-8050
Naar IRONING
If you want your ironing done nice-
ly call JA. 5-0083 at any hour.
BUSINESS SERVICE
13 Instruction
ENROLL
NOW
COMPLETE
SECRETARIAL TRAINING
+
Night & Day Classes
Key Punch
Data Processing
Typing & Filing
Shorthand
Accounting
HENDERSON
Business College, Inc.
530 Linden Ave. JA 6-4756
Men, Women, 18-55
To Train For
Civil Service Jobs
No exurriencr necessary, grammar
sch001 edviCiatIon IMMO. auffliatent
Per msnent jobs. no layoffs, short
hours hidh pay, advancements, lend
name. address. Phone number and
time hom• Tri-State Defender, P.O.
Box 511
* Accounting
* Secretarial
* Office Machine
* Refresher Course
* Modern Equipment
Day & Evening
Classes
GRIGGS
Business & Practical
An College
492 Vance Ave. - JA 7-4917
omr' 
11 Special ServiCell
11-SPECIAL SERVICES
PIANOS TUNED
OFFICIAL UNIVERSITY TUNER
Repairs Estimated Here
24 Years In Piano Tuning
and Rebuilding
BREW S& JAcksen MBE
1000 Embossed Business Cards
et S3.99
lines-i color (Blatt or Bluer
Business Cards • Afitit Cards
Personal Cards$7 50 value at the new lov Dries of$3 tie Dior 1.000
Write rn• for saMple c•rda and style
*hart BUSINESS CARD SPECIALINT
GEORGE PALINKUS
11117-TKI East 33rd It Lorain. Ohio
INSTRUCTIONS
ticuszmur
Distinctively boning the Midwest with
Accounting, Business Administretion,
Busin•ss Misckin•s, S•cretarloi, IBM
Key Punch, Personality Development,
CPA' SIOVICe, Real Estate canal
Court Reporting Cows*.
Sine* 1943
Day est Ertslal Chisel
\ Rehabilitation 
Approved
StudentsWeleoine
Out-al-town Students InvItisiii
Oste111 spostaireat
Vow L Hubbard, M.A. Director
JES-6161
4443 Washington StiouisS,Mo.
IITh1TUAL ADVISOR
STOP SUFFERING! ! !
Post St 00 NOW Reply envsiripe bring*eosrrivir pricor Health Center, Ade-laide Road. Dublin, Ireland ei hews Air-
mail)
THE AMAZING "MAGIC
POWER" OF NUMBERS!
insiuu.su tweet Master Code, PavorablisNumbers and 13•ys - Combination cases,3 Digit rigi?“. et,. Pries VAC
VICTORY
77MA Circle Awe. MOILS* 40, 111.
AST LOVERS, Now is vOtiE CHANCETO COLLECT UNUSUAL POSTCARDS, ItFOR SIM START TOuR coLLEDTIONNOW. SMOLA CARD 25 CENTS. P. 0.SOX ill ANSONIA STATION N. V.
FREE 100 GUISTION di ARMIES TOpass written test for drivers 'lefties In14111W YORK STATE Send Si Manta MIcov•r cost os mailing and handling -plus 161} addressed S. slammed enevoittee.PRODtill co. BOX 123
%. SONIA STATION, NEW YORK M.N. Y.
Wo will ales Inolud• fres lat (shams theineletted Uteese Holler with every order
-*Wired.
HOW To mkt wet, stOtrEY. ree.Send birthd it* and dime for intermaUon
sealed. SIMS. 1310-5th Ave., ChicagoHeights Ill.
Rev. C. W. F. Jefferson
Brings You I Am
•
MOSES yaw CHRIST
SINAI
• ZION
FOR BLESSED AMULET, EEL? MONEY.UNCROSSED. RUSH $2,00 DONATIVSWIWI JOY PEACE MY PEOPLE 1Los's. SO guca. CHICAGO 13, U.L...
309 E. 47th ST.
WA 4-5138
ELECTRONIC 
- wyerrOTIZtit $14.00 -Translator Radio 619 95. Pocket ear GasGun 
- 
- Extra 311 caliber shell's$1 50 each - Radio Waliti1 - Talkie11955 - Any Radio TV Tube 11.00 Aka.Transworld Elestronics - Post Office Box140 - Indio. California.
SPIRITUAL HELP
Are you worried over gimlet matters,strange unnatural evil 1rtiluencita? Are yousick, rhea write Bishop Baker Enclose$5.00 love offering There Is help for yotittrinab'ed soul. You can be succesafuL WrIM
BISHOP BAKER
3111 Proepeet AIM
Suite 100
Cleveland, Ohio
For Sale Misc.
THE LAW OF AVERAGES
"HE JAMMED"
Teem Mar Mho head or tails as youcher:Wei-Any vain! Anytime! any Place!
-A startling statement, • as less Mart-Bog performance. This easily masteredtechnique in a emayrighted manual sentkey Immediately For $1 AFRO-FLIP-CRAFT, Box 1165-0, Bridgepert I, Conn,
SPECIAL SERMONS
4 for 11.00 - 10 for $2.00
Easter Series 
- 9 for $2.00
National Sermon Supply
104 N. Dalrymple
Albion, Michigan
"BY THE NUMBERS"
NUMBER RATINGS Through The
Seises' Of Numerology. RESULTS
Will AMAZE Yew With Our Week-
ly NUMBER Card. Daily Vibrotions
For Any Event - CUBA, RACE
MUTUILS, STOCKS & BONDS,
Solite, Etc. State Your Cheict.
Send $2.00 With Birth Date, Full
Name And Your Favorite Method
Of Play. IN. Checks Plies,).
VICTORY SERVICE
7726T Se. Clyde Ave.
Chicago 49,
BUSINESS SERVICE
MEN, AT LAST IT'S HERE
Take New RUNITOREK And Enjoy At. Adietary preparation RUMTOREX takes up
where nature leaves off A PHYSICIAIK'S
FORMULA Only 18 00 for a 3.wesk sup-
ply Monty•back it not astiated after 3bottle Send C 0 D Cheek or Money
Order NOWi
THE RUMTOREX CO.
239 I. 113th St. - Box 17
NEW YORK 29, N. V.
THE BARGAIN Center. 1334
Smith St., Charleston, Nest Va.
Be Wise, send 25 cent for catalog
of 1000 books, 35 cent up today.
APPLIANCE SERVICE
FREE ESTIMATES
ON
• Refrigerators
• Washing Machines
• Freezers
• Dryers
AND
ALL SMALL APPLIANCES
Memphis Refrigerator
Service 1004 Joseph
JA 7-0016
mailit BATTERY POWER
AND MOTOR TUNEVP!
Instant stars in any weather Keepbatteries fully charged in 80 below set*
cold You'll play your radio all
winter with fear of battery failure. MOre
winter miles per gallon on gas Blazing
new power, pep NIG PROFITS ran
AOINTSI Send 11 98 for sample and de-tails . And get FREE 30 day supply
of THAT, (Hi Potency Tablets) A Men-
tal add Pop Stimulant - the very best.
Thou - 1919 Vermin_ Chicago 3'1, UL
IIIMITORS "PST" wits extra pep formula
$1.00. Refundable. 14 Rumbotz. Pleallent
Dale Nebraska.
Piano Warehouse Sale
We specialise In soot used Pianos.Ill down will put a piano to yourhome. rftEr DELIVERY
Holliday Capri Piano Sales
1199 Linden - bit, 5-0356. AlsoNights I Sunday.,
BR. 6-0356
SUSIE'S BEAUTY SHOP
212, Hernando
Specialises Ill Hair Styles Of
All Kind
Tinting Bleaching
/Seethe For Rent
A wood business in downtown lo-
CIII100
Susie Walter JA. 5-9997
'tautens - PA *Mk*
12 Business Opportunities
MAKE MONEY
FROM THE START
We show you how FREE! to
secure lists of slow pay ac•
counts from doctors, dentists,grocers, sanitariums, lumber
companies, garages, etc. All
you do is send them to us .
for our experienced collection
service. We pay up to $1.25
a name. No daisy. Write to-
day.
GENERAL FINANCE
304 Pickwick Bldg.
Kansas City S. MO.
VALUES OALORE1 sales Seat Ht. IRsr
fundable, 1111111 **neon
ALTOS *STUART Si. PA.
3 WAYS TO MAKE MONEY AT ROME,
where to but matejllil and holt to
manUfecture cheaply Send $1 .00 Montt-fiteturIng spesiaities N J
MADAM BELL
(English Lad)')
YOU KNOW SHE IS NOT
A GYPSY
This is her sew ethos at the Mlestsdppi
State Line. MADAM SELL is hack after a
long time CI wag away aid at test she is
back to stay In her new boats
Ars yois DiSsatisfled with marriage? as••
yol lost faith IN your Wheat. wife or sweetheart* Are roe
In bad health? Are you discouraged? If any Of these ITS Mu
problems, tonsil let MADAM 1E11 advise you at NM. 110
will read the to you Nat as she would read as epee heek
Tell you why yOur Jab or busteets lot a success If ran bass
Dined in the rest come yes MADAM BELL at ones.
Located on Highway S1 South, just aver Mississippi Mete
Line, on the way ea Remand*. Her borne Is 3 Weeks Weir
where she 0seq/ 10 stay right sate the Deillnle Motel. Be sire
to look for USIP BED ARILS ROUSE and real! Sad her there
at all times. (She war lad as ettles le West Memphis I
Catch yellow bus marked Initehaven State Use and gal
off at Sta • Line and walk 11 blocks and see MADAM NELL'S
HAND •:•roti
COME TODAY FOR TOMORROW MAY BE TOO LATE
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR NO CHARGE
Bears I a IA I pin.
Readings Dilly poets esi Sundays
I don't main any borne rails Of answer any fetters sure
to look for the right sign and the right name.
Pee 'liniment to tun a garage. 11rent building to reliable person Platoon4-02011
1,000 000 BOOKS Itio EriehL Prim Oats-logo Mailers? SOX 1)44. 7ITC(4.
REBUILT I 1 M electric WM/Mar stillIn factory crate $7000 OillranteedSouthaide ihrintins, lot 6491. DT Hunt.Ington 3, Witt Va.
▪ Huge diseOunts Low wholesale Prices.Sii money serVii catalog 36c tretund•111 Is .7 Co Sox 434. Levittown tPa.
ADULTS. INTERESTING MAIL, Earnings.Photos, buoklets. catalogs. $1 refundedtic (Sift with order. Alvin - Bolt354-TOO. Mick/rills, Long Island, N. T.
WE NEED names Will Pay 70t1 3130 per
maim: tor obtaining them for our mail-ing nat. Complete instructions sent for$1 00. harry M Young. 911 Broad Street.
• istol, Tennessee.
"Amethyst pendants, bracelets,$1.35 each item pOstPlUd. V. Brubaker,4116 W L-I2. Lancaster, Calif."
F • CUSTOM MADE
U • REFINISHED
R
 • RESTYLED
• ANTIQUE
N RESTORED
• REPAIRED
T SPECIAL FOR
u THE WEEK!
PLATFORM 52995
ROCKER
YOUR CHOICE OF
* NYLON OR
* NAUGAHYDE
MoormanS
Upholstering, Inc.
FA 7-0744 1576 Getwell
IP LOANS -&
NEED CASH?
-Quick Loans
Automobile, Furniture
Signature
There is a Heston why people
like to de business with us.
You, too, will Ilk* our cour-
teous treatment end desire to
help you.
"Open Thursday and Friday
Nights Until 8:00 P. M.
Seturdays 9:00 to 1:00
OM/ FINANCE CO
Home owned - Hems operated
DIXIE
FINANCE COMPANY
W. Ilk• is lay yes is your
lean taiekesi"
anal Supervised by thp
DepartMent of I ..... ne• and
&online
I LOCATIONS
lel S. Main IA. 11-1511
lit Madison JA.
WIN I'
CAN YOU USE
MORE CASH?
CITY FINANCE
ii.ts GOND 005
Slft RICK !BUILDING
Ifilh% pier IF (Ili
(;11 rarrearNiem
22 Furnished Roadie
Recite for rent furnished Sr a tofittatala
ed. erifitehall 1-112111 1341 Street
Call after 1:70 or bitters 1:00 h. IL
ORANGE MOUND
Free Transporiation to and Irmo
Airport. Depot. Bus Station. Etc.
GOOD FOOD
In Our Madero Restaurant
Harry Ifnlmes, Owner
2401 Park Avenue
FA 7-9253
East-Cosy Many Conveniences. SWUM,for Prof. Werman.
Call OL. 1-454% After 4 p80.
1111..0.m.
MISCELLANEOUD
NEW AMAZING "Sal POIN1 GUN
4.11111111111111111111119
ProMetlea Tea 
 la Your 11'0'o.
startle ani distract Presiders. wou'd-be attackees with thls cleverlY de-signed 11.11 POtht
Oun Pima .72
bet Slinky with is-ha load report CA.'
be heard for miles ta95around. No permit P-` •
',std.& Airmailed eloste•IScompletely grumbled from our 1st.Inly in Europa, Send $i taskMoils), order or check to
HOLLYWOOD IMPORT COs
2639 West Peterson - TR2
Chicago 45, Illinois
MEXICAN DIVORCE or marriage, valid,quick, easy Details either ene 111.Box 601 Tijuana, BC, Mexico ifief
AMALIE°. LISTED for life for 15o. StepPaying out dirtier quarters. dollars (orOct. time listing Tour netri• In our filesshould keep your boy full of interestingotters, free samples, big mall, etc forI 
ed
he Moving & HanHag
AiliM MOVERS
MU. 3-0911
Lew Rates - Insured MovIn9
MOVING
For Complete Quality
E-Z STORAGE & VAN CO.
JA. 7-2397 JA. 7-2397
W. P. SHELTON
Lowest Flat Rates In City
/ Insured Moving
GL 2-9507 Gt.. 2-5474
Best Deal In Townlia Detail. for self acid 
 stampenvelope. Andy's Trading Poet Route r-T CROSSTOWNBryson City N C. 1611
POR SALE, JACKS. TOOLS. 
AND net BR 4-4550- BR 4-4551
Local And Long Distance
_
4 Special Service
ATTENTION!
Diabetic Sufferers
Others Have Gained
Immediate Relief With
Frank Wilson Home
Remedy
47114 `vane Ave. Chleage al. 111.
Phone LI. II-1161
HELP WANTED, Male, Female
WCIdEN SEW EASY READY-CUT
WRAP-A-ROUND APRONS Hotas
Earn $25.11 Doeen-Spere Time
Write-Accurate Mfgrli.
FREEPORT. NEW YORK
--
Ws have openings for salesmen to
sell Major Household Appliances. NO
EXPERIENCE NECESSARY. 14117
Lamar - BR. 4-6050.
Female Help Wanted
aromEN SEW EASY READY
-CUTWrit•A-ROund Aprons Home. Earn$1516 Doyen-Spare Time Write -
ACCURAIE MIPOR1
REEPORT. NEW YORK
MAIDS TO $50 WEEK. Guaranteed
iobs, best working condottons. FREE
room, board, uniforms. Tickets sent.
A-1 Agency 100A Main St., Hempstead,
Long Island, N. Y.
 
 - _
Maids $35-$60 Week
Maids needed trir setter tomes its
Nell York, New Jersey, Bostoo. Mass.,
Hartford, I onn.. and Birmingham.
Ala, Ousianteed lobs, free room andboard gave Money. Tickets Ont. Call
or write,
LUCKY STAR EMPLOYMENT
AGENCY 1630 4th Ave N. Birming-
ham Ale. FA 2-5748. A SOUTHERN
Agency warrior SOUTHERN People.
•••••••••....-
Situations Wanted
EFFICIENT WOMAN
Desires Job A s Typist Or
Secretary. Experienced A s
Switch-Board Operator. Will
Also Take Typing In My
Home. Call Between 8 A. M.
And 12 P. M.
WPC 6-5452
MRS. ELSIE PAYNE
CHILD CAR! In my home while par-
ents work. J. Wright, experienced.
BR. 44611.
TyPING dons In my home short term
Diners anti 'Pencil cutting acceptable.
6-5657
WOULD LIKE to have five days or lesshoun• work or lob as bableltfer. Mrs.
Roomand Williams WE 14060
- -
Wanted For Rent
WANTRO: To SU1S-LIT
Al least a 4-room house, preferable lit
No Memphis But will take any home InMemphis Will need home 2 month. Ex-
change references Contact Tri-State
11010111111 POE WIMP 
-ORAE MOUND
13111 PrOgreall At Lamar ShOTIPIngCenter, Melrose technOl. 5 rooms andbath Only s5500 - Milet Sell.
1340 MARRCHAINEIL
Seautlful, 10 rooms. 3 bathe, many
metric in this fine home
6 UNIT APARTMENT
1087 go Wellington, North at Ms-Lernore Completely furnished.
Mrs id Poptientetmer - GL. 1-110i
Emmons Willson Beals, Ce,
1741 Lamer - DL. 6-3334
1165 50. WELLINGTON
PHA APPRAISED
This 1$ a very one white stucco bungalow,has I ooms and tile bath downstairs and
a very beautiful paneled den or bedroomUpstairs, Forced air heat in large base-
ment Hardwood floors Fenced rear lot.Mirage Price 511,000 00 $1,110.00 coshInehrlIng eicrelng cost Shown by appoint
ment. C. W Henry. IR. 44316.
Wilson
-Galbreath Co.
Realtors SR 6-4115 514 5 cootie,
Apt a 1For Rent
""rr1686 Sunset-Douglas One
side of Duplex 3 rms. Sr bath-hot-coldWater Gas healer in front room. Price:135 month
Ph ine FA. 4-0675
lb Agents Wanted
GUARANTIED 10141111DPIR
Mali nut dropahlp catalog Keep 10 Per
cent from order,. Pleven sellers De-tatis, sample cattle, II 00 Poll/ikon ISIS
TS13 E 33rd Lorain. Ohio
BEER Sc A QUART
Make it your/wit W• thole roll how.
Sere so tier cent on each $1 00 Complete
easy Instruettone II 00 FRIEI with order,
carload of ether interesting offers Wil•
Ilam Oman, Crites Country PublIcatione.
100 Sao *Es M. Raw Tett It Ps F
• fl EXTRA MONET
Men or Women Age WW1 110111,6milt
Or00111 Kowa' tasuranee Make lee •8
Your Jetttitetit
W. A Aeauss-Mstrtes Mgr
continental Casuilt y Company
JA 8-5145
6 Correspondence Club
-
- -
BIGGEST MARS TOM ever got (.it rout
name 1 rear Sic Werld'e Wail rows
15 W 45th Radio City 36. N V a.
Dept. TS.
1? YOU WANT A HUMMED. wife,
sweetheart or Den-Pal send $1.00 for
a hie of names to 0 H. Line. P 0.
Boa 10361 IddLittlar Station, Memobies. Term
..P
DEFENDER
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THE FACULTY of Hender-
son Business college, Inc.
wishes to salute the graduat-
ing class of 1960. They are to
be highly commended for
their untiring efforts, as they
struggle daily and nightly to
achieve, However, they are
aware that this is only the
INGROWN NAIL
SHIRTING YOU?
Immediate
Relief!
• two drupe et OUTGRO beta, blared
relied from tormenting pain of tnproern mall.
OUTGRO towbar the sine underneath the
aail, al/onv, the nett to be rut sad tbarwo-
vents further pain and demand art. 
al 
le available at ell den( esenteas-
beginning and the extreme
test will come as they go their
separate ways to take their
place as useful citizens. The graphical area, such as, Ten-
members of this graduating nessee, Alabama, Mississis-
class come from a wide geo- sippi, Georgia and Arkansas.
Phi Beta Kappa Keys For Six
At Fisk &tors Convocation
NASHVILLE, Tenn. — The
election of six Fisk university
seniors to Phi Beta Kappa and
the announcement of the Wood-
row Wilson and Danforth Fel-
lowships won by Dewitt Dykes
of Knoxville, Tenn., highlight-
ed the annual Honors Convoca-
tion at Fisk last week.
Inducted to Phi Beta Kappa
were Carmen V. Dennison of
Brickdam Georgetown, British
Guiana; Dewitt S. Dykes, jr.,
Knoxville, Tenn.; Janie C.
Greenwood of Winston Salem,
N. C.; Carol Hubbard of For-
SUMMER SESSION - ENROLL NOW!
CLASSES BEGIN MAY 31, 1960
Higher Accounting Executive Secretarial
Stenographic Typewriting
Key Punch
HENDERSON BUSINESS COLLEGE, INC.
Accredited By: The Accrediting Commission For Business Schools
Member:
American Association of Commercial Colleges
National Association and Council of Business Schools
National Rehabilitation Association
Tennessee Business College 'Association
Approved for training of Veterans under the G. I. Bill of Rights
530 Linden Avenue JA. 6-4756
Enjoy BOURBON'S
with OLD UlARTLIt
111110111.,A.F.
<tw.,
taqIARTEI
g
-
•411.
OFTS,,akt-qe.
•
- - 
- h.
• 'Tick-Fork,
'Ile BOURBON that didn't watch the dock...
for seven long years !
Imagine you have Kentucky's Finest Bourbon to itarf with then
you let time tick by as it slowly ripens to perfection. kemember the tryst
whiskey you have ever tasted And imagine ditt mellowet and sitioothet
Do all these things then taste Old t;harter
OLD CHARTER
illiT 
KENTUCKY a P.NE*T 6..)Jottoe1
STRA B OURDON WHISKEY • 1 YEARS olio eb PROOF oll alARTEi. DISTILLERY :O. ,ullISVILLE, KY.
syth, Ga.; Ella E. Beck of
Greenville, S. C.; and Sylvester
Barrington of Sanford, Fla.
The first predominantly Ne-
gro college to be charted by
Phi Beta Kappa, Fisk is one of
only 162 colleges and universi-
ties in the nation selected to
hold charters of this national
honor society.
Last week's honors parade
was dominated by Tennesseans,
who received seven of the 10
fellowships and assistantships
awarded to seniors for gradu-
ate study. Two fellowships, The
Woodrow Wilson and the Dan-
forth, an approximate total of
$12,000 was awarded to Dewitt
Dykes to study history at the
University of Michigan.
Five other Tennesseans re- ,
ceived approximately $7,900 col-
lectively — Marion Shepicouk
Barry of Memphis, to study
chemistry, University of Kan-
sas, Lawrence, Kansas; Joseph
Andrew Johnson, III of Nash.;
vine to study physics, Yale uni-
versity, New Haven, Conn.;
Major Robinson League of Nash-
ville to study health physics,
university of California, Berke-
ley, Calif.; Mary George New-
born of Dyersburg, to study mu-
sic, Radcliffe College, Cam-
bridge, Mass.; and Lily Patri-
cia Walker of Memphis, to
study business administration.
University of Chicago.
Other Fisk students who re-
ceived awards were Carmen V.
Dennison, $1,830 to study sociol-
ogy at University of Wisconsin;
Raymond Edward John Enci-
ons to study history at Fordham
university, New York City,
N. Y.: and Mildred Synetta
Robertson, $2,000 to study
chemistry, Indiana university,'
Bloomington, Ind.
Fifty-seven students were cit-
ed for various achievements
Straighten
your hair
at HOME in one
easy application!
1514...a you can have easy to
manage, easy-to-style strale ht
hair that won't go back even
in hottest, humid weather.
Easy-to-follow directions,
money-hack guarantee in
every package.
GENTLE strength for wands and
ehildren's loner, finer heir.
REGULAR strength for inen's
shorter, coarser hair.
BM TWO OUNCE JAR
'•.I.'1,i
Cost ote
Horn•
31 94
AT ALL
COSMETIC
COUNTERS
UMBOLD
totem
Now that "Blackberry W i li-
ter," is over we are experienc-
ing some real Summer weath-
er. The days are really getting
"hot." To the liking of some
and to the displeasure of oth-
ers. Oh, well everyone can't be
pleased weatherwise.
Usher Board No. 1 of Lane
Chapel CME church climaxed
its King and Queen drive Sun-
day night, May 15. Rev. W. C.
Rogers and his church f r o in
Dyer, Tenn., worshipped at
Lane Chapel Sunday night in
interest of the drive. Rev. Rog-
ers preached a . soul stirring
sermon using the subject,
-Weights of Christians," taken
from the passage of scripture
that reads "Let us put aside
every weight that doth so eas-
ily beset us and run with pa-
tience the race before us.
The choir made up of adults
and young people sang out of
their hearts. Mrs. Imogene Bur-
nett is piarnst of the choir. Ush-
ers from St. James, Antioch,
Salem and Williams Chapel
Baptist churches were present.
Yarbrough, sr., and Miss Mag-
gie Linningham, Leon Davis
and Mrs. Dorothy Rowan s,
Frank Beard and Mrs. Sallie
Dennis, Guy Patrick and Mrs.
Pearlie Jones, 0. C. Triggs and
Mrs. Dorothy N. Booth.
Mrs. Nelda Williams crown-
ed 0. C. Triggs King of the
Ushers and Mrs. Dorothy Booth,
Queen. They raised the highest
amount. Total amount raised
was $90.49. Rev. C. D. McKel-
vy is pastor of Lane chapel.
CLUBS MEET
The Book Lovers club met in
the home of Mr. and Mrs. John
Thomas with (Cottrell) hostess
Friday night. The President,
Mrs. Mattie Davis conducted
the business. Mrs. Carrie Seat
was elected to represent t h e
,club at The State Meeting in
1Dyersburg in June. The presi-
den is a delegate from the City
Federation. After the business
the hostess assisted by Mrs.
Nelda Williams served Barbe-
eee chicken a Macaroni casser-
ole, tossed salad, hot rolls,
coca-colas, ice cream and cake.
The rest of the evening was
spent playing games. M e s-
dames, Carrie Seat, Dorothy
McKinney, Lavern Radford and
Drucilla Tuggle received prizes.
Embalmers'
License To
C. Bills
Curtis W. Bills recently re-
ceived his embalmers' license
from the Tennessee State Board
of Funeral Directing and Em-
balming.
Mr. Bills, a
1948 graduate
ofBooker T.
Washington
high school,
has studied em-
balming at the
Atlanta college
of Mortuary
Science in At-
lanta, Ga.
He served in
the Army dur-
ing the Korean conflict.
He is presently employed at
the Southern Funeral home
where he served 18 months as
an apprentice under the super-
vision of Elizah Woods, manag-
er of the firm, and Charles J.
Latiman, research chemist of
Madison, Ark.
Mr. Bills is married to the
former Miss Annie McGill and
is the son of Mrs. Lena Yar-
brough of 1819 Bismark St.
C. Bills
Monday night the members of
the Gloxinia Art and Garden
club journeyed to Dyer, Tenn.,
to meet in the lovely home of
Mr. and Mrs. Emerson Wynne
with Mrs. Wynne and Mrs. Al-
berta Jamison hostesses. T h e
business was presided over by
the President, Mrs. Jennie
Vance. Mesdames Alberta Jam-
ison and Jennie Vance we r e
elected delegates to the State
meeting in Dyersburg, Tenn., in
June.
The hostesses served South-
ern style fried chicken, green-
beans with onion rings, Tomato
Aspic salad with cottage cheese,
hot rolls, ice tea, Strawberry
short cake and ice cream. Elev-
en members were pr esen t.
Some of the members had an-
other meeting and could not be
present.
The American Legion Auxili-
ary of Post 134 met in the
home of Mrs. Lon Cunningham
Monday night. The meeting was
called to order by President,
Mrs. Louise Cooper. Mrs. 011ie
Ruth Farmer conducted a very
fervent devotion. Plans were
made to send girls to Girls
State in June. Girls State will
be held on the campus of Add
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SENIOR DAY
Well it's that time again, for
the seniors all over the city to
prepare for graduation. On Fri-
day, May 27, which is class day
and class night, the seniors
will take over the school. Dur-
ing this time an assembly pro-
gram will be given and speech-
es will be made. We are look-
ing forward to this day and
night.
As time swiftly passes we
think about leaving our friends i
and classmates. It's sometimes
sad when we first think about
It, but it is a pleasant thought
for us. This year's senior class
has produced many fine traits
some students have brought
honors upon themselves their
homes and their school. We are
pleased with such students as -
Napoleon Williams, Albert I
Thompson, Louis Holmes Lucy
Barber, Edna Madison, Maggie
Hankins, Sureta Toy, Nora
Haliburton, Carlos Harris, Algi-
bus Tabor, Major Wilson, Clin-
ton, Ernest Withtrs and many
others.
With 240 strong, this senior
class is going all the way to
have the best graduation servic-
es in the history of Manassas.
We are pleased with our
senior advisors who have done
much to improve our lives in
these nine months to prepare
us for taking our place in the
world. They are: Mrs. B. B.
Fingal, chairman; Mr. 0. T.
Peebles, Mrs. E. J. Perkins,
Miss R. Eddins, Mrs. J. R.
Turner, Mrs. Williamson and
Mrs. B. B. Jones.
Our graduation calendar is
as follows: Class Day and
Class Night, May 27; Vesper
Services, May 29; and on June
1, commencement. We are
looking forward to our friends
all over to be present on the 29
State university. Misses Charlie
Mae Rutherford and Dorothy
Reid have been selected to at-
tend. The Auxiliary will sell
Poppies Saturday May 21.
VISITING
Mrs. Eliza Bryson and grand-
daughter Myra Bryson are va-
cationing in Cleveland, Ohio.
They are visiting Mrs. Bry-
son's sons and daughters and
their families. Dorothy Reid is
spending her vacation in Chi-
cago, Ill., with her aunts and
uncles.
Mrs. Dollie Penn Shobes and
son Claude Eric of Kansas City
are visiting her aunt and uncle
Mr. and Mrs. C. H. Williams
and her sister, Mrs. Lola Penn
Copeland.
They will be in the city about
two weeks.
and June 1.
ENCHANTMENT
The Manassas's Junior-Senior
Prom was held last Thursday
night, at Curries. This was a
very colorful affair which ev-
eryone enjoyed the most. The
young ladies were very .attrac-
tive and the young men were
looking their best.
The music was grand, play-
ed by Ben Branch and his
group and the singing coming
from the Laroges. A feature at-
traction of the evening was one
of our very own students, Miss
Veola Trueheart, who sang and
rocked the place. Everything
turned out quite well for this
occasion, the weather was very
helpful to us.
The Junior class, under the
leadership of Robert Simpson,
have been commended for such
an enjoyable affair.
What is it about the prom —
the music, the food, or the
clothes that seem to make an
occasion like this seem as a
fairy tale? It must be the mag-
ic in the air, but what magic?
Why it" e the magic of youth,
of course.
Persons seen at the Prom un-
der this influence were: Edna
Madison and Albert Thompson;
Lucy Barber and Carlos Har-
ris; Maggie Lula Hankins and
Cleophes Owens; Rosie Blan-
chard and Ernest Withers; Su-
ret Toy and Charles Hooks;
Nellie Crigler and Larry Turn-
er; Georgia Settles and Louis
Holmes; Joyce Gatlin and Bob-
bie Clemmons; Ernestine Har-
ris and Charles Marcus; Helen
Tolliver and James Williams;
Shirley Dortch and Haywood
Crowder; Tilattlyn McKinny
and Oliver Hany; Rosie Wilks
and Joe Griffin; Barbara Kin-
nard and Jimmy Guess, and
many others.
SPOTLIGHT
This week's spotlight turns
to a 17 year old senior. Daisy
Jean Cooley. Daisy resides at -
the home of her parents, Mr.
and Mrs. J. H.
Cooley, Sr., of
1592 S. Belleuve
blvd. She is a
member of the
rogres-
siveBaptist
church where
she serves as
the Sec. of the
B. T. U.
Upon gradu-
ating, Daisy
pdans to continue her educa-
tion at U. C. L. A., where she
will study to become a lawyer.
She is majoring in social stud-
ies and minoring in science
and math.
Daisy Cooley
DISTINCTIVE:
_Where a student can know every-
one and everyone can know him
—Where education includes but goes
beyond specialized training
—Where godliness and pursuit of
truth go hand-in-hand
TRADITIONAL:
—75 years of devoted service in an
amazing variety of capacities in
education and religion
EDUCATIONAL:
—Offering a thorough, well-rounded
course of study with a distinctive
"plus"
—Where a high ratio of faculty to
students offers deep and rich per-
sonal contacts and close supervi-
sion of students' work
—Awarding B.S. and A.B. degrees
with graduates fully certified for
teaching elementary, secondary,
and commercial education in the
public schools
ACC EDITED:
—A four-year liberal arts college
program fully accredited by the
Southern Association of Colleges
and Secondary Schools
TUSCALOOSA, ALABAMA
Est. 1876
A FOUR-YEAR LIBERAL ARTS COLLEGE of the PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
in the U.S.A.
For Further Information & Application Blank, write to: REGISTRAR
Stillman College, P. 0. Drawer 483 • Tusloosa, Alabama
William H. Sheppard Library
Stillman College
EDUCATION BEYOND
THE CLASSROOM:
—offering a variety of opportunities for students'
expressions of varied talents and interests
through Student Government, Campus Christian
Life, Intercollegiate and Intramural Athletics,
Choir, Band, Dramatics, Concert Association,
Publications, Honor Societies, Academic Clubs,
and numerous 'campus Nodal functions.
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